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Abstract

How are processes working at the individual level, the species level and the
macro-ecological level connected? This thesis explores the theoretical and struc-
tural constraints on biological evolution. It does this by developing an evolutionary
program to model biological form. This development was necessary as the existing
models of evolution are poorly suited to modelling morphological constraint.

The model of biological form developed in this thesis uses graphs to abstractly
represent organisms and the relationships of their internal structure. We show that
by increasing the number of degrees of freedom, or by increasing the ruggedness of
the fitness landscape, higher levels of diversity are supported - particularly when
there is strong directional selection.

We explore whether meta-regulation is bounded in the model by using an
analytical framework. We show that there is no analytical steady state, but that
one can be induced in the model by selection effects. We find that a mixed strategy
between increasing object complexity and increasing hierarchical complexity max-
imises the average degree of a vertex. This agrees with the evolutionary history of
meta-regulation.

We claim that the macro-ecological response to environmental perturbation
is determined by both the characteristic time scale of mutation and the time scale of
the environmental change. We show that for high amplitude changes the system can
adapt provide the mutation time scale is smaller than the environmental change.
We also show that low amplitude environmental changes cause rapid turnovers in
species’ diversity.

Finally, we show that mass extinctions can be the result of species’ interac-
tions and background rates of extinction, and do not need large external perturba-
tions to occur. This, combined with the results above, suggests that many of the
trends seen over geologically long time periods can be explained as a result of the
interacting processes at the individual and species level.
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Glossary

Copy numbers A way of keeping track

of the number of copies of a species

or sections of DNA in a genome.

Emergence The process by which com-

plex systems develop from simple

interactions.

Evolutionary pattern formation

Pattern formation is the process

during the development of an or-

ganism where tissues develop more

complex functions. Evolutionary

pattern formation considers the

historical causes or rules behind

such patterns.

Evolvability The potential ability of an

organism to adapt to change, or the

potential changes an organism can

adapt to.

Exaptation The change in the function

of a trait overly evolutionary time.

Heterotrophic An organism which ob-

tains energy from other organisms.

Ma Millions of years (mega annum).

Macroecology Patterns in ecology con-

sidered over geological time scales.

Macroevolution Patterns in evolution

considered over geological time

scales.

Morphological Relating to the shape

and form of organisms.

Morphospace The space of all possible

morphological forms.

Polarity An early stage of embryo de-

velopment where the embryo di-

vides into two hemispheres.

Recombination The process through

which genetic diversity is increased

by cross-over of chromosomes dur-

ing meiosis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Gould [1985] proposes three distinct tiers for evolutionary processes operating over

different time scales:

1. Evolutionary events of ecological moment, e.g. the results of the struggles of

individuals.

2. Evolutionary trends within lineages and clades in geological time, e.g. patterns

in the evolution of species that occur over millions of years such as punctuated

equilibrium.

3. Mass extinctions – large, infrequent events that overturn many of the previ-

ously dominant species.

The first tier is the population dynamics tier, which operates according to

the survival of the fittest due to competitive interactions between individuals. The

modern evolutionary synthesis aimed to create a consistent explanation of evolution-

ary phenomena, derived solely from these competitive individual interactions that

form the first tier. Gould [1985] argues that survival of the fittest implies continued

adaptation and optimisation, so we should expect progression in fitness over long

time periods. However, we don’t see any clear direction of progression [Gould, 1985].

So the behaviour in the second and third tiers is not what we would predict from

the first tier, despite the fact that their behaviour emerges from it. This is called the

paradox of the first tier. This paradox impacts not only discussions of complexity

in organisms [McShea, 1996], but also macroecological trends [Butterfield, 2007].

Gould [1985] proposes two solutions for this paradox. Either

1. First tier does regulate, but the nature of the process is undiscovered. However,

there is no expectation of progress.
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2. Distinct processes at second and third tier reverse or obscure the first tier

accumulations.

This thesis is particularly concerned with linking the first, second and third

tiers of evolutionary processes as described in Chapter 2 and defined by Gould [1985].

We approach this paradox both theoretically, in Chapter 3, analytically in Chapters

6 and 8, and by mathematical modelling in Chapters 4, 5, and 7. We propose that

first tier interactions control third tier processes, and that the trends seen in the

third tier are, in fact, an expected consequence of this control, thus supporting the

first of the solutions proposed by Gould [1985].

1.1 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 surveys the existing literature, and explains the background to the aims

and methods of this thesis. This covers the theory of evolution and open questions,

existing models of evolution which this thesis builds on, and network dynamics which

are used in the models developed in Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7.

1.2 Chapter 3

This chapter considers constraints that may be imposed implicitly and explicitly

to an evolutionary system. Whilst optimisation is theoretically possible in evolving

systems, real world systems rarely, if ever, maximally optimise due to the historically

contingent evolutionary constraints applied to them. However, models very rarely

include such contingency explicitly. The degree of constraint in such systems, and

its effect on the outcomes, is explored following Leimar [2002]. We propose that

constraint could be a first tier process that is a driver of evolutionary trends.

In the second section we consider the paradox of evolvability. We propose

that if we consider biological evolutionary processes as a non-equilibrium physical

system then, after Wissner-Gross and Freer [2013], this seems to negate the so-called

paradox of evolvability, i.e. that evolvability should not be a persistent feature

of organisms as selection is short-sighted in its maximisation of fitness, since non-

equilibrium physical systems can delay immediate maximisation to instead maximise

entropy production for between now and a future time. This suggests a mechanism

for linking first and third tier processes. We explore this claim further in Chapter

6.

This chapter concludes with a discussion on a possible framework for evo-

lution, combining the observations made from the model comparison analysis with

2



the consideration of constraint and evolvability.

1.3 Chapter 4

In this chapter we describe the model that is used in Chapters 5,6, and 7. In the

basic model species are represented by their body plans, represented as hierarchi-

cal directed graphs. This hierarchical depiction is an elegant way of intuitively

displaying the different levels of biological organisation, which could be called the

informational content of the body plan. Note that this depiction is essentially the

developed information content, it does not include any of the development machin-

ery (nor the genotype information content) for translating the genotype into the

phenotype, which could be called the development information.

Each vertex within a species’ body plan graph is assigned to a level. Lev-

els represent the vertex’s hierarchical position within the species graph. This is a

convenient mathematical abstraction, as it has a basis in biology via the levels of

organisation typically seen in organisms (for example the proteins which cause cells

to specialise which can then form conglomerates such as organs) and has a direct re-

lation to the levels of complexity defined in [McShea, 1996]. Hierarchical structures

are evolved through the mutation of individual vertices, which may copy individual

vertices or subgraphs, or create new vertices or subgraphs.

1.4 Chapter 5

In this chapter we approach the gap between first and second tiers from the first tier,

by asking what the effect of different fitness landscapes is on the overall diversity

of the system. Darwin proposed a gradualistic model of evolution, where speciation

occurs at a steady rate Darwin [1859]. Punctuated equilibrium was proposed as

an alternative model, where speciation occurs in bursts interspersed with periods

of stasis Eldredge and Gould [1972]. Although both of these patterns have been

shown to occur in the fossil record, it is unclear what the mechanism behind them

is. Since mutation occurs at a constant rate, we would predict that a gradualistic

trend should be shown in the model, rather than a punctuated equilibrium trend. If

we can show the output is dependent on the fitness landscape, this would suggest a

causal mechanism for why some lineages show punctuated equilibrium trends, whilst

others show gradualistic trends.

We propose that as the changes in fitness occurring now are very small due

to the increase in interactions between traits, the replacement of species is not swift

3



and so the apparent biodiversity is large. As the degrees of freedom in a system

increase, species are able to to be arbitrarily close to one another, thus slowing the

dynamics of replacement.

To translate this prediction into a testable hypothesis we use the model

described in Chapter 4. In this context, we predict that models with higher numbers

of degrees of freedom should have higher diversity, all other things being equal.

We find that the model exhibits both rapid evolutionary innovation (charac-

teristic of punctuated equilibrium) but also gradualistic change. This is enhanced

by the ruggedness of the fitness landscape, and by the presence of a cost to species’

structure in the single peak fitness landscape. However, we do not find that the

ruggedness or lack of ruggedness induces a particular mode of speciation.

We also find that, in the single peak fitness landscape, increasing the number

of degrees of freedom in the species under selection increased also increased the

diversity of the system. This agrees with our initial prediction, and we propose

that this is because with a higher combination of traits, more species can coexist at

arbitrarily close points in the landscape. This slows the rate of competition between

species, resulting in an artificial inflation of the diversity of the system.

1.5 Chapter 6

In Chapter 5 we approached the paradox of the three tiers by examining the con-

nection between the first and second tiers (population dynamics and evolutionary

trends respectively). In this chapter we consider the second tier and, specifically,

the role of meta-regulation in constraining such evolutionary trends. We propose

that meta-regulation is one of the more important regulators in evolutionary trends,

being responsible for constraint as well as aiding evolvability and altering the tempo

of evolutionary processes (as argued in Chapter 3). In Chapter 6 we use the results

from Chapter 5 to quantify the variation seen in the average outgoing degree to

model meta-regulation rules.

We can model meta-regulation by considering the parameters of the model

described in Chapter 4. Increasing object complexity is represented by copying

nodes (with probability 1− p) and increasing hierarchical complexity is represented

by creating nodes on new levels (with probability p). β now represents the scope of

the regulation – high β represents many genes controlled by few regulatory genes,

whilst low β represents direct regulation.

We consider the following two questions:

Firstly, what are the values of p and β which maximise the change in aver-

4



age outgoing degree over time? This provides information regarding the trade-off

between increasing object vs. hierarchical complexity.

Secondly, we ask under what conditions is the evolution of meta-regulation

promoted? Specifically we are interested in whether there is an analytical steady

state towards which a system will tend. In biological systems we have yet to see

a limit on the levels of meta-regulation, particularly if the definition is extended

to include societal structures (e.g. ant colonies) [Vinicius, 2010]. However, we

can see that there are jumps in evolution, associated with the development of meta-

regulation [Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1997; Vinicius, 2010]. This “punctuated

equilibrium” has been explained by exploding combinatorial possibilities [Solé et al.,

2003], however we propose that such jumps arise naturally under a selection regime

which favours moderate connectivity and has four possible mutation outcomes. This

would support observations regarding the nature of meta-regulation [Maynard Smith

and Szathmáry, 1997] - that is, that there are periods of rapid innovation followed

by periods of quiescence.

To answer these questions we use the duplication-divergence framework de-

veloped in Vázquez et al. [2003] and Solé and Valverde [2008]. Average outgoing

degree is considered, rather than average degree, so as to emphasise the meta-

regulation aspects of node degree (i.e. the number of nodes controlling other nodes,

rather than the number of nodes being controlled).

We find that for sparse or small graphs, the average outgoing degree is max-

imised when p = β = 1. However, the growth rate is also maximised when β 6= 1.

Under these conditions a mixed strategy is produced - where small dense sub-graphs

are sparsely connected to each other. The model does not have a steady state for

average outgoing degree, suggesting that either hierarchical or object complexity (or

both) is unbounded.

1.6 Chapter 7

Continuing the theme of uniting the first, second and third tiers of evolution by

exploring the gap between first, second and third tiers we investigate in Chapter 7

how environmental variation over different time scales affects diversity. In the pre-

vious chapter we looked at intrinsic ways hierarchical complexity could be evolved,

whereas in this chapter we look at fluctuations in external resources and their impact

on the diversity of organisms evolved within the model described in Chaper 4. We

ask the question: what role do external environments play in third tier processes?

We hypothesise that the relationship between external environments and

5



third tier processes is dependent on the relative time scales of, on the one hand,

change in the external environment and, on the other, mutation rate. Specifically,

we hypothesise that

1. When the characteristic time scale of the mutation rate is smaller than the

characteristic time scale of the environmental change, we will observe third

tier processes tracking the environmental change.

2. When the characteristic time scale of the mutation rate is larger than the

characteristic time scale of the environmental change, we will not observe

third tier processes tracking the environmental change.

To answer this we introduce fluctuating resource pools to our model as an

environmental change with a clearly defined characteristic time scale. We look at

the number of species as a representative third tier variable. We also contrast to

a simple version of the model which includes resource pools, but where these are

static.

The results from model suggest that, as expected, the impact of the envi-

ronmental change is determined by the characteristic mutation rate of the system

relative to the fluctuations and the amplitude of such fluctuations. Thus, systems

can only respond to environmental changes on longer wavelengths (τ > mutation

rate). Furthermore, we find that the impact of low amplitude wavelengths results in

rapid extinctions of multiple species across all time scales. High amplitude changes

induce overall system responses in the diversity of the system at meso- and macro-

time scales. We attribute this behaviour to low amplitude fluctuations enabling

lingering species, which pushes the system to an unsteady state. This unsteady

state eventually causes a rapid extinction of multiple species, an overturning of the

species present. This apparent cascading, concurrent death of multiple species is in-

teresting as it suggests that the dynamics of both population and resources combine

to produce systems which evolve towards a precarious state.

1.7 Chapter 8

In this chapter a null hypothesis for mass extinctions is developed – namely that

mass extinctions can be explained by a series of random, unfortunate, but crucially

minor, events related to the background rate of extinction. The background rate

of extinction is directly driven by competition between species - a first tier process.

Mass extinctions are a clear third tier process.
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Although the prevailing view is that mass extinctions are driven by large

exogenous events (i.e. completely separate from first and second tier processes), we

look at data from all known volcanic events and bolide impacts and compare this

to the historical extinction record, finding little observable link. If large external

environmental perturbations aren’t correlated with mass extinctions, an alternative

cause must be proposed. In this chapter we develop a model to test whether it is

possible for mass extinctions to be caused solely by the background rate of extinction,

thus directly linking the first and third tiers.

We show that this model is sufficient to create mass extinctions, using bi-

ologically realistic parameters, and thus large exogenous events are not required.

The model depends strongly on the number of connections needed to be a highly

connected node, and assumes a scale-free network, however we propose that this

links processes on the second tier (diversification and species interaction) to those

on the third tier (mass extinctions).

7



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Although the theory of evolution by natural selection is well-established in scientific

circles, debate over the fine details has still not been assuaged. As with any unifying

theory, and particularly in a field as natural as biology, special cases abound and

the complexity of the theory grows as more discoveries are made. Although much

of the theoretical evolutionary debate has quietened since the 1970s, evolutionary

modelling has made great leaps forward with the advent of computational methods.

The structure of this literature review is to firstly give an overview of the

fundamental questions in evolutionary theory, namely the relative roles of adapta-

tion, constraint, and complexity. Naturally, the new synthesis is touched upon, but

from a historical basis, considering its impact upon the current generation of evolu-

tionary models. This leads into a discussion of mathematical evolutionary models,

beginning with an overview of closed and open problems by Schuster [2010]. One

of the criticisms levelled at the new synthesis is the lack of environmental feedback

[Durinx and Metz, 2005]. Indeed, although one of the purposes of the new synthesis

was to bring the concepts of population dynamics and gene frequency models to-

gether with macro-evolutionary trends, many of these emergent phenomena are still

unaccounted for.

The mathematical modelling of evolution is in a golden period, and as con-

nections are made between increasingly disparate disciplines, the future looks even

brighter. The nature of this thesis is inter-disciplinary, having its roots in biology,

mathematics, and palaeontology. As one of its main aims is to examine hierarchical

structures in evolution, the next section of the literature review considers network

models, particularly those with applications to evolution.
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2.2 Evolutionary Theory

2.2.1 Adaptation

The idea of a unified evolutionary theory is flawed almost from its conception,

due to a lack of data. This is not the lack of geological data, discussed in the

Origin of Species as the “incompleteness of the geological record”; it is a lack of

comparative data at the grandest scale. As far as we know life has only evolved

once on Earth. As such, the many explanations put forward for an organism’s

evolutionary trajectory are often not falsifiable [Popper, 1968]. One of the strongest

advocates for this perspective-inspired way of thinking was Stephen Jay Gould, and

nowhere is his argument made more strongly than in “The Spandrels of San Marco

and the Panglossian Paradigm” [Gould and Lewontin, 1979].

The arguments in Gould and Lewontin [1979] centre on the adaptationist

paradigm, which at its heart is the optimisation principle of natural selection. This

paradigm, and its effect on evolutionary modelling, is discussed in more depth in

the following chapter. Gould and Lewontin [1979] warns against the atomisation of

traits into perfectly optimised functional structures, an important point which has

recently influenced discussion on constraint in evolution (e.g. Wagner and Stadler

[2003]; Hansen [2003]). Such concerns have also permeated into the genotype-centred

view of evolution, where covariance matrices are used to estimate the degree of con-

nectedness (see for example Metz [2011]). Such a solution falls into the second warn-

ing of Gould and Lewontin [1979], that such trade-offs are introduced to explain the

maladaptation or lack of apparent optimisation. Thus organisms are “interpreted

as best compromises among competing demands” [Gould and Lewontin, 1979]. This

“solution” allows the paradigm of adaptation to exist in the presence and absence

of evidence, which invalidates the falsifiability of the paradigm.

As an alternative view to the optimisation (or immediate adaptation) of

evolutionary change, Gould and Lewontin [1979] proposes five possible processes.

Some of these fall into already proposed processes of evolution, such as the neutral

theory of evolution [Jukes and Kimura, 1984], which has no adaptation or selection.

A subset of this is where there is no selection or adaptation in the trait being studied,

which can be seen in the growth laws of organisms [Thompson et al., 1942]. There

is the possibility of decoupling of adaptation and selection [Gould and Lewontin,

1979], an example of which is when the range of possible forms (the morphospace)

is highly constrained by external physical laws (such as in unicellular organisms).

It is also possible for there to be adaptation and selection, but the differences in

adaptations may not be due to a selective reason. This comes almost naturally from
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the idea of the many-to-one genotype-phenotype mapping (in-depth discussions of

this can be found in Stadler et al. [2001]; Schuster [2010]). Finally, adaptation may

be a secondary utilization of parts historically present [Gould and Lewontin, 1979].

This cannibalization is seen at all scales in biology, from protein pathways [Solé

et al., 2003] to whole organs [Gould and Vrba, 1982].

Evolutionary inertia, i.e. the lack of fundamental change in organisms, can

be explained in terms of phyletic inertia (past adaptations slow down or impede

adaptation) [Gould and Lewontin, 1979]. Developmental inertia is embodied in the

idea of Baupläne – where early set developmental processes and pathways constrain

future change [Gould and Lewontin, 1979]. Although this identifies the possibility of

developmental constraint, the paper offers little in the way of quantification of such

concepts. Indeed, without such quantification the same criticisms Gould levels at

the adaptationist paradigm could be levelled at the evolutionary processes proposed

in Gould and Lewontin [1979].

We consider adaptation further in Chapter 7, in which we claim that the

relative time scales of environmental change (which organisms must adapt to) are

critical drivers of third tier processes.

2.2.2 Constraint

A mathematical attempt to quantify the effect of constraint was carried out by

Leimar [2002]. However, rather than consider explicitly the structural constraint

discussed above, Leimar [2002] considered a Darwinian demon, capable of deciding

which mutations appear but not the subsequent effects of natural selection. This

results in a system analogous to morphospace, where what is possible matters more

than what is probable. The study limits itself to small effect mutations, as large

effect mutations would simply increase the effect of the Darwinian demon [Leimar,

2002]. Correspondingly, the study cannot explore the relative importance of size of

effect in mutational jumps.

In the 1d case, mutational effects can only influence the rate of mutation

change, rather than the direction [Leimar, 2002]. In the multidimensional case, any

small increment ∆x which points uphill is favoured by selection, but this uphill

requirement decreases in higher dimensions [Leimar, 2002]. The trait combination

which has the steepest slope will be selected for, however this may not result in all

traits increasing in fitness due to pleiotropy (where a single mutation affects several

traits of an organism).

The global properties of the fitness landscape constrain the evolution, rather

than the local structure [Leimar, 2002]. This is in agreement with the case for
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epistatic interactions causing ruggedness in fitness landscapes made in Solé et al.

[2003]. Leimar [2002] also discusses the fixedness of fitness landscapes. Thus if

there are no inescapable traps, as might be expected in a shifting landscape, then

adaptive walks can range widely over the space [Leimar, 2002]. Of course, this is

naturally a limitation of the choice to only consider small effect mutations, as large

effect mutations are less susceptible to such traps.

In evolutionary game theory, uninvadibility has played a greater role than

convergence stability [Leimar, 2002]. However, there exist perturbations which

encourage populations to move away from an evolutionary stable strategy (ESS)

[Leimar, 2002]. Therefore, convergent stability must play an important role in de-

termining the long term outcomes of the evolutionary process [Leimar, 2002].

Leimar [2002] concludes that a Darwinian demon could potentially have an

unlimited effect on evolution, by utilising the potential invadability of one of a pair

of mutations which have no net effect on overall fitness. Thus the important effect

of mutations is in the degree of correlation or connectedness that develops between

traits [Leimar, 2002].

How does this fit with the framework discussed in Gould and Lewontin

[1979]? The importance Leimar [2002] places on convergent stability can be consid-

ered as an attempt to formalise architectural constraint (albeit for a particular sub-

set of examples). The conclusion that a Darwinian demon could have a potentially

unlimited effect on the outcome of evolutionary change reinforces the suggestion in

Gould and Lewontin [1979] for a separation of adaptation and selection. However,

the fundamental question of how to quantify architectural constraint remains open.

In Chapter 3 we claim that constraint is a driver of evolutionary trends, and

in Chapter 6 explore this claim further.

2.2.3 Macroevolution

Another theoretical consideration is the discreteness of the levels of evolution. As

discussed in the first section Gould [1985] proposes three tiers for evolutionary out-

comes:

1. Evolutionary events of ecological moment.

2. Evolutionary trends within lineages and clades in geological time.

3. Mass extinctions.

The first tier can be thought of as the population dynamics tier, and indeed

the tier which the new evolutionary synthesis aimed to merge with the second tier.
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As such, the modern synthesis could be argued to presuppose that all evolutionary

theory derives solely from the first tier [Gould, 1985].

Although Darwin stated that “from so simple a beginning endless forms most

beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved”, it is unclear that

the forms are endless. One of the most surprising observations in biology is that,

once the superficial differences in species are accounted for, the base disparity in

animals is not only restrictive but unchanging. The 30 bodyplans [Raff, 1996] that

evolved amongst others in the Cambrian Explosion are still very much present in

today’s organisms, and it is unclear what progress at that level is, and whether any

has taken place. Given that natural selection supposes that competition is the main

driver in evolutionary progress, such that more adapted forms persist, the proposed

paradox of the first tier is the absence of a clear direction of progression [Gould,

1985]. Such a paradox impacts not only discussions of complexity in organisms

[McShea, 1996], but also macroecological trends [Butterfield, 2007].

Gould [1985] proposes two solutions for this paradox. Either

1. First tier does regulate, but the nature of the process is undiscovered. However,

there is no expectation of progress.

2. Distinct processes at second and third tier reverse or obscure the first tier

accumulations.

This latter suggestion is of vast importance to evolutionary modellers, because if

true, then no current evolutionary model can predict the outcome of long term

evolution based simply on competition and survival at the individual level. Gould

[1985] proposed that the development of a hierarchical Darwinian view of evolution

should be “a major agenda for evolutionary theory before the millennium”. However,

such an agenda has not been acted upon, nor has there been any development of

such a theory.

In Erwin [2000], the same questions are asked: do macroevolutionary pro-

cesses simply reflect the accumulation of microevolutionary processes, or are macroevo-

lutionary processes emergent phenomena? How important is repatterning and rede-

ployment in developmental processes, and how can the macroevolutionary potential

of developmental innovations be measured? Erwin [2000] emphasises that there is a

non-random origination of evolutionary novelties over time, because innovations re-

quire ecological opportunity, developmental possibility and the right environmental

setting. Innovations in this context are defined as major changes in the organism,

which may involve early developmental processes.
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Discontinuities impart a hierarchical structure to evolution and may even

neutralise microevolution [Gould, 1985; Erwin, 2000]. The relevant question is not

whether macroevolution distinct from microevolution, but the relative frequency

and impact of processes at the various levels of the hierarchy [Erwin, 2000]. As

with the effect of architectural constraint, there is a lack of quantification of these

processes. One reason for this lack of quantification is the unanimous uptake by

evolutionary modellers of the new synthesis.

In Chapter 3 and in Chapter 8 we consider macroevolutionary trends and

claim that third tier mass extinctions are a result of competitive interactions at the

population level - that is, a direct outcome of first tier processes.

2.2.4 Complexity

Returning again to the paradox of the first tier Gould [1985], it is possible to find the

idea of progress not only permeating many discussions of evolutionary trends, but

also evolutionary complexity [McShea, 1996]. Arguments put forward for increasing

complexity over time include the hypothesis that as diversity increases and niches

become more specialised, and by extension complex, then the organisms themselves

become more complex [McShea, 1996; Waddington, 1969]. This argument shows no

awareness of the processes of the third tier (mass extinctions), in which it should

be expected that more complex organisms (if more specialised) have a lower chance

of survival during extreme environmental perturbation. However, if complexity is

increasing across all species, families and genera, then for each successive mass

extinction a higher proportion of species should be made extinct, as complexity

even in the simplest organisms increases. This trend is not seen in the fossil record,

and although that may be due to the severity of the environmental perturbations,

it seems impossible to test such a hypothesis.

Although intuitively progress is a more nebulous concept than complexity, it

turns out that complexity in organisms is also ill-defined. McShea [1996] identifies

four distinct structural components that make up organismal complexity:

1. Object complexity which is the number of different physical parts of a system.

2. Process complexity which is the number of different interactions between them.

3. Hierarchical structure which is the number of levels of nestedness (or the num-

ber of levels of organisation).

4. Non-hierarchical complexity which is the number of parts of interactions at a

given scale.
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Any empirical evidence for supporting these trends requires these four com-

ponents to be measurable in some way [McShea, 1996]. However, it is unclear even

with such measures whether overall organismal complexity (composed of the above

components) has been increasing over time [McShea, 1996]. At best, there are two

possible processes that describe the pattern seen in the fossil record – diffusive or

passive, where there is simply a lower bound on the complexity of the simplest

organism, or driven where complexity increases over time [McShea, 1996].

Defining complexity in this way is inclusive of randomness, and avoids the

pitfalls of functional definitions referenced in the above discussion. However, in this

definition complexity is not entropy [McShea, 1996]. This separation of complexity

from entropy is particularly unsatisfying because Kolmogorov complexity describes

genotype complexity so well. Lloyd and Pagels [1988] argued that complexity should

be related to the generating process. However, such a measure of genotype com-

plexity ignores the complexity of the developmental process, and defining the one

in terms of the other potentially hides any further insight [McShea, 1996].

In McShea [2000] a definition of functional complexity is introduced, however

it suffers from the problems of adaptation versus exaptation, that is the change in

the function of a trait over time. It does, however, define a “part” of an organism as

internally highly connected, but isolated externally from surrounding parts. This,

of course, is isomorphic to the notion of community used in network science. This

definition, along with the structural definition above, suggests networks as a natural

medium in which to explore questions of constraint, complexity, and contingency.

One of the most interesting questions raised by the McShea [1996] paper

is whether there are limits to complexity, and if so what these limits are. In Mc-

Shea [2005], a process for increasing the internal variance of an organism is proposed,

whereby the accumulation of mutations results in further differentiation of an organ-

ism. This process of differentiation is analogous to the duplication-divergence model

of protein networks discussed later and in more depth in chapter 6. Although in Mc-

Shea [2005], this increase should only be seen in non-hierarchical object complexity,

it would be very interesting to see it extended to hierarchical object complexity.

All the notions of increasing complexity treat evolution as an essentially non-

reversible process. This is interesting, in particular because we know it to be false,

at least at the adult phenotype level [Galis et al., 2001]. It seems that mutations

within the developmental process can lead to the effective removal of otherwise non-

functional “parts”. If the developmental process can have such an effect, there is

surely a strong argument for it to be included in models of evolution, either explicitly

or by proxy.
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It is possible that a deeper understanding of the genotype-phenotype map can

shed light on this division, but it is equally likely that a mapping from Kolmogorov

complexity measures to structural measures might shed some light on both the

developmental process and the genotype-phenotype map.

In Chapter 6 we claim that meta-regulation is strongly selected for, and

explore the trade-off between hierarchical and object complexity.

2.2.5 New synthesis

The role of development has been understated in both the new synthesis and evo-

lutionary models. The lack of a coherent understanding of the process and whether

there are top-down or bottom-up effects on evolution has stymied the attempts of

modellers to create integrated models of evolution. Part of this lack of understanding

has come from development’s neglect in the hands of the new synthesis [Amundson,

2005b]. The confusion surrounding both development and structuralism is neatly

summarised by Amundson [2005b]: “Structuralists seem (to the adaptationists) to

be saying that past history is causally affecting present-day populations without

explaining how this can be accomplished.” Of course, proposing such outcomes or

constraints without a coherent process is speculative in the extreme, and this is

where a need for explorative modelling is great.

Amundson [2005b] claims that typology and essentialism, that is characters

conforming to types and species defined by sets of attributes, (which underlie the

idea structural constraint) are simply evolutionary processes which cannot be re-

duced to populational processes. In this he is following in the footsteps of Gould

and Lewontin [1979] and Erwin [2000]. Any claims over the realism of typology

makes a statement over the permanence of characters, a test of which could be the

rate of decay of characters associated with the bodyplan compared with characters

not associated [Amundson, 2005b]. However, the notion of characters sits uneasily

aside this integrated notion of typology.

Homologous characters are shared between two taxa as they were present in

their last common ancestor. But the identification of homologous characters not

only runs afoul of the problem of functional equivalence, but also the identification

of “parts” or characters. A further problem is that homology, though widely used in

phylogenetics, is not reducible to any particular developmental process Amundson

[2005b]. Wagner and Stadler [2003] proposed that a developmental account of ho-

mology should include their conservation through time, their individuality, and their

origin. Such an account requires an understanding of the networks and hierarchical

relations of induction in the developing embryo.
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The questions of why organisms have distinct parts and why it is so easy

to spot correspondences amongst them are as yet unanswered. Amundson [2005b]

argues that these may be answered by some combination of the bodyplan, which

is constantly maintained through ontogeny, and modularity, where parts are semi-

independent. It is perhaps also related to the human capacity to generalise. Note,

however, that a structurally similar phenotypic outcome can be maintained (and

identified as homologous) despite the developmental processes responsible being

independently modified. This is seemingly analogous to the many-to-one mapping

of genotype to phenotype.

The thirty basic Baupläne [Raff, 1996], are causally involved in the evolu-

tionary process as they require a specific causal explanation [Amundson, 2005b].

Their potential impact on evolutionary processes are two-fold – they are modified

and maintained, but can influence phenotypic variations available. This constrain-

ing aspect of their nature is particularly important from a modelling perspective, as

it changes which characters we expect to see as evolution progresses. Understand-

ing this constraint would enable us to make testable predictions of the evolutionary

process.

2.3 Models of Evolution

2.3.1 Neutral networks

Now that the theoretical backdrop has been established, the next step is to consider

what steps in modelling have been undertaken to solve these problems. Modelling

is a very powerful tool which can be used to test hypotheses and isolate the key

underlying processes in complex systems. Schuster [2010] gives an overview of the

recent advances in modelling, in particular insights into the genotype-phenotype

map. One of the key discussions in the paper concerns error threshold rates as

applied to mutation in genetic code. The error threshold limits the chain length for

faithful reproduction [Schuster, 2010]. There is potentially an analogy here between

the trade-off between information content and faithful reproduction with the trade-

off between evolvability and robustness. In particular, such an analogy could be

easily modelled.

Schuster [2010] then goes on to discuss neutral networks. Neutral networks

potentially exist in any many-to-one mapping, as they describe the ability to move

through one space without incurring penalties in the other space. Thus, the redun-

dancy offered by a many-to-one mapping allows this, as does (it should be noted)

a completely flat fitness landscape, since ultimately the genotype-phenotype map
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is used in these discussions as a proxy for the fitnesses of genotypes. In the RNA-

protein structure mapping, the amount of redundancy determines whether the neu-

tral network formed by the mapping are well-connected or split into components

[Schuster, 2010]. The critical connectivity that decides whether the network is well-

connected is depends only on the number of letters in the genetic alphabet [Schuster,

2010].

If a neutral network exists, evolution can be modelled as a diffusive pro-

cess [Kimura, 1968]. In this case the phenotype is constant [Schuster, 2010]. Al-

ternatively, several phenotypes can appear with the same replication rate, and a

random walk occurs between these structures [Schuster, 2010]. However, as yet a

comprehensive stochastic modelling approach to evolution has not yet been devel-

oped [Schuster, 2010]. Schuster [2010] also notes that the predictive power of the

genotype-phenotype map is very poor. Unfortunately, this analysis also ignores the

potential structural constraints that occur if scaled to the genotype-phenotype map.

In particular, the RNA structure is well-understood in terms of its kinetics, thus

the phenotype in this case is limited only by physical constraints. The system is

memoryless, but it is unclear (as discussed previously) whether evolution at the level

of organisms is so forgetful.

We explore this mapping in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 5, where we consider

the relationship between diversity and degrees of freedom in the system.

2.3.2 Environment

This type of modelling ignores the effect of environment except in the population dy-

namics phrasing, where the fitness proxy is simply reproduction rates. In contrast,

the Tangled Nature proposed in Christensen et al. [2002] derives its dynamics solely

from interactions with the environment. In this model, the interaction strength be-

tween individuals (represented by their genetic sequence) determines the possibility

of the organism to succeed [Christensen et al., 2002]. If speciation is kept constant,

independent of the strength of coupling, then the population is diffusive across

genome space [Christensen et al., 2002]. This is expected not only from the be-

haviour of aggregation models, but it is also an example of the phenomenon noted

above, where evolution is diffusive in the genotype if there exists a many-to-one

mapping, or in the case where the fitness landscape is flat.

A physical environment, as opposed to the environment created by other indi-

viduals, is represented by a death rate and associated carrying capacity [Christensen

et al., 2002]. The results of this model are surprising – in the asexual reproduction

case, the system passes through a bottleneck even if diversity is initially high [Chris-
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tensen et al., 2002]. There is the observance of quasi-ESSes, and the time to reach

stationary states increases exponentially with increasing genome length [Christensen

et al., 2002]. For sexual reproduction, as reproduction probability is determined by

Hamming distance, then similarity is favoured [Christensen et al., 2002]. However,

if the physical environment is exceedingly harsh, low diversity is favoured over high

diversity [Christensen et al., 2002]. These observations have important repercus-

sions, not only for evolutionary modelling, but also the integration of population

scale dynamics with macro-ecological dynamics – a possible uniting of the first and

third tiers.

The main concept that is missing from the model described in Christensen

et al. [2002] is a separation of time scales. In Metz [2011], this separation of time

scales is emphasised in the framework of mathematical modelling. Fitness at the

micro-evolution level comprises a quantitative measure of an individual’s competitive

success, and thus depends on the other individuals and the environment [Metz, 2011].

Thus, the population state space is the positive measures (since positive fitness is

success) over the individuals’ state space, and the state space of a community is the

product of the state spaces of the comprising species, plus the state spaces of the

dynamics of any external resources [Metz, 2011].

In the framing of adaptive dynamics, evolutionarily steady strategies (ESS)

are formed when all mutants of the residents have negative fitness [Metz et al., 1996].

It can be proved that an invading type replaces its progenitor if the latter is not too

close to an ESS or bifurcation point of the community dynamics, and the mutational

step was not too large [Metz et al., 1996]. However, this has not yet been extended

to more general structured populations [Metz, 2011]. Indeed, several open problems

are proposed in Metz [2011]:

1. How do the outcomes of a specific eco-evolutionary model depend on possible

forms of the mutational covariance matrix?

2. How does the mutational covariance matrix vary with the traits?

Both of these concern mutational covariance matrices, which are the math-

ematical modellers proxy for structural constraint (and indeed, other forms of con-

straint). Thus the first problem asks for a mathematical modelling approach akin

to that seen in Leimar [2002], and whether there can be measurable effects of con-

straint. The second asks whether it is possible to predict the covariance behaviour

of a particular trait, given its mutational covariance matrix. We do not address such

questions in this work.
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In Chapter 7 we look at the effect of varying time scales of environmental

change and claim that the characteristic time scale of the change determines the

evolutionary response of the system. In Chapter 5 we find that, in a single peak

fitness landscape, diversity is increased by increasing the degrees of freedom in the

system. We hypothesise that this is because the increased degrees of freedom allow

organisms to cluster arbitrarily close to the fitness peak.

2.3.3 Evolutionary limits

If models are a way of testing possibilities, then mathematics provides the logical

framework within which the model is formed. In Chaitin [2012], evolution is taken

to its most abstract form, as the fitness of algorithmic programs is considered. In

this model, mutations are treated as point mutations in the program, a program A

is k bits away from B if the probability of moving from A→ B in a single step is 1
2k

[Chaitin, 2012]. Note that this is in bit framework, so each position in the program

is either a 1 or a 0. It is also possible to define the program-size complexity, namely

the relative information content of B given A, which is also the mutation distance

is −log2(probability of going from A→ B in a single mutation).

Chaitin [2012] then uses the Busy Beaver function, defined as the largest

integer that can be named in N bits, to create a fitness definition for the algorithms.

Note that in doing this Chaitin [2012] must avoid Turing’s Halting Problem by

utilising an oracle which avoids algorithms which do not halt and mutations which

do not work. This is unfortunate, for it abstracts away all the potentially important

detail, leaving evolution as a simple optimisation process.

Nevertheless, even within this optimisation framework, the results of this

abstract model are intriguing. There are three possible ways to optimise. The

intelligent design principle, with an omnipotent, omniscient process, who evolves

the best of all possible worlds, which reaches BB(N) in time N [Chaitin, 2012].

Secondly, there is the brainless exhaustive search, which tries every possibility until

reaching a dead-end, at which point it reverts to the last previous choice; which

reaches BB(N) in time 2N [Chaitin, 2012]. Finally, cumulative random evolution,

which accumulates the best mutations over time but mutation proceeds in a random

fashion, reaches BB(N) in time N2 to N3 [Chaitin, 2012]. What is surprising is that

cumulative random evolution does substantially better than the brainless exhaustive

search [Chaitin, 2012]. What is also interesting is that it is restrictions on the course

of random walks which improve the outcome. Although constraint in evolution is

often used in a negative context, it is possible that structural constraint in fact

enables evolution far more than it restricts.
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2.4 Network Models

One of the most interesting dynamics in studies of genetics are the regulatory effects

that some genes have on other genes. Such regulating genes produce spatio-temporal

differences in gene expression, particularly during developmental stages [Erwin and

Davidson, 2009]. A natural way to represent these genetic interactions is via a

directed graph, or network. Bodyplans, as discussed previously, are fundamental

structures which in some way represent the outcome of these interacting genes.

The structure of such networks is highly modular, with independent sub-

units representing different phenotypic effects [Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. Such

a hierarchical structuring of a network is vitally important in analysing what the

effects of mutations are at different points in the genome [Erwin and Davidson,

2009]. What is also important is that the probability of successful mutations varies

across the hierarchy, with phyletically “deep” genes (those high in the hierarchy)

having few, if any, non-deleterious mutations [Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. This,

in fact, provides the evidence for the existence of deep-seated structures which are

transmitted through time. Such structures, referred to as kernels, show a structural

constraint which is invoked by network topology [Erwin and Davidson, 2009].

This hierarchical structure also describes the divergence of orders and classes,

when mutations occur in intermediate positions of the hierarchy, whilst species-

specific mutations occur on the periphery [Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. However,

what this also implies is the relative size effects of mutations in different locations

– in particular, that some mutations may potentially have large phenotypic effects

[Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. Over evolutionary time, the range of possible muta-

tions has contracted by changing the probability of evolution in different parts of

the network [Erwin, 2012]. This “meta-regulation” of mutation has no obvious re-

sponsible process, though its evolution is presumably selected for. However, if such

a process is relatively irreversible, it is unclear whether to describe it as selected for,

rather than just an inescapable evolutionary trap.

In Solé et al. [2003], genetic network analysis is combined with adaptive walks

on rugged fitness landscapes to explore the apparently rapid origins of bodyplans.

The fundamental constraints imposed by early developmental dynamics meant swift

exploration of the space of possible bodyplans was followed by an establishment of

lower taxonomic groups as the possibility of finding fitter mutants decreased [Kauff-

man and Levin, 1987]. This agrees with the experimentally based arguments pre-

sented in Erwin and Davidson [2009], and also proposes a mechanism by which such

a state could be achieved (the ruggedness of the fitness landscape). This ruggedness
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is produced by traits interacting. A natural question to ask, therefore, is whether

there is an interaction threshold beyond which increasing the number interactions

results in disadvantageous ruggedness. An obvious way to test this would be via

modelling the interactions as a network, and identifying peak connectivity. It would

be interesting to see whether the results thus obtained match the critical connectiv-

ity threshold for neutral genotype networks described in Schuster [2010].

In Chapter 6 we use a framework developed by Vázquez et al. [2003] and

Solé and Valverde [2008] to claim that meta-regulation is strongly selected for.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter a summary was given of the background and current state of af-

fairs in the modelling of biological form. Several questions were posed, which this

thesis hopes to answer, at least in part. The first section on evolutionary the-

ory summarised the historical background behind structural constraint [Gould and

Lewontin, 1979], the possibility for emergent evolutionary phenomena which could

not be extrapolated from micro-evolutionary processes [Gould, 1985], and the prob-

lem with defining organismal complexity [McShea, 1996, 2000, 2005]. Additionally

the role of developmental processes and the concept of a bodyplan was considered.

Many of the questions posed in this theoretical section (the role of optimisa-

tion, how to quantify structural constraint, and how do the evolutionary processes at

one scale influence those on another) could be illuminated by in silico modelling of

evolution. The second section in this chapter considered current evolutionary mod-

els, which rarely seem to address the concerns of the theorists. The predictive power

of the genotype-phenotype map, and the lack of a comprehensive stochastic mod-

elling approach are identified as concerns [Schuster, 2010], as well as an incomplete

understanding of mutational covariance matrices [Metz, 2011]. Also highlighted was

the importance of interactions between species in defining evolutionary phenomena,

and the effect of a physical environment [Christensen et al., 2002]. However, the

questions still remain as to whether constraint can be measured, and if so, in what

form.

Finally, the possibility of network modelling was considered in an evolu-

tionary context. Network models of genetic regulatory networks were discussed,

proposing a non-uniform mutation probability distribution, as well as the evolution

of meta-regulation of mutation probabilities [Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. The effect

of genetic regulatory networks was considered in the context of evolving bodyplans

and the rapid exploration of morphospace during the Cambrian explosion [Solé et al.,
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2003]. However, this asked more questions than it answered, in particular regarding

the possibility of a critical connectivity in networks related to the ruggedness of the

fitness landscape.
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Chapter 3

Evolution as Theory

3.1 Introduction

The benefit of reducing real world systems to logical formalism is that the key pro-

cesses can be identified and explored. However, the relative lack of comparative

analysis between different models of evolution results in models being chosen seem-

ingly at random, without comprehensive consideration of the effect model choice has

on output. Too often, established models are viewed as black boxes and their efficacy

or applicability to the problem unknown. This has been particularly problematic in

the field of phylogenetics, where models of evolutionary change implicitly alter the

reconstructions of ancestral states [Pagel and Harvey, 2008]. This chapter presents

a theoretical framework for considering evolutionary models, as well as individual

case studies of theoretical considerations.

In particular, this chapter considers constraints that may be imposed im-

plicitly and explicitly to such a system. It may be seen that whilst optimisation

is theoretically possible in evolving systems, real world systems rarely, if ever, op-

timise due to the historically contingent evolutionary constraints applied to them.

However, models very rarely include such contingency explicitly. The degree of con-

straint in such systems, and its effect on the outcomes, is explored following Leimar

[2002]. We propose that constraint could be a first tier process that is a driver of

evolutionary trends.

In the second section we consider the paradox of evolvability. We propose

that if we consider biological evolutionary processes as a non-equilibrium physical

system then, after Wissner-Gross and Freer [2013], this seems to negate the so-called

paradox of evolvability, i.e. that evolvability should not be a persistent feature

of organisms as selection is short-sighted in its maximisation of fitness, since non-
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equilibrium physical systems can delay immediate maximisation to instead maximise

entropy production for between now and a future time. This suggests a mechanism

for linking first and third tier processes.

This chapter concludes with a discussion on a possible framework for evo-

lution, combining the observations made from the model comparison analysis with

the consideration of constraint and evolvability.

3.2 Constraint

3.2.1 Introduction

As noted in Chapter 2, there are still many open questions regarding biological con-

straint – in particular, how to quantify architectural constraint and how to quantify

constraint in general. Many evolutionary models consider constraint as any possible

effect that could defer the optimisation process, through covariance matrices. In

this section, this definition is considered with reference to previous literature and

then a theoretical framework for quantifying fitness is developed.

3.2.2 Definitions of constraint

Björklund [1996] uses the definition given by Stearns [1982], that a constraint is any

factor which slows the population from attaining immediate access to the nearest

adaptive peak on a fitness landscape. We define a fitness landscape as the resultant

space after taking the reproductive success of a species in a given environment.

Species may be defined either by phenotype or genotype. However, it is clear that

this definition of constraint fails to take into account that constraints need not have a

negative effect on evolutionary progress – that in some cases constraints accelerate

progress towards an adaptive peak (see for example Gould [1989]; Gerhart and

Kirschner [2007].

This narrowness of view is frequently found in papers pertaining to evolu-

tionary constraints. Jukes and Kimura [1984] assume that the rate of fixation is

maximised when there are no adaptive constraints, effectively meaning there exists

no selection. This assumes that there is no correlation between mutation points and

other loci, thus assuming that the genome is a string of independent characters, or

that correlation exists but all such correlated mutations are neutral. Galis et al.

[2001] also use constraint as a term for the limiting of possible evolutionary trait

trajectories, which implicitly accepts that constraint cannot increase the number of

possibilities (since unconstrained evolution assumes all evolutionary trajectories are
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viable).

Such considerations of constraint have also been undertaken in morphology

– specifically in the investigation of morphospaces (e.g. Niklas [1999]; McGhee

[2007]). The relative over- or under-occupation of morphospace could potentially

shed light on constraining effects. However, as argued in Pie and Weitz [2005] such

observations require a null model in order to have any meaning. Is the null model

in constraint that evolution would proceed optimally, after the modern synthesis

which determines that there must be overall progress? Certainly, this appears to be

the case from the definitions so far considered.

Gould [1989] defines constraint as the sources of changes that do not arise

through the action of stated causes within a favoured theory. Leaving aside the some-

what dubious nature of this definition, Gould [1989] then goes on to propose that

formal constraint (arising from the formal rules of structure, defined by morpholo-

gists such as D’Arcy Wentworth-Thompson and Cuvier) and phylogenetic constraint

(arising from historical contingencies of phylogeny) interact to form functional active

adaptation.

In Galis et al. [2001], experimental evidence is given for the impact of con-

straint on possible mutations – namely that the lack of variation seen in digit num-

bers in amniotes compared with the large variation seen in amphibians with aquatic

larvae can be traced back to the modularity of the developing embryo. Limb develop-

ment in amphibians with aquatic larvae is decoupled from much of the development,

and thus mutations have low pleiotropic effects compared with amniotes [Galis et al.,

2001]. In particular, any reductions in digit number occur as additional steps in the

development process, rather than as deletion processes earlier in development [Galis

et al., 2001]. Such a definition clearly affects evolvability, arguably in a negative

way. The link between constraint and evolvability is explored in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Fitness constraints

The forms that constraints may take is determined by the form of evolution that

takes place. Consider constraints in a genetic algorithm, where evolution is an act

of optimisation on a fitness landscape. Implicit in this model is the assumption

that evolution acts to locally maximise fitness; thus we can define constraint to

be anything that causes the evolutionary trajectory of the system to deviate from

this maximum. In an initial thought experiment, consider a species that has a

single real valued trait that it needs to maximise in order to be fitter. The species

therefore exists in a single peak fitness landscape. Any mutation that the species

has will either increase or decrease the value of this trait. Therefore as t → ∞ the
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population will undertake to climb this peak. The rate at which it does so may

be constrained, which may occur due to the underlying probability distribution of

the different mutations. This, of course, is dependent on the genotype-phenotype

mapping. Such a framing implicitly assumes that the atomisation of traits is not

only permitted, but complete, that is that the single trait that is being considered

is the only trait affected by evolution.

Let us extend this scenario to a species with two real valued traits. Now,

the possibility exists for there to be multiple peaks (depending on what functions

the fitness landscape is defined on). However, in the case where there exists only

a single peak in the fitness landscape (such that only one combination of the two

traits achieves maximum fitness), there exists only a potential constraint on the rate

of progress. In the case where there exist multiple peaks, constraint (as defined by

Galis et al. [2001] as the limiting of possible evolutionary trait trajectories) naturally

arises since the trajectory is forced to choose one particular path.1 Assuming a

fixed fitness landscape, by climbing mount A the species can never reach mount

B. Therefore, in the case of the evolutionary optimisation model, where the fitness

landscape is static, constraint is directly related to the ruggedness of the fitness

landscape. We consider this explicitly in Chapter 5, following the model defined in

Chapter 4.

For completeness we now consider the two species’ case. This is identical to

the one species’ example if we assume that the fitness landscape is independent of

the environment formed by the two species. This is an over-simplification, and so

instead we look at the case where the environment (and by extension the fitness

landscape) depends on both species. The mathematical framework to do this was

established by Metz et al. [1992], and has proven useful in analysing co-evolutionary

scenarios (e.g. Meszéna et al. [1997]; Geritz et al. [2004]). Constraint in such a

system exists by having multiple ESSes, but there should also exist a covariance

matrix which defines how one trait changes with respect to another trait [Metz,

2011]. At present, it is not known how to reliably construct such a matrix [Metz,

2011]. Is there an alternative solution?

Consider a demon similar to Leimar’s Darwinian Demon [Leimar, 2002],

which can ignore any and all constraints in the evolutionary system. As a result

selection will result in the maximal fitness possible for organisms. In such a regime,

one has to define mutation carefully. If we imagine the species existing as a point

in genotype space, then mutation rate effectively increases the radius of possible

combinations that the species can reach in one time step. Of course, if the demon

1Unless it is a case where a branching point occurs and thus both paths are taken.
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can ignore constraints then the genotype space will be fully connected. By exten-

sion, the fitness landscape will also be fully connected except that the demon cannot

violate the hill-climbing exercise. It is assumed that the demon has no omnipotence,

and cannot make short-term negative decisions to get a bigger fitness pay-off later.

It is not clear whether this is a valid assumption as some thermodynamically closed

systems have been speculated to maximise larger outcomes despite not resulting in

the highest short-term pay-off [Wissner-Gross and Freer, 2013].

Fitness landscapes can exist for both genotype and phenotype. However, the

former is ill-defined without (implicit) reference to the phenotype, since fitness re-

quires some notion of the environment and genotypes interact with the environment

via their phenotype. Although the precise form of genotype-phenotype mapping is

still unknown, it is known that the relationship is of a many-to-one mapping [Wag-

ner and Stadler, 2003]. That is, there exist many possible genotypes for a particular

phenotype. Therefore, the space of possible genotypes is of a much higher dimension

than the space of possible phenotypes (morphospace).

If g is a genotype in the space of possible genotypes, and Φ(g) is the corre-

sponding phenotype then the fitness of a genotype Θ(g) is given as

Θ(g) := Θ(Φ(g)). (3.1)

Note that we assume that there does exist some mapping from genotype to pheno-

type. Since the dimensionality of genotype space is higher than morphospace, the

morphospace fitness landscape is also of low dimensionality. Critically the dimen-

sionality of the fitness landscape of the genotype is lower than the dimensionality of

the genotype space. The optimisation restriction still applies to any path traced in

either fitness landscape. However, it is now not necessarily the case that the demon

can maximise the fitness gradient in the morphospace fitness landscape, since change

can only be instantiated within the genotype space. There is then a difference in

response, which leads to a dissociation in the optimal trajectory in genotype space

versus the optimal trajectory in morphospace. There are two causes for this disso-

ciation. Firstly, the maximum fitness gradient in morphospace may not correspond

to the maximum fitness gradient in genotype space. Secondly, two points that are

close in phenotype space may not necessarily be close in genotype space, and may

not even be reachable in a path through genotype space.

One implication of this definition of dissociation is that increasing the di-

mensionality of morphospace increases the degree of dissociation, since the system

now has more degrees of freedom. Erwin [1994] and Solé et al. [2003] both pro-
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posed that the increasing dimensionality of morphospace explains the pattern of

the Cambrian explosion. Such a proposal would then suggest that constraint has

increased over time, and in particular across the pre-Cambrian–Cambrian bound-

ary. Arguably such an explanation could potentially explain the macroecological

patterns of diversification and extinction seen after the rise of animals, discussed

in Butterfield [2007]. Thus this dissociative property of the genotype-phenotype

map has the potential to link the first tier, second tier, and third tier phenomena

described in Gould [1985].

Note that so far there have been no claims on the fixity or otherwise of the

fitness landscape; the property of dissociation remains whether the fitness landscape

is ever-changing or rigid. However, if the fitness landscape is dynamic, it is arguable

that unless there is some bias in the dynamics, on average the degree of dissociation

will remain relatively constant. It can also be noted that under this definition,

historical contingencies of phylogeny (as defined in Gould [1989]) are taken care of,

since the degree of dissociation is increased with increasing structural constraint.

Distributions of mutational probabilities are also captured within this definition.

The definition of constraint defined above, that is anything that causes the

evolutionary trajectory to deviate the local maximum, implies that if there were zero

dissociation then no constraint would occur. Is this true? For there to be no dissoci-

ation, there would have to exist a local one-to-one mapping between genotype space,

phenotype space, and (by extension) the fitness landscape. Thus a single change in

genotype space would correspond to a single change in phenotype space which would

either increase or decrease fitness. Because the phenotype is an expression of the

genotype, and there is a local one-to-one mapping, then every genotype must locally

map to a phenotype. Now the question becomes whether or not every local peak in

the fitness landscape in such a scenario can be reached via consecutive maximally

positive fitness steps in mutation. This obviously depends on the mutation process.

If there is a uniform mutational probability distribution over all genotypes (that is,

any genotype may be reached by any other genotype), then there is no constraint.

If this is not the case, what causes the probability distribution to deviate from

the uniform? Heritable mutations are caused by errors in copying. Therefore, for a

uniform probability the error rate must be uniform across the genotype. This can

only be true where there is no specific meta-regulation to prevent this, or where the

kinetics of the mutation are unfavourable. The universal transition/transversion bias

has recently been questioned Keller et al. [2007]. We propose that, because of this,

constraint exists throughout biological systems and that, even in the most simple

evolutionary case, meta-regulation, and therefore constraint, is selected for. This
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agrees with the results in the Chapter 6. As such, constraint is a vital component

of evolution, which must be included explicitly in predictive models of evolution.

3.2.4 Conclusion

In this section, the position of constraint in evolutionary theory was established

and discussed. A definition was given that considered constraint as the difference

caused by the genotype to phenotype mappings. An exploration of this theoretical

framework showed that even in the most favourable case, constraint would still be

present due to meta-regulation of the genotype. As constraint is selected for, it

seems likely that constraint affects all biological evolutionary processes, either via

the meta-regulation process or the dissociative property of the genotype-phenotype

map. As such, the idea of evolution as a simple optimisation process is inaccurate,

and will never be able to have predictive powers.

3.3 Evolvability

3.3.1 Introduction

In the previous section, the role of constraint in evolution was considered. One

facet of evolutionary processes is constraint, another is evolvability. Both can be

deemed meta-traits of traits – that is, they describe the patterns of behaviour of

traits over evolutionary time. In this section, evolvability is studied with respect to

evolutionary modelling, and what implications the various definitions and problems

of evolvability have for questions posed in Gould [1985] and Erwin [2000].

Hansen [2003] defines evolvability as the ability to respond to a selective

challenge. However, whilst this is a useful measure for comparative questions (e.g.

is trait x more evolvable, given a set of environments, than trait y?), it seems a

broad definition which poses more questions than it answers. For instance, does

evolvability only relate to an individual selection pressure or can it be extended to

a set of selection pressures? Is there a time frame over which the evolvability is

measured? Indeed, the measurement of evolvability is somewhat difficult, as there

are two components which contribute to any measure: the capacity to evolve given

a set of environments (often referred to as robustness in biological literature) and

the degree of success once evolved, given a set of environments [Reisinger et al.,

2005]. How success is measured and, in particular, over what time frame, is still a

question.

Further questions regarding evolvability are asked in Palmer and Feldman
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[2012], in particular what unit of selection possesses evolvability, what time frame

of variation should be considered (i.e. standing or new), and why evolvability is

not predictive of evolutionary outcomes. It is then argued that survivability, or the

longevity of traits, is more important and fundamental in traits than evolvability

[Palmer and Feldman, 2012]. In particular, it should be noted that there has been

found no correlation between heritability and evolvability, as defined within a genetic

trait framework Hansen et al. [2011] This argument begins to link first tier processes

with second and third tier processes, as shall be argued later. However, whilst

survivability is another meta-trait of traits (as are evolvability and robustness), this

section will focus on the definition of evolvability as stated above.

3.3.2 The paradox of evolvability

Evolvability can be phrased as a trade-off between independence of traits and max-

imal impact of genetic mutation [Hansen, 2003]. Tension arises as independence

between traits allows selective pressures to impact more successfully, as the trait’s

ability to respond without causing negative effects in correlated traits is increased

Hansen [2003]. However, a degree of correlation allows the trait to respond to a

wider variety of selection pressures, thus both independence and correlation should

be selected for. Hansen [2003] found that evolvability was maximised at intermediate

levels of genetic integration (connectedness), using the Lande equation. A low de-

gree of connectedness allows for a large amount of variation, which compensates for

the downsides of correlation, whilst still allowing the benefits of correlation Hansen

[2003]. As correlation increases, this compensation decreases and the dependencies

become too fixed to allow much evolvability Hansen [2003]. A similar argument

is made in Wagner [2008], where the antagonistic relationship between evolvability

and robustness is discussed, framed as a paradox (the so-called “paradox of evolv-

ability”) between a species’ ability to withstand mutations against their ability to

generate enough variation to withstand a changing environment. Biological systems

are mutationally robust if their structure or function persist after mutations in their

parts, and evolvability is framed in terms of mutations in the system which produce

heritable phenotypic variation [Wagner, 2008]. A random walk notion of evolvabil-

ity does not depend on robustness as a result of the many-to-one mapping from

genotype to phenotype [Wagner, 2008].

One way to calculate evolvability is to model evolutionary dependence via

graphs, and to look at the relative frequency of graphs and sub-graphs after t time

steps. From this you would expect smaller graphs to have a relatively high frequency,

whilst more complex graphs should have a lower frequency, as seen in similar work
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undertaken by Solé et al. [2003]; Johnston et al. [2011]. This measure of evolvability

is analogous to the definition identified by Brookfield [2009] as the ability to produce

new mutations which can then be selected for adaptive advantage over long time

periods. This is similar to entropic systems in physics where it has recently been

found that for a non-equilibrium physical system, despite the natural tendency to

maximise entropy instantaneously (analogous in evolutionary processes to locally

maximising fitness), such systems can instead delay immediate maximisation to

instead maximise entropy production for between now and a future time [Wissner-

Gross and Freer, 2013]. This is then analogous to a biological system attaining

a higher fitness peak, despite the initial fitness gradient promoting an alternative

(ultimately lower) fitness peak. Indeed, if we consider biological evolutionary pro-

cesses as such a system (and there is no reason not to), then this seems to negate

the so-called paradox of evolvability – that evolvability should not be a persistent

feature of organisms as selection is short-sighted in its maximisation of fitness.

We also propose that this paradox is negated by the macroecological trends

that are seen throughout the Phanerozoic, in particular the mass extinctions that

punctuate this era. If we apply the same evolvability arguments to the biological

system as a whole, we obtain interesting analogies. In particular, instead of treating

characters as independently evolving, we now consider species as independently

evolving. Clearly, this is a false assumption, as co-evolution of predator-prey species

is well-documented (e.g. [Van Der Laan and Hogeweg, 1995; Abrams and Matsuda,

1997]). However, co-evolutionary competition generally produces more specialised

species, rather than generalists [Lawlor and Smith, 1976]. Thus, competition has

the effect of reducing evolvability in species. However, as argued in Hansen [2003],

pleiotropy and covariance (which we can think of as symbiotic co-evolution) may

increase evolvability.

We would expect this balance to be preserved over short time, but not over

long time, for as diversity increases, competition increases, leading to reduced evolv-

ability. As such, the system as a whole, as well as each species, is poorly adapted

to a sudden environmental perturbation. Clearly some evolvability it maintained

in such circumstances, as speciation occurs – but we would expect those species

with low evolvability to go extinct. However such an environmental perturbation is

caused, a mass extinction results. Such a result suggests that the third tier phenom-

ena [Gould, 1985] are to be expected from processes occurring at the level of the

first tier. We explore the claim that internal drivers such as competition (first tier

processes) can be responsible for mass extinctions (third tier processes) in Chapter

8.
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3.3.3 Conclusion

In this section, definitions of evolvability were considered, as well as possible em-

pirical measures. The “paradox” of evolvability was examined and found to be

misleading. However, the observation that evolvability is not particularly heritable

was proposed as a fundamental link between first tier phenomena and third tier

phenomena. This line of reasoning is continued in Chapter 7, where fluctuating

resources are added to the evolutionary model introduced in the following chapter.

The next section introduces a theoretical basis for the model introduced in Chapter

4, and builds on the theoretical considerations discussed in this section and Section

3.2.

3.4 A Meta Model for Evolvable Systems

3.4.1 Introduction

Scientists must be very careful about over-fitting models to data, particularly when

the data is obtained solely from past, highly contingent, events. Ultimately Darwin’s

theory of natural selection is not useful if evolution is so contingent that it cannot

be used to extrapolate from the past to the future. Conversely, if all that can be

made are broad generalisations which fail to capture relevant intricacies, then its

usefulness is again called into question.

Both constraint and evolvability are traits which can be evolved over time.

Approaching questions which rely on ensemble averages of outcomes (e.g. will life

always become more “complex”, how much does constraint control evolution?) are

very hard to tackle because life has only evolved once. The constraints that exist

on current evolutionary processes have been evolved and are either evolutionarily

advantageous, or are sufficiently entrenched in life processes that they cannot be

altered.

In order to create “laws” of biology, there needs to be an identification of

the constants. But without ensemble averaging, how can constants be discovered?

One way of identifying which parameters are fixed and which are a product of the

system is to examine predictive models that explicitly include or explicitly exclude

the parameters. This gives a first approximation of the impact of changes in the

parameters, and thus whether they are fixed internally or externally (within or

outside the evolutionary system). This section considers the basic principles behind

evolutionary theory, and asks whether any light can be shed on such parameters.
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3.4.2 What is an evolvable system?

In Gödel, Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid, Hofstadter discusses the dif-

ferences between meaningless and meaningful interpretations of symbols, and how

formal systems attempt to embody an isomorphic mapping of reality.

First, we can have a meaningless interpretation, one under which we

fail to see any isomorphic connection between theorems of the system,

and reality. Such interpretations abound – any random choice at all will

do.

...

The other kind of interpretation will be called meaningful. Under such an

interpretation, theorems and truths correspond – that is, an isomorphism

exists between theorems and some portion of reality. That is why it is

good to distinguish between interpretations and meanings.

In mathematical modelling there are similar degrees of “meaningful” and “meaning-

less” mappings between the phenomena being studied and the model being built.

Since mathematical models are attempts to formalise reality within a consistent

system, the analogy appears appropriate. Typical methods of evaluating models

include how well results fit empirical data, and the ability of the model to predict

outside its initial scope (via both interpolation and extrapolation). Models of evo-

lutionary systems are often limited by the latter method, as since life is presumed

to have arisen only once on this planet models only have one set of data available.

Generation of data is possible, but although the crudest mechanisms of evolution

have been expounded, the fine details (particularly the mapping from phenotype

to genotype) are still somewhat of a mystery, making in silico data suspect. The

time scales involved make predictions in vivo even more difficult. Consequently,

the evaluation of models of evolutionary systems is incomplete. However, it is only

through such evaluation of mathematical models that we determine whether their

mapping is “meaningful” or “meaningless”.

An evolvable system is defined as a system which is capable of evolution.

Note that evolution is being used here in the biological sense (as opposed to in other

sciences where it can simply mean change over time). Of course, this requires a

definition of what is meant by “capable of evolution”. Typical definitions of evolvable

systems (particularly in computer science) involve adaptability to internal and/or

external stimuli – which necessarily requires some capacity for “self”-modification

[Barringer et al., 2007].

Rhodes et al. [2010] states that the principle of evolution is
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An evolving organism transforms itself in such a manner so as to max-

imize the contact with the complete environment, subject to reasonable

control and understanding of the contacted environment.

Rhodes et al. [2010] then proceeds to construct a mathematical notion of this using

finite state machines and Lagrangians. However, whilst this ascribes a driving force

to evolutionary processes (in much the same way as entropy, or gravity, in physics),

it says little about the prerequisite system (that is, the formal definition of what

the force acts upon).

Since Rhodes’ definition focuses on the predominantly biological side of evo-

lution, it could be argued that a definition of life would aid formalisation. The

various definitions of life given in Maynard Smith and Szathmáry [1997], covering

the phenotypic definition of life (“a thing is alive if it has parts, or ’organs’, which

perform functions”) and particularly the definition of life of Muller [1966] as any

thing “having the properties of multiplication, variation and heredity”, approach a

definition of an evolvable system, since all living things are capable of evolution, and

form an evolvable system. Maynard Smith and Szathmáry [1997] argue that chem-

ical systems which appear to evolve (specifically, autocatalytic cycles after Gánti

[1974]; Gánti and Koch [1979]) lack heritable mutation and so are not truly evolving

systems.

Of course, it can be argued that some non-alive systems are capable of evo-

lution (e.g. viruses). Holland [1995] describes a class of systems “complex adaptive

systems” (or cas), which can be argued to have the capacity to evolve. These cas

have four common properties and three common mechanisms:

1. Aggregation – the emergence of complex large-scale behaviours from interact-

ing simpler (less complex) agents, combined with the ability to simplify such

systems into categories.

2. Tagging – an important mechanism for aggregation and boundary formation,

facilitating selective interaction.

3. Nonlinearity – interactions are not simply additive.

4. Flows – flows through cas vary over time; neither the the flows nor the networks

are fixed in time. This includes multiplier effects and recycling effects.

5. Diversity – cas have multiple differing components.

6. Internal models – a mechanism that the cas uses to anticipate and predict

events or scenarios, which then determines the agent’s behaviour.
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7. Building blocks – reusable and repeatable component parts of the world, and

the ability to identify such parts.

Although there is no question that all cas display such properties, it is questionable

as to whether the mechanisms are, in fact, mechanisms, or whether in some cases

pattern and process are being confused. In particular, the internal models mecha-

nism, which appears to imply some degree of being able to think “outside the box”

so to speak – to refer to a higher level of abstraction when faced with a situation.

Whilst this is not altogether implausible, it is not obvious that this is the actual

process that occurs – as opposed to an abstraction of a process that produces the

same results.

As an alternative, the modern evolutionary synthesis offers a commonality

in its constituent disciplines. Reif et al. [2000] analysis identified five components

of the Synthesis:

1. Mutation;

2. Selection;

3. Recombination in sexually reproducing populations;

4. Isolation;

5. Drift.

This is more biologically bounded than the definitions given above. In particular,

it focuses on certain mechanisms that enable speciation (isolation) and variation

(mutation and recombination) – both key requirements for Darwinian evolution.

A differing view to this is the causal completeness principle, proposed by

evolutionary development (evo-devo) researchers [Amundson, 2005a]. It states that

In order to achieve a modification in adult form, evolution must mod-

ify the embryological processes responsible for that form. Therefore an

understanding of evolution requires an understanding of development.

This proposal, in connection with the paragraph above, offers a brief summary of the

contrast between population genetics and morphology. However, whilst the above

paragraph seeks to further constrain the mechanism (by specifying what units of

selection must be able to do), the causal completeness principle offers a perspective

of how the mechanism actually works.

Finally, consider Darwin’s theory of natural selection. Darwin [1859] pro-

posed that:
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1. Organisms produce more offspring than can possibly survive.

2. A change in conditions results in better adapted individuals surviving.

Darwin formulated his ideas within a biological framework. It should be noted that

the first is a property that inputs to the system must have, whilst the second is an

actual mechanism of the system.

In both the cas case and the evolutionary synthesis case it is important to

distinguish between mechanisms and properties. When defining a formal system it

is ideally the case that the mechanisms are established, whilst the properties restrict

the inputs to the system. In the following sections, a basic definition is given of the

unit of selection and the environment, and a simple evolutionary function defined.

3.4.3 The unit of selection

The unit of selection is a term often used in evolutionary theory. In general, it

denotes the abstract, but accepted, notion that individuals (by which is meant

individual organisms) do not evolve, but over time populations or ontogenies do

[Amundson, 2005a]. In fact, it would be far better to call it the unit of information

storage, since that is the part of the unit that selection is acting upon.

Let the units of selection be binary strings of length L, and U to be the set

of these strings.

Definition 1. U :=
⋃
L∈N{0, 1}L.

Because any finite piece of information may be encoded as a binary string, it

does not matter that in biology we find strings of the form {AGCT}L or {AGCU}L.

This sets up a correspondence such that these strings correspond to elements of U .

A similar definition of the unit of selection is used in evolutionary models such as

genetic algorithms.

3.4.4 Environment

The other input to the system is a term for environmental factors – i.e. those things

that can interact with and influence the evolutionary process, apart from which

elements of U are present.

Definition 2. E := the set of possible environments.

We can decompose E into two parts:

E = Em × Ei (3.2)
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Em and Ei, the former is the mutable environment set and the latter con-

tains the immutable environment set. Immutable environmental interactions are

unchanging on the time scales under consideration – they can be defined as the set

of environment members which U cannot influence, but which can influence U . Ex-

amples of members of Ei might be the weather, or physical constraints like gravity,

or even further abstractions like the laws of thermodynamics. Mutable environ-

ments are changeable on the time scales under consideration, and may be changed

by the course of the system. In this way, feedback loops are introduced into the

evolutionary system.

3.4.5 A basic evolutionary function

Definition 3. An evolutionary function for a system (U , E) is a function Φ : NU ×
Ei × Em → NU × Ei × Em, which leaves the Ei co-ordinate unchanged.

Here NU tells you the population of each unit of selection simultaneously.

While anything, in principle, may be encoded in the environmental part of this

model it is understood that the co-ordinate in E should carry a relatively small

amount of information compared to that in NU . This is because as evolution is

an accumulative process, all past adaptations to E are encoded with the unit of

information storage.

Obviously, the definition in 3 is sufficiently vague that it provides very little

constraint on models of evolution. Even so, this basic function can be used as a

categorisation and comparison tool for current mathematical models of evolution.

The mathematical models produced rely on a separation of time scales, where eco-

logical time is compressed, and consideration is only given to evolutionary time scale

phenomena (see Metz et al. [1996] for discussion). Provided environmental change

is sufficiently slow (relative to change in the unit of selection), the evolutionary pro-

cess enters a regime which allows bifurcations (effectively speciations) [Geritz et al.,

2004]. We can consider the factors of Em as those that change within time steps

of the model, and those that change between time steps (E tm and Eτm respectively).

In the adaptive dynamics case, E tm = 1, because such “fast” environmental factors

are not considered, and Eτm is more dominant. Compare this to genetic algorithms,

where availability of resources and competition with other units of selection can be

major drivers. In such models, E tm is the driving force behind selection. Thus there

are characteristic time scales for each process. A model exploring such time scales

is discussed in Chapter 7.
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3.4.6 Branching processes

Earlier the unit of selection was defined to be a binary string of length L. However,

there are additional properties that the string must have in order to be considered

a unit of selection. There are three states that the unit of selection can occupy

– birth, maintenance, death – and it progresses through these states during its

lifetime. The first and last, birth and death respectively, occur because evolution

is, fundamentally, a birth/death process. Deaths are a way of enacting selection

by removing those less adapted to the environment and so, by default, rewarding

those better adapted. A pure birth process, therefore, has no way of selecting

between individuals for reproduction nor any way of removing individuals which

have reproduced. As a result, the population will go to infinity having displayed

a random walk through trait space and is therefore uninteresting, both from a

theoretical and realistic point of view.

Birth-death processes are branching processes, as the process creates tree

structures of descent. Phylogenetic trees are used to test evolutionary theory and

reconstruct the sequence of evolutionary steps that led to a particular output. How-

ever, one criticism of the fossil record is that it is incomplete. Whilst it was argued

in Eldredge and Gould [1972] that this incompleteness may be part of the process

of evolution, rather than an inconvenience, there are many statistical methods of

attempting to construct a “true” phylogenetic tree from data.

However, assume the complete genome sequences of everything that has ever

lived are known and accurately dated. Is it possible to construct the “true” phylo-

genetic tree from this dataset? This depends on the characteristic time scale that

genomes are dated to, since any relatedness measure must assume something about

the nature of mutations (namely that there are very few (ideally one) between time

steps). The question then becomes whether there are more mutations in a single

birth than there are differences between that species and another species. Assuming

this to be true results in a set of possible “true” trees, with likelihood contours

(as in Billera et al. [2001]) surrounding the various mutational jumps. Therefore,

until more is known about the constraints of mutation only approximations of the

“true” phylogenetic tree can ever be known. Using only genotypic information and

the rate of mutation, the uniqueness of parents cannot be established. This is even

more problematic in the case of bacterial evolution, which features lateral gene

transfer.
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3.4.7 Conclusion

In this section, the theory of evolvable systems was discussed and a comparative

consideration given to different definitions. A simple evolutionary function was

developed, which highlighted the importance of characteristic time scales. This was

then used, along with the observations made in 3.2, to establish that the “true”

history of phylogeny can never be established, even in the best possible case. As

such, assumptions must be made about the nature of the evolutionary process, and

such assumptions must be defined as fixed parameters, which are external to the

system, rather than internal parameters which may be subject to evolution.

3.5 Conclusion

Although evolution is often reduced to natural selection, there are many processes

and intricacies which seem to prevent evolution from proceeding as an optimisation

exercise. In the first section of this chapter, three models of evolutionary processes

were reduced to their components, to assess what they could and could not explicitly

model. This was followed by a theoretical treatment of the main meta-traits of traits

– constraint and evolvability. Following the concept of constraint to its natural

conclusion, it is found that constraint will always occur in any evolvable system, due

to the nature of heritable mutations, meta-regulation, and the dissociative property

of the genotype-phenotype map. This suggests that constraint should be explicitly

modelled in all evolutionary models which aim to have a predictive effect. It is

possible that such an observation will lead to more basic laws of evolution being

discovered proposed.

Interesting conclusions also result from the discussion of the paradox of evolv-

ability in Section 3.3. Evolvability has the potential to link first tier processes with

third tier phenomena, by tying processes at the genotypic and phenotypic level to

mass extinctions. As evolvability decreases over time, the ability to adapt to sudden

shifts in environment is lowered, and the species become more constrained, until a

mass extinction is inevitable. Such a result is due to the nature of characteristic time

scales, which are properties of the unit of selection discussed in Section 3.4 and which

are explored in Chapter 7. In this section, a formal definition of an evolvable system

is discussed, along with the properties of the unit of selection and the environment.

This leads to the development of a basic evolutionary function which ties character-

istic time scales inherently to the unit of selection. Finally, observations are made

about branching processes which suggest that even with complete information the

“true” phylogenetic tree cannot be constructed without assuming properties of the
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evolutionary process. Among such properties are constraint and evolvability, which

are still poorly understood and not explicitly modelled in evolutionary models.
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Chapter 4

Evolutionary Model Description

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we define the model that is used in Chapters 5,6, and 7. This thesis is

particularly concerned with linking the first, second and third tiers of evolutionary

processes as described in Chapter 2 and defined by Gould [1985]. We approach

this paradox in this chapter by developing a model of hierarchical structures which

evolve.

Morphological form has long been vital to taxonomy, and although advances

in genetics have provided phylogenetic clues for extant organisms, palaeontologists

must still use form as their main classification data. Charles Darwin’s important

observations on biological form and, in particular, modifications in form were crit-

ical to the development of his theory of natural selection. However, form has been

under utilised in the mathematical modelling of evolution (e.g. the areas of pop-

ulation genetics and adaptive dynamics), having been relegated as the preserve of

palaeontologists and therefore interesting only as a product of evolutionary pro-

cesses [Amundson, 2005b]. Form has fared somewhat better in evolutionary pattern

formation and self-assembly models [Solé et al., 2003; Johnston et al., 2011], and evo-

lutionary pattern prediction in morphospace analysis [Pie and Weitz, 2005; Niklas,

1999; Costello et al., 2008]. However, whilst such models describe the results of se-

lection on form, and may even hint at the underlying dynamics, they fail at closing

the feedback loop of the constraint form imposes on evolution and vice versa.

Of course, it could be argued that if evolutionary processes can be modelled

sufficiently without form there is no need to over-complicate models by incorpo-

rating it, especially since a lack of clear understanding of the genotype-phenotype

map means large assumptions must be made to do so. Nevertheless, macroeco-
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logical observations over deep time suggest that, since the initial radiation of the

Cambrian explosion (approximately 550 Ma), life on earth has undergone an evo-

lutionary shift in both tempo and mode linked to the rise of animals [Butterfield,

2007]. This ”explosion” of diversification and niche construction has resulted in

the meta-stable biosphere seen today [Butterfield, 2011]. There are two potential

explanations for this shift in macroevolutionary and macroecological behaviour –

the new heterotrophic dynamics of the system or the evolvability of modular forms.

We propose in Chapter 5 that it is the increase in degrees of freedom (due to mod-

ularity) that allows this increase in diversity, and we propose in Chapters 7 and 8

underlying causes the changing dynamics.

In this chapter, a model is developed which explores the evolvability of forms

within the framework of evolutionary dynamics. The model is constructed in such

a way so as to explore structure and its effect on evolutionary processes. Hierar-

chical structures are found in all biological systems, from the trophic interactions

between species (e.g. food webs [Dunne et al., 2002a]), to regulatory gene networks

[Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. In general, it is possible to split such structures into

endogenous and exogenous classes – that is, those structures within individuals and

the form of those individuals. The primary structures this model aims to investi-

gate are endogenous. Whilst much work has been done on hierarchical structures

in genetics, relatively little work has been done on the phenotypic results of such

structures [Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. Such phenotypic structures naturally fall

within the classification of Baupläne or body plans, which despite having a genetic

basis (through Homeobox genes) are first and foremost morphological (and therefore

phenotypic) features.

Such body plans are modular structures which characterise the interactions

between different components of an organism. Thus an organism can be reduced

to its components and their interactions (as in the definition of complexity given

in McShea [1996]). Both interactions and components are hierarchically organised

within this organism. A natural way to represent this set of objects is via a directed

graph – referred to as a system hierarchy graph from here on. This interpretation

of phenotypes as graphs can be considered as a mapping between two spaces, one

containing abstract mathematical objects, the other extant and extinct species.

The main reason to use the mapping chosen here is the observation of hier-

archical structures in biological systems and, in particular, living organisms. Note

that such structures may be hierarchically organised in space, time, or some other

space (e.g. fitness), and that “organisation” in this sense is functional. There are

three different meaningful ways to interpret this mapping, though there are certainly
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more which could be proposed:

1. Body organisation. Biomolecules are the lowest level (the building blocks of

organisms), organelles and membranes as the second lowest level, cells, tissues

and organs, and finally whole body parts on increasingly higher levels.

2. Developmental organisation. There is a strong time dependence in develop-

mental pathways, which has a profound effect on evolutionary outcomes [Galis

et al., 2001]. Thus lower level instructions (e.g. polarity) must be carried out

before higher level instructions (e.g. number of fingers) for the embryo to be

viable.

3. Behavioural organisation. Here the graph can be thought of as a series of

nested if-then statements. As before, lower level statements must be carried

out before higher level statements.

The system hierarchy graph could encode each of these individually, or any

combination – as real organisms must. In the basic model species are represented

by their body plans using the first interpretation. This hierarchical depiction is an

elegant way of intuitively displaying the different levels of biological organisation,

which could be called the informational content of the body plan. Note that this

depiction is essentially the developed information content, it does not include any of

the development machinery (nor the genotype information content) for translating

the genotype into the phenotype, which could be called the development information.

Each vertex within a species’ body plan graph is assigned to a level. Lev-

els represent the vertex’s hierarchical position within the species graph. This is a

convenient mathematical abstraction, as it has a basis in biology via the levels of

organisation typically seen in organisms (for example the proteins which cause cells

to specialise which can then form conglomerates such as organs) and has a direct re-

lation to the levels of complexity defined in [McShea, 1996]. Hierarchical structures

are evolved through the mutation of individual vertices, which may copy individual

vertices or subgraphs, or create new vertices or subgraphs.

The choice of modelled mutations is justified by using genotype–phenotype

map arguments from [Jukes and Kimura, 1984; Schuster, 2010]. In protein inter-

action networks, new functionality evolves through duplication and edge rearrange-

ment [Solé and Valverde, 2008; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2003]. Edge rearrangement

can be considered a point mutation (i.e. in a graph matrix, a change from 0 to 1

or vice versa). Rather than model individual edge mutations we model duplication

of nodes and the creation of new subgraphs from these nodes - which incorporates

point mutations.
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4.2 Definition of the model

Species (Sn) are represented by acyclic, directed graphs G, such that G = G(V,E).

The vertex set, V (G) is defined on finitely many different levels, i.e. V = V (V0, . . . , VL), L ∈
N. VL is the system level, i.e. the highest level in the system. The vertex in set VL

is denoted by vL. The base level is defined as V0, and closes the system hierarchy

from below. A level Vi is lower than level Vj in the hierarchy established by V (G)

if i < j. This can be written as Vi < Vj . If a vertex v is in V0 then it is known as a

basic building block (of the system). There is no limit on the number of vertices per

level, for levels lower than VL. If all levels of G only contain finitely many vertices

then G is called finite. An equivalent hierarchical set can be induced on the edge

set E = E(G). For e ∈ Ei, if e connects any vertex v ∈ Vi, 0 < i ≤ L, to any other

vertex w ∈ Vj , i > j ≥ 0. Thus Ei is defined implicitly. It is required that a vertex

v ∈ Vi must be connected to a vertex w ∈ Vi−1. This orientates the graph G to be

downstream oriented.

The different interpretations of system hierarchy graphs described above can

be viewed as weights on the edges and vertices of the graph G, such that

ΦV : V (G)→ IV (4.1)

ΦE : E(G)→ IE (4.2)

where IV = (IV0 , . . . , IVL) is the space of vertex interpretations, and IE = (IE1 , . . . , IEL)

is the space of edge interpretations. Thus for the first interpretation, it is enough

to choose IVi = N, 0 ≤ i ≤ L, where each natural number encodes a different “type”

present at that level in the hierarchy. Note that in such a case, E(G) = ∅, since

any edge has the interpretation “being composed of” and so need not be weighted.

Integer types can have different interpretations, depending on their level in the hier-

archy. Such an interpretation has the implicit assumption that only quantity adds

to the function or fitness of an organism not, for example, physical location. How-

ever, physical location could be incorporated by using a hierarchical compartment

model. Such models are not considered here. Note that individuals of species are

considered only in the dynamical model, and are never modelled distinctly. Instead,

we track the number of individuals of a species.

4.2.1 Mutation

Mutations which are detrimental to the fitness score of the species can never be

established, and are therefore not modelled (following the arguments presented in
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[Metz et al., 1996]). Since these species can never have higher fitness than the parent

species (as we assign fitness benefits to individual vertices), we do not implement

any mutation steps which involve explicit deletion of vertices or edges. This is in

contrast to evolutionary models of protein interaction networks [Solé et al., 2003],

where fitness is assigned to the overall structure.

Mutation is dependent directly on the number of vertices a species has, de-

fined as V̂ (Si) – mutation is therefore modelled as an independent point process,

affecting precisely one node in the species. The probability of any particular node

being chosen for mutation is
1

N∑
n=1

V̂ (Sn)

, (4.3)

which naturally results in the probability of a species (Si) being chosen for mutation

being
V̂ (Si)

N∑
n=1

V̂ (Sn)

. (4.4)

Mutation

Copy 
Vertex

p

New 
Vertex

1 - p

Copy 
Subgraph

q

New 
Subgraph

1 - q

Figure 4.1: The mutation process has three possible outcomes – a vertex and its
associated subgraph is copied, a vertex is copied but a new subgraph is created, or
a new vertex is created with a random subgraph, at a level higher than the highest
level of the vertices in its subgraph.

There are two initial possibilities for mutation – an existing vertex is copied

or a new vertex is created, illustrated by Figure 4.1. These occur with probability

p and 1 − p respectively. If a new vertex is created within a species, there is a

probability η of it being connected to any other vertex, provided that that vertex is

on a lower level. Therefore all subgraphs of a species’ body plan are random graphs.

At vertex creation a level is assigned to the vertex which represents its place in the

hierarchical network. As levels increase, the hierarchical complexity of the species

increases, and as vertices on a level increase the object complexity of the species
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Figure 4.2: Examples of relatively simple species created by the model. The middle
species could evolve into either the left or right species by copying a vertex and
creating a new subgraph (left), or copying both vertex and subgraph (right).

increases (as defined in McShea [1996].

If an existing vertex is copied, there are two further possible outcomes. The

vertex may be copied and its existing connections maintained (thus duplicating the

subgraph’s edges) or a new subgraph may be constructed (following the construction

rules detailed above). These occur with probability q and 1− q respectively.

4.2.2 Fitness

If vijk is a vertex i in level j of species k, then the vertex’s addition to the overall

fitness of the species is defined as aijk. Mutation interacts with benefit score of a

vertex in the following way. The new vertex’s benefit score is equal to the sum of

all the benefit scores of its downstream connected vertices. Note that if the chosen

vertex is of level 0, the vertex is simply copied and assigned a new benefit score (since

level 0 vertices have no subgraphs of their own). Level 0 vertex benefit scores are

drawn from a quasi-normal distribution, with µ = 0, σ = 0.2. However, as any score

must be greater than 0 (as harmful mutations are rejected), the modulus is taken

of the normal distribution. Therefore, it is expected that mutations at this level

cause much smaller changes in total fitness score than evolving more hierarchical

structures. Thus, fitness is dependent on the structure of the species graph.

In the simplest form of the model, fitness is equal to the total summed vertex

benefit scores of a species φ(Sk) = A(Sk) =
∑
aijk. Note that level 0 vertices (which

contribute to the fitness scores of higher level vertices they are connected to) will

contribute multiple times to the total fitness of the species, in direct proportion to

the number of distinct subgraphs the vertex is a member of.
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Competition

As discussed earlier, the environmental context of the individual is crucial in defining

fitness. Normalisation of the fitness provides a way of forcing competitive interaction

between species, as each species’ fitness is defined relative to the fitness of other

extant species.

Therefore, let the reproductive opportunity of a species Sk defined relative

to the mean fitness of the population, that is

φ(Sk) = Â(Sk) =
A(Sk)

¯SkA
(4.5)

where Ā =
∑
A(Sk)
N(t) and N(t) is the number of species extant in the system at that

particular time step. Under competition therefore species with better than average

total ability have a fitness greater than 1, whilst those with lower than average total

ability have a fitness lower than 1.

Structure Cost

We introduce a cost to structures, such that for l > 0 vertex costs are the sum of

“downstream” connected vertex costs. However, the two are independently gener-

ated and normalised. Therefore, to calculate reproductive opportunity it becomes

important to know the ratio of (normalised) benefit to cost, φ(Sk) = Â(Sk)

M̂(Sk)
. This

cost is actualised in Chapter 7, where a resource pool of components is introduced

in the model, and species must compete for resources to maintain their structures.

Scaling laws

Allometric scaling laws in biology are well-known empirically, and well-studied the-

oretically. The most frequently used scaling law states that the metabolic rate of

an organism scales as the mass of the organism to a power of between 2
3 and 3

4 .

Various hypotheses have been proposed to explain the observed difference in scal-

ing exponent [Demetrius, 2006; West et al., 1997]. A good comparison of the two

models can be found in [van der Meer, 2006]. In Dynamic Energy Budget models,

maintenance is also proportional to effective organism size, this time in the form of

volume [Nisbet et al., 2000]. Thus there is a clear link between the number of cells

in an organism (the biomass) and associated biological processes. What is unclear

is whether this relationship scales with other properties of organisms, such as object

complexity or hierarchical complexity.

Given that the cost of a maintaining a structure scales with size, and that
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hierarchical complexity scales with size, assume that the vertex cost scales with

hierarchical complexity. This is constructed by using the following metric: let mijk

be the maintenance cost of vertex i in level j of species k. Then the scaled vertex

cost m̂ijk for a vertex of level j is

m̂ijk = mγ
ijk (4.6)

where γ is the scaling coefficient. Note that in the absence of level scaling, this is

equivalent to γ = 1.

4.3 Further Model Development

In this chapter a model for exploring the evolution of hierarchical structures is

developed. We use this model as the basis for Chapters 5,6, and 7.

In Chapter 5, we ask what the effect of different fitness landscapes is on the

overall diversity of the system and to explore the effect of increasing the degrees of

freedom on overall diversity. This links processes on the first tier with those on the

second.

Chapter 6 looks at the second tier and the role of meta-regulation in con-

straining evolutionary trends. We consider the following three questions: are there

values of the model parameters which maximise the change in average outgoing de-

gree over time? How is the meta-regulation trade-off bounded by increasing object

vs. hierarchical complexity? And finally we ask under what conditions the evolution

of meta-regulation is promoted.

Chapter 7 extends this model further by implementing an external envi-

ronment to asses the sensitivity of systems to large external perturbations and in-

creased interaction between species, involving intra- and interspecific competition

for resources.
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Chapter 5

Linking the First and Second

Tiers

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we described the interaction between first tier (population dynamics)

and second tier (evolutionary trends) processes, as well as the lack of a coherent

narrative explaining these interactions. In this chapter we approach this problem

from the first tier, by asking what the effect of different fitness landscapes is on the

overall diversity of the system.

Darwin proposed a gradualistic model of evolution, where speciation occurs

at a steady rate Darwin [1859]. Punctuated equilibrium was proposed as an alter-

native model, where speciation occurs in bursts interspersed with periods of stasis

Eldredge and Gould [1972]. Although both of these patterns have been shown to

occur in the fossil record, it is unclear what the mechanism behind them is. Since

mutation occurs at a constant rate, we would predict that a gradualistic trend should

be shown in the model, rather than a punctuated equilibrium trend. If we can show

the output is dependent on the fitness landscape, this would suggest a causal mecha-

nism for why some lineages show punctuated equilibrium trends, whilst others show

gradualistic trends.

We also suggest a mechanism for the change in macro-ecological behaviour

since the Cambrian explosion, as noted in Butterfield [2007]. We propose that as the

changes in fitness occurring now are very small due to the increase in interactions

between traits replacement of species is not swift and so the apparent biodiversity

is large. As the degrees of freedom in a system increase, species are able to to be

arbitrarily close to one another, thus slowing the dynamics of replacement.
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To translate this prediction into a testable conjecture we use the model de-

fined in Chapter 4. In this context, we predict that models with higher numbers of

degrees of freedom should have higher diversity, all other things being equal.

5.2 Single and Multiple Fitness Peaks

This section investigates the question of whether particular diversity profiles can be

induced by first tier processes. It is known that increasing the interactions between

traits increases the ruggedness of the fitness landscape [Kauffman and Levin, 1987].

We are interested in what effect the ruggedness of the fitness landscape is on the

diversity profiles of the system. We predict that models with fitness landscapes

with high ruggedness should result in high diversity, as increasing the number of

traits increases the degrees of freedom of the system. To model this we compare the

diversity profiles of a single fitness peak with multiple fitness peaks, with both cost

and benefit of the species considered.

5.2.1 Single fitness peaks

A single peaked fitness landscape can be modelled by using a single value, and having

the death rate be a function of the distance between the optimal fitness value, f∗,

and the fitness of a species. For this model, the choice of fitness function is

f(A(Sn)) = max((f∗)2 − (A(Sn)− f∗)2), 0), (5.1)

with A(Sn) as defined in Equation 4.5. This fitness function was chosen as it defines

a simple relationship between the ability score of the species, A(Sn), and the distance

from the optimal fitness value.

The selection function is based on this fitness, such that

χ =
1− f̂(Sn)

2
, (5.2)

where f̂(Sn) is the normalised fitness of species n.

The model was run with f∗ = 5, β = p = q = 0.5, and the average number

of species of 500 runs recorded as a function of time. These results are plotted

in Figure 5.1. It can be seen that the effect of implementing a cost to species’

structures (shown in green) does provide a greater number of potential coexistence

opportunities. In particular, it is notable in comparison with the normalisation only

model (shown in red), which after initial exploration of the space, decays to precisely
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the average number of species over time for algorithmic
model, taken over 500 runs. Single fitness peak at f∗ = 5. β = p = q = 0.5. Dashed
lines comparison with model behaviour with fitness peak at f → inf. Adding an
extra degree of freedom in the form of a structure cost (red and green lines) cost
allows for greater diversity both fitness landscapes. Red line has a structure cost
has scaling γ = 0.75, whilst the green line has a scaling of γ = 0.66. Blue lines
represent model without a structure cost.
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one (optimal) species. This is due to a combination of factors – that there is only

one variable, which is constrained in how it can evolve, resulting in a sole surviving

species. Such a species need not be globally optimal, but must be locally optimal. In

the case where there are two such variables (as when cost is implemented), attaining

the single optimum value is harder, but simultaneously it is easier to get arbitrarily

close to f∗ due to higher degrees of freedom. As a result, a higher number of species

can coexist. This result suggests a strong correlation between the degrees of freedom

and the number of possible coexistent species. This supports our conjecture that

increasing the number of degrees of freedom increases the available diversity of the

system.

5.2.2 Multiple fitness peaks

We now consider whether our conjecture extends to a rugged fitness landscape. The

two traits considered are the average degree and the average number of nodes per

level. The fitness peaks are defined in the following way

f(Sn) = sin(< k(Sn) > +
√

2) + sin(
v(Sn)

L(Sn)
+
√

3), (5.3)

where < k(Sn > is the average degree of species n and v(Sn)
L(Sn)

is the average number

of nodes per level. An example of the fitness landscape produced by Equation 5.3

is shown in Figure 5.2. The selection function is again defined as

χ =
1− f̂(Sn)

2
, (5.4)

where f̂(Sn) is the normalised fitness of species n.

Since multiple fitness peaks encourage both diversification and coexistence,

we anticipate that the results from this model should show higher average numbers

of species than seen in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.3, it can be seen that this prediction

holds true for the normalisation model. However, the addition of an extra degree

of freedom, via cost attributed to species’ structure, has no discernible effect on the

diversity over time.

This does not support our conjecture that an additional degrees of freedom

increases the diversity of the system absolutely, since models with a cost associ-

ated to species’ structures should still produce higher levels of diversity than those

without. This could be because the mutations arising in the model are too discrete

and result in jumps to other peaks, rather than coexistence around the local peak.

This would explain why all versions of the model have similar diversity outputs and
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Figure 5.2: Fitness landscape produced by Equation 5.3. Blue represents regions of
low fitness, red regions of high fitness.
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why the rugged fitness landscape initially shows lower diversity than the single peak

fitness landscape, as shown in Figure 5.4.

Finally, we asked whether different fitness landscapes produced different

characteristic diversity profiles. We predicted that the model should show gradual

change, with species being replaced by more fit species on a continuous scale. Figure

5.4 shows that, during the period of stable diversity in the rugged fitness landscape

(time steps 50 to 300) one-for-one replacement of species is occurring, as the species

in the system show overall increases in fitness. We then see rapid diversification of

the system. This supports both gradualistic and punctuated change (that is, rapid

speciation events over relatively short time periods) and suggests that both modes

should be seen in the system. The presence of a rugged fitness landscape enhances

this behaviour (compared with the single peak fitness landscape), suggesting that

systems with higher degrees of freedom should have more diversification events.
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5.3 Discussion

This chapter focussed on linking the first and second tiers, as described in Gould

[1985] and discussed in Chapter 2. We asked whether different fitness landscapes

could induce different diversity profiles in the model. We find that the model ex-

hibits both rapid evolutionary innovation (characteristic of punctuated equilibrium)

but also gradualistic change. This is enhanced by the ruggedness of the fitness

landscape, and by the presence of a cost to species’ structure in the single peak fit-

ness landscape. However, we do not find that the ruggedness or lack of ruggedness

induces a particular mode of speciation.

The single peak fitness landscape showed that as the number of degrees

of freedom in the species under selection increased, the diversity also increased.

This agrees with our initial prediction, and we propose that this is because with a

higher combination of traits, more species can coexist at arbitrarily close points in

the landscape. This slows the rate of competition between species, resulting in an

artificial inflation of the diversity of the system.

In the multiple peak fitness landscape it was shown that although this sys-

tem shows higher levels of diversity than the single peak fitness landscape, as would

be expected, due to the colonisation of multiple peaks. However, in this case the

additional degree of freedom did not have a discernible effect on the diversity of the

system. This suggests that if the fitness landscape exhibits high degrees of rugged-

ness, the resultant diversity is high, due to interactions between traits. However,

the addition of a cost to the species’ structure made no discernible difference to the

diversity of the system. This disagrees with our conjecture and suggests that either

there either there is a maximum to the amount of diversity supported by additional

degrees of freedom (with diminishing returns for each additional degree of freedom

added) or that the mutations result in jumps to other local peaks, rather than coex-

istence around a local peak. However, our model predicts that where there is strong

directional selection, increasing the degrees of freedom in the system will result in

increased diversity.
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Chapter 6

Meta-regulation in the Second

Tier

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 we approached the paradox of the three tiers by examining the con-

nection between the first and second tiers (population dynamics and evolutionary

trends respectively). In this chapter we consider the second tier and, specifically,

the role of meta-regulation in constraining such evolutionary trends. We propose

that meta-regulation is one of the more important regulators in evolutionary trends,

being responsible for constraint as well as aiding evolvability and altering the tempo

of evolutionary processes.

The evolution of meta-regulation is still a mystery [Vinicius, 2010]. Network

analysis has been applied to a wide range of phenomena and structures, both bio-

logical and technical [Albert et al., 1999; Albert and Barabási, 2002; Newman, 2003;

Mason and Verwoerd, 2007]. Many of these graphs are hierarchical in their organi-

sation – that is, they have specific levels which influence interactions between nodes

(and thus the overall topology of the graph). However, this external information

is often discarded by modellers, such that only a directed network is used when

interactions are important (for example, in regulatory networks [Babu et al., 2004],

though see Ravasz et al. [2002] for an alternative view).

Meta-regulation can be framed as a trade-off between adding to object com-

plexity versus increasing hierarchical complexity. Hierarchical structures are often

combined with modularity and studies have focused in the biological sciences on

network motifs – generally small, repeated subgraphs which occur frequently in nat-

ural networks [Barabási and Oltvai, 2004; Mason and Verwoerd, 2007]. Models such
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as the duplication-divergence model aim to construct algorithms from which such

motifs arise [Vázquez et al., 2003]. However, it is still not clear what the bounds

to this trade-off are, and when the trade-off becomes favourable or unfavourable

[Vinicius, 2010].

The causal process between the two types of complexity is also not clear –

increasingly hierarchical complexity allows for greater object complexity, which has

the potential to obscure the relationship between the two (analagous to the pattern

vs. process arguments referenced in Chapter 2). Similarly, it would be interesting to

know whether a small set of algorithms is sufficient for genetic kernels to be formed,

as discussed in [Erwin and Davidson, 2009]. In this chapter we use the results from

Chapter 5 to quantify the variation seen in the average outgoing degree to model

meta-regulation rules.

We can model meta-regulation by considering the parameters of the model

described in Chapter 4. Increasing object complexity is represented by copying

nodes (with probability 1− p) and increasing hierarchical complexity is represented

by creating nodes on new levels (with probability p). β now represents the scope of

the regulation – high β represents many genes controlled by few regulatory genes,

whilst low β represents direct regulation.

We consider the following two questions:

Firstly, what are the values of p and β which maximise the change in average

outgoing degree over time? If meta-regulation is selected for we would expect a

system to tend towards these values of p and β, as the probability of creating a new

node (and thus increasing meta-regulation) is defined as 1−p. For p = 0.5 there is a

balance between increasing object complexity and increasing hierarchical complex-

ity, whereas for p < 0.5 there is a bias towards increasing hierarchical complexity

and for p > 0.5 there is a bias against this. We can interpret this as a trade-off

between increasing object vs. hierarchical complexity. We would expect β 6= 1, as

newly created nodes which control all downstream nodes would, in an evolutionary

context, require perfect copying to replicate accurately. We would expect this to

be too resource intensive. However, the more nodes the new node is able to regu-

late the greater the efficiency saving (that is, one node controlling several nodes is

more efficient than one node controlling a single node). We would therefore expect

the optimal strategy between creating more meta-regulation and increasing object

complexity to be at neither extreme.

Secondly, we ask under what conditions is the evolution of meta-regulation

promoted? Specifically we are interested in whether there is an analytical steady

state towards which a system will tend. From the Chapter 5 results (particularly
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Figures 5.2 and 5.6) we would expect not. In biological systems we have yet to see

a limit on the levels of meta-regulation, particularly if the definition is extended

to include societal structures (e.g. ant colonies) [Vinicius, 2010]. However, we

can see that there are jumps in evolution, associated with the development of meta-

regulation [Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1997; Vinicius, 2010]. This “punctuated

equilibrium” has been explained by exploding combinatorial possibilities [Solé et al.,

2003], however we propose that such jumps arise naturally under a selection regime

which favours moderate connectivity and has four possible mutation outcomes. This

would support observations regarding the nature of meta-regulation [Maynard Smith

and Szathmáry, 1997] - that is, that there are periods of rapid innovation followed

by periods of quiescence.

To answer these questions we use the duplication-divergence framework de-

veloped in Vázquez et al. [2003] and Solé and Valverde [2008]. Average outgoing

degree is considered, rather than average degree, so as to emphasise the meta-

regulation aspects of node degree (i.e. the number of nodes controlling other nodes,

rather than the number of nodes being controlled).

6.2 Duplication-Divergence Model

The basis for the analysis in this chapter is the work found in Vázquez et al. [2003],

following Solé and Valverde [2008]. In Vázquez et al. [2003], a simple duplication-

divergence model was proposed and analytically solved. These models describe

an algorithmic procedure where graph growth is by duplication of nodes and edge

creation and deletion according to some probabilities, α and δ, respectively. This is

inspired by the biological hypothesis that protein networks evolve through protein

copying, the duplication allowing new protein functions to evolve without negatively

impacting existing functions [Vázquez et al., 2003].

It is shown in Vázquez et al. [2003] that the average degree, 〈kn〉, of a vertex

n in an undirected graph evolves in discrete time (where time is the same total

number of vertices in graph due to the mutation rule) as

〈kn+1〉 =
n〈kn〉+ 2α+ (1− 2δ)〈kn〉

n+ 1
. (6.1)

These analytics were used to show that in the duplication-divergence model, the

appearance of modularity is not selected for, but arises from the rules for graph

growth [Solé and Valverde, 2008]. Modularity is found to be dependent on the value

of δ, and a critical value of δc = 1
2 exists, which separates the graphs produced into
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sparsely or highly connected classes [Vázquez et al., 2003].

6.3 Extended Duplication Model

As stated previously, the impact of externally imposed hierarchical rules on such

models has been under-developed. Therefore, the model of graph evolution consid-

ered here differs from a duplication-divergence regime in two main ways. Firstly,

graphs are directed and hierarchically structured, such that there are restrictions

on node connections. This is defined by saying that a node of level l can only have

outward edges to nodes of level strictly less than l. As such, all graphs formed by

this process are acyclic. Secondly, there are three different possibilities for mutation

steps, which change the average outgoing degree of a node in the system. The model

is described more completely in Chapter 4. This process models regulatory networks

and other, more abstractly hierarchical biological networks, such as organs; and to

consider the impact this has on the evolutionary process. Although the graphs we

consider are theoretically biologically based, the findings could equally be applied

to artificial hierarchical graphs.

Mutation

Copy 
Vertex

p

New 
Vertex

1 - p

Copy 
Subgraph

q

New 
Subgraph

1 - q

Figure 6.1: The mutation process has three possible outcomes – a vertex and its
associated subgraph is copied, a vertex is copied but a new subgraph is created, or
a new vertex is created with a random subgraph, at a level higher than the highest
level of the vertices in its subgraph.

Figure 6.1 is a schema showing the pathways and associated probabilities

associated with the mutation process. The first possible mutation step is to create

a new node, on a new level, with a completely new subgraph. This happens in the

model with probability p. A subgraph is generated by having a fixed probability of

edge creation β between all other nodes in the species. This generates subgraphs

with particular properties – for example β = 0.5 corresponds to the creation of a

random subgraph. Such a mutation changes the average outgoing degree in the
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following way

〈kn+1〉 =
n〈kn〉+ βn

n+ 1
. (6.2)

This assumes that a new node created in this way is expected to attach to βn other

nodes in the species. In fact, this is an oversimplification, due to the condition

imposed where nodes must attach to at least one other node, and the way this

algorithm is implemented. The implementation chooses a node on level l − 1 to

connect to, and then connects to the remaining nodes with a probability β. Thus

Equation 6.2 becomes

〈kn+1〉 =
n〈kn〉+ 1 + β(n− 1)

n+ 1
, (6.3)

following the expectation of a binomial distribution. Obviously, the analytic equa-

tion is considering the case where there is no selection, and sequential progression

of mutations is considered (i.e. a continuous mutation process where each mutant

replaces instantaneously the parent, and there are no selection pressures).

Duplication and divergence mutations are also implemented, but these are

considered as separate stages rather than the combined process described in Vázquez

et al. [2003]. In a mutation event, if a new node is not created, a node in the

species is copied instead. This happens with probability 1 − p. Given this node

duplication, the model then either duplicates the subgraph or creates a new subgraph

(divergence) using the same rules as described for new node creation. This happens

with probability q and 1 − q respectively. Copying both the subgraph and node

changes the average outgoing degree of a node in the graph as

〈kn+1〉 =
n〈kn〉+ 〈kn〉

n+ 1
, (6.4)

which simplifies such that 〈kn+1〉 = 〈kn〉. Thus copying a node and its subgraph

doesn’t change the average outgoing degree when averaged over long time. This

makes intuitive sense, as there is an equal chance of any node being chosen, and

thus over long time all nodes and subgraphs will be duplicated, resulting in no over-

all change in the average outgoing degree of a node. An extension considered later is

to consider weight mutation probabilities, such that nodes of lower outgoing degree

are more likely to mutate than nodes of high outgoing degree (mimicking the evolu-

tionary process of module fixation, where some parts of genetic regulatory networks

are easily modified but phylogenetically historical components less so [Erwin and

Davidson, 2009]).

In the model as described in Chapter 4, one outcome of mutation copies a
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Figure 6.2: Figures showing the agreement between analytic and model data for
varying values of p and q. Solid lines indicate analytic results, dots indicate model
data. Model data averaged over 100 runs.

node but creates a new random subgraph. This mutation step sets up a recurrence

relationship, as to model it would require complete knowledge of the distribution of

nodes within the graph at the time of mutation, which is dependent on all previous

mutation steps. This distribution maps to a fraction of “viable” nodes – that is,

nodes which the copied node can connect to. We use λ as a proxy for this dis-

tribution, which models the proportion of nodes in the graph which are able to be

connected to the mutated node (and thus have a level lower than that of the mutated

node) at any one time. As such, the average outgoing degree changes as

〈kn+1〉 =
n〈kn〉+ 1 + β(nλ− 1)

n+ 1
. (6.5)

Combining equations 6.2, 6.4, and 6.5 with the mutation probabilities results

in

〈kn+1〉 =
p(n〈kn〉+ 1 + β(n− 1)) + (1− p)((q(n+ 1)〈kn〉) + (1− q)(n〈k〉+ 1 + β(λn− 1)))

n+ 1
.

(6.6)

The ratio between p and β determines the change in average outgoing degree, whilst

λ (which is dependent on p and n) determines the long time response of the system.

6.4 Results

The analytic equations and the simulated data have a very good fit, as shown in

figure 6.2. The divergence seen in some of the plots in 6.2 is due to the increasing

divergence of possibilities as n increases, which requires more averaging to produce
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Figure 6.3: Figure showing the change in average outgoing degree with constrained
mutation from the model (shown in *), and unconstrained mutation from the ana-
lytics. p = 0.5, q = 1, averaged over 100 runs.

values closer to the analytical results.

6.4.1 Maximising average outgoing degree

The first question to ask is whether there are values of p and β which maximise the

change in average outgoing degree over time. An important point is to consider over

what time scale the maximisation is taken – long term behaviour may be different

to short or mid-term behaviour. As time scales correspond precisely to graph size,

this is the same as considering optimal growth strategies for graphs of varying sizes.

Intuitively, it is obvious that for either sparse graphs or small graphs the

growth rate is maximised when β = p = 1. Indeed, for all graphs with a uniform

probability of choosing a node the maximum growth rate is maximised when β =

p = 1. If the different combinations of mutation probabilities are considered, there

are quantitative and qualitative differences in behaviour for different graph sizes.

These combinations are shown in table 6.1. It can be seen that for β = 1, when
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p = 0, q = 0 grows faster than q = 0.5 if and only if

nλ > 〈kn〉. (6.7)

As we define 〈kn〉 to be the average outgoing degree, which is the ratio of edges to

nodes in the graph, this is equivalent to saying that

λ >
e

n2
(6.8)

where e is the number of edges in the graph. As n increases, the inequality is

satisfied since the number of edges added at each mutation step is much less than

the increase in the squared function, and thus the R.H.S. will always be very small.

However, β = 1 is an extreme case. If β 6= 1 then the inequality is satisfied when

1 + β(nλ− 1) > 〈kn〉. (6.9)

This is less trivial to satisfy. For very large n, the inequality is satisfied for sparse

graphs, provided β is also small to maintain the inequality. For small n the inequality

is not satisfied unless β and λ are small, and e >> n. However, that requires the

graph to be dense, which means that β → 1. This is as expected, since q = 0

will only maximise the average outgoing degree faster than q = 0.5 if the average

outgoing degree resulting from the creation of a new subgraph is low.

It is interesting to note that when p = 0.5 the constrained model of mutation

introduced in Chapter 4 has a higher average outgoing degree than the analytical

solution predicts (see Figure 6.3). This is to be expected as the constrained model

of mutation represents sampling from the tail end of the distribution of possible

outcomes, whereas the analytical case takes into account all possible outcomes.

6.4.2 Steady states

A steady state is when the value of the average outgoing degree does not change,

i.e. 〈kn+1〉 = 〈kn〉 = 〈k∗〉. Consider firstly the case where q = 1. From equation 6.6,

〈k∗〉 =
p(1− 〈k∗〉+ β(n− 1)

n+ 1
+ 〈k∗〉

0 =
p(1− 〈k∗〉+ β(n− 1))

n+ 1
, (6.10)
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Assume that p 6= 0, then this is solved by

1− 〈k∗〉
n− 1

= −β. (6.11)

As β and 〈k∗〉 are constant, but are seen to be dependent on n (which is varying),

this is a contradiction. Therefore no steady state exists for q = 1.

For q = 0, the same analysis can be performed. From 6.6

〈k∗〉 =
p(n〈k∗〉+ 1 + β(n− 1)) + (1− p)(n〈k∗〉+ 1 + β(nλ− 1))

n+ 1

〈k∗〉 =
n〈k∗〉
n+ 1

+
p(1 + β(n− 1)) + (1− p)(1 + β(nλ− 1))

n+ 1

〈k∗〉 =
p(1 + β(n− 1)) + (1− p)(1 + β(nλ− 1))

1− n
. (6.12)

However, 〈k∗〉 ≥ 0, so for n > 0 there is no steady state, regardless of the values of

p, β or λ.

We can see that in the case where selection is present and dependent on

the structure of the graph then, on average, there is not a steady state reached.

However, when individual runs are considered (e.g. Figure 6.4) steady states are

reached. We suggest that a possible explanation for the discrepancy could be that

different steady states are reached depending on the mutations experienced by each

system and that, as time increases, these are more likely to be those with higher

average degree. This suggests that selection pressures can induce steady states in

systems with no natural steady states, which implies that although this model shows

no inherent upper bound on meta-regulation, one could be induced by the selection

pressures within the system.

6.4.3 Selection

The effects of selection can be measured by comparing the average outgoing degree

produced to the profile produced by the analytic solution using the same parame-

ters as the model, using the population average from the model. This is shown in

Figure 6.5. As expected, selection regimes which favour more hierarchical organ-

isms produce a higher average outgoing degree than the model. This is because in

the analytical case, where there is no selection, for large n, the change in average

outgoing degree tends to 0. Conversely, selection regimes which favour lower aver-

age outgoing degrees should lower than the analytical results. However, it is also

possible to construct a hypothetical situation in which disruptive selection occurs,

which favours either very large or very small average outgoing degrees. In such a
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Figure 6.4: Individual run showing the change in average degree over time for al-
gorithmic model, constrained mutation, normalisation only with multiple fitness
peaks. Note the sharp jumps showing new colonisation of fitness peaks early in the
run, before exploration ceases and a steady state is reached. β = p = q = 0.5.

p = 0 p = 0.5 p = 1

q = 0 n〈kn〉+1+β(nλ−1)
n+1

n〈kn〉+1+β(n
2
(1+λ)−1)

n+1
n〈kn〉+1+β(n−1)

n+1

q = 0.5
(n+ 1

2
)〈kn〉+ 1

2
+β

2
(nλ−1)

n+1

(n+ 1
4
)〈kn〉+ 3

4
+β

2
(n(1+λ

2
)− 3

2
)

n+1
n〈kn〉+1+β(n−1)

n+1

q = 1 〈kn〉
(n+ 1

2
)〈kn〉+ 1

2
+β

2
(n−1)

n+1
n〈kn〉+1+β(n−1)

n+1

Table 6.1: Table showing how equation 6.6 changes in response to different mutation
probabilities. Recall that p is the probability of creating a new node, and q the
probability of copying a subgraph of a duplicated node, β is the probability of an
edge being created, λ is a proxy for the fraction of nodes below a given node in the
graph.
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Figure 6.5: Figure showing the change in average outgoing degree from the model
with normalisation and maintenance, and population average the analytics. p =
0.5, q = 1, β = 0.5, γ = 0.75, averaged over 500 runs.
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Figure 6.6: Figure showing the bounds in average outgoing degree from the model
with normalisation and maintenance, and population average the analytics. The
model tends to higher values of β due to its stochasticity and selection pressure
pushing towards a higher average outgoing degree. Model data p = 0.5, q = 1, β =
0.5, γ = 0.75, averaged over 500 runs.

case, the average outgoing degree of that population should approach the analytical

outgoing degree.

It is clear, however, that the model results are closer to the population av-

erage than the maximised case. We would expect the average outgoing degree of

the model, for a given value of p, to be bounded between 0.5 6 β 6 1. However,

it is clear from Figure 6.6 that this is not the case for long time. The model does,

however, tend towards the average outgoing degree values produced by β = 1 over

time, suggesting that object complexity may be favoured early in the evolutionary

trajectory of the system, followed by hierarchical complexity, as this ordering results

in higher average degrees than the simple β = p = 1 case.
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Figure 6.7: Possible graphs produced after two mutations. Referenced A, B, C, D
in text from left to right.

6.4.4 Mutation Order

For the trade-off between object and hierarchical complexity to be properly consid-

ered, the analytic solution will not provide sufficient resolution, since what matters

is the order in which the mutations happen. This can be shown in an example case

where there are precisely 3 nodes. There are 23 = 8 different mutation orderings,

producing the graphs shown in Figure 6.7. The relative frequencies are such that

graph A is produced by two “n” mutations (new node), which can be represented

by a probability n2, whilst graph B is produced by two “c” mutations (copy node),

with probability c2. If the process is random, by which is meant that c = n, graphs

A and B should be seen 1
4 of the time, whilst graph C should be seen 1

8 of the

time. Variations of D (i.e. 2 nodes on the base level, followed by 1 node on a level

higher) make up the final 3
8 . This disparity arises from the many to one mapping

from combinations to graph outcomes in the case of graph D.

Varying the probabilities of c and n will skew the relative frequencies of the

graphs produced. For example, in the case where c = p and n = 1 − p, then if

increasing object complexity is more common than increasing hierarchical object

complexity, the relative frequencies will change. However, this assumes that there

are no connections between nodes. If connections exist, then the ordering of the

mutations matters. This also affects the average outgoing degree produced. For

example, graph D can produce an average outgoing degree of 2
3 or 1

3 .

If connections are restricted to only one level (i.e. nodes on level 3 can only

regulate those on level 2), then it is clear that p = 1 no longer produces the highest

average outgoing degree. If p = 1 then the maximum average outgoing degree that

can be reached is n−1
n . Although this is better than the average outgoing degree when

p = 0, it is obviously not as good as a mixed strategy, since a copying step followed

by a new node creation, then another copying step at the new level, produces an

average outgoing degree of 1. However, this only maximises outgoing degree when
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Figure 6.8: Figure showing the inequality derived in Equation 6.13. Shaded area
shows combinations of β and n which satisfy the inequality β > 1 − 1

n2 discussed
below.

the subgraph is copied along with the node. If a new subgraph is created, then this

has the potential to produce a lower average outgoing degree, when β 6= 1.

If β = 1, then the average outgoing degree growth is proportional to the

number of copying events. For example, following a string of (1−p)n copying steps,

the average outgoing degree once the first node on a new level is created will be
βn
n+1 . This produces an average outgoing degree higher than p = 1 when

βn

n+ 1
>
n− 1

n

βn2 > n2 − 1

β > 1− 1

n2
.

This inequality is shown in Figure 6.8. As n increases, β → 1. Because of the

restriction previously stated, this inequality applies for all levels of the hierarchy.

However, once a new node has been created on a level, copying can also take place on
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that level. Now each node copied on a level connects to βn(l− 1) nodes. Following

(1 − p)n−1 copying steps, the average outgoing degree change from copying will be

either 0 or β(n − 2). This is weighted towards 0 as there are more nodes to copy,

therefore the average change in outgoing degree is β(n−2)
n−1 , for this initial copying.

It can be noted that this is a similar change as the change produced by p = 1.

However, as more nodes are copied on the upper level, the average change in outgoing

degree increases. For example, in the case where the number of nodes at level 1

equals the number of nodes at level 0, n(1) = n(0), then copying a node on level

1 produces a change in average outgoing degree equal to βn
2 . This is clearly a

maximum, since additional copying at level 1 will produce a lower change in average

outgoing degree than this. Indeed, once the number of nodes at level 1 exceeds the

number of nodes at level 0, the maximum way to increase average outgoing degree

is then to create a new node on a new level. This supports a step-wise evolution of

meta-regulation with periods of increasing object complexity followed by increasing

hierarchical complexity.

6.5 Discussion

This chapter focussed on the evolution of meta-regulation and object vs. hierarchical

complexity. These are species level traits which have the potential to direct evolu-

tionary trends. Further, meta-regulation is seen as a key component of the major

transitions in evolution [Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1997; Vinicius, 2010].

Using the duplication-divergence framework to analyse the model described

in Chapter 4 we found that, for sparse or small graphs, the average outgoing degree

is maximised when p = β = 1. However, the growth rate is also maximised when

β 6= 1. Under these conditions a mixed strategy is produced - where small dense

sub-graphs are sparsely connected to each other. These are analogous to the genetic

kernels and modular sub-structures described in Erwin and Davidson [2009], and

suggests a system with three simple mutation options and moderate selection for

the average outgoing degree is sufficient to develop such structures.

The second question asked how this trade-off between increasing object and

hierarchical complexity was bounded. The model does not have a steady state for

average outgoing degree, suggesting that either hierarchical or object complexity

(or both) is unbounded. A steady state is reached in individual runs of the model,

however, suggesting that selection pressure can limit the average outgoing degree.

Therefore, although theoretically there is no limit, selection pressure is sufficient to

impose limits.
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It is important also to note that for individual species the order of the mu-

tation steps is important. In particular, for a given selection threshold there will

be an optimum point at which meta-regulation develops. However, once this initial

meta-regulation is developed, increasing object complexity maximises the average

outgoing degree more than increasing hierarchical complexity. This supports our

claim that meta-regulation is strongly selected for and agrees with observations re-

garding the nature of meta-regulation [Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1997] - that

is, that there are periods of rapid innovation followed by periods of quiescence.
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Chapter 7

Second and Third Tier

Resource Interactions

7.1 Introduction

In the model as described in Chapter 4 an environment had been artificially created,

using fitness functions to represent the external environment. Although this is

exceedingly common in evolutionary modelling, the selection of fitness function has

a large impact on the results of the model (as seen in Chapter 5). Indeed, one

of the “arts” in genetic algorithm modelling is identifying a good fitness function.

A simple analogy is that fitness functions act like selection functions in a genetic

algorithm when they are compared to a population dynamics model. An external

environment can produce non-obvious behaviour due to the increasing complexity

of dynamic interactions between species and their environment. It is an additional

layer of complexity compared to species interactions models such as Christensen

et al. [2002]. Environments can be structured in a number of ways to explore this

behaviour: spatially, temporally, and hierarchically.

Continuing the theme of uniting the first, second and third tiers of evolution

by exploring the gap between first, second and third tiers we investigate how environ-

mental variation over different time scales affects diversity. In the previous chapter

we looked at intrinsic ways hierarchical complexity could be evolved, whereas in

this chapter we look at fluctuations in external resources and their impact on the

diversity of organisms evolved within the model described in Chaper 4. We ask the

question: what role do external environments play in third tier processes?

We hypothesise that the relationship between external environments and

third tier processes is dependent on the relative time scales of, on the one hand,
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change in the external environment and, on the other, mutation rate. Specifically,

we hypothesise that

1. When the characteristic time scale of the mutation rate is smaller than the

characteristic time scale of the environmental change, we will observe third

tier processes tracking the environmental change.

2. When the characteristic time scale of the mutation rate is larger than the

characteristic time scale of the environmental change, we will not observe

third tier processes tracking the environmental change.

To answer this we introduce fluctuating resource pools to our model as an

environmental change with a clearly defined characteristic time scale. We look at

the number of species as a representative third tier variable. We also contrast to

a simple version of the model which includes resource pools, but where these are

static.

We explore the following questions within a resource model: How do fluctu-

ating resource pools compare with static resource pools? Fluctuating resources have

been used in studies to explore the effect on diversity (e.g. May and Mac Arthur

[1972]), and on geological time scales are known to exist, as for example Milankovitch

cycles. In Chesson and Huntly [1997], the assumption that harsh conditions favour

coexistence by reducing the importance of species’ interactions is challenged, and

instead argue that fluctuations and harsh conditions can only favour coexistence if

they favour niche creation. However, although such studies exist, none have tried to

bridge the gap between the first, second and third tiers discussed in Gould [1985].

In this extension to the Chapter 4 model, environmental variation is explored in

relation to the time scale of mutant birth rates. We would anticipate that static

resource systems should exhibit boom-bust behaviour – that is, a utilising of all

available resources followed by a crash, as no foresight is inherent in the system.

For fluctuating resource pools, we would anticipate that some organisms should be

over-fitted (that is, taking advantage of the maximum resource pool) and experience

extinction due to a decreasing resource pool, whilst other generalist species (those

not taking advantage of the maximum size of the resource pool) survive in the long

term.

However, this question naturally extends to what time scales does environ-

mental variation have an effect? It is easy to imagine a situation where, over suf-

ficiently long time scales, the organisms that try to exploit the maximum number

of resources will have a sufficient fitness advantage over the generalists. We pre-

dict that over very short time scales an evolutionary system cannot adapt to the
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changing conditions. To explore this, we predict that if the overall diversity in the

system is sensitive to the environmental fluctuation, it should be shown in the power

spectrum as well as the strength of the response. This quantification of the sensi-

tivity of the system allows it to be measured, which means questions can be asked

concerning critical and threshold values of both amplitude and wavelength below

and above which the system responds differently. Rand and Wilson [1995] gives a

method for determining critical time scales for spatially extended models, however

their method focuses on internal instabilities, rather than external perturbations.

7.2 Single resource environment

The external environment is modelled solely by the use of resources, which rep-

resent an external energy source. This model naturally builds on the population

dynamics model, since it models reproduction and death of individuals. However,

this base model is then extended to include a maintenance step. Maintenance was

explicitly modelled in Chapter 4, however, here it is a product of the dynamics.

Maintenance is one of the explicit ways to model in-depth population dynamics.

All biological systems require energy (thus leading to the classification of life as

neg-entropic [Schrödinger, 1944]), and there are many diverse ways to “collect” the

energy they require. This balance of competing demands often constrains evolution

(see in particular the evolutionary adaptations of koalas and pandas as they adapt

from carnivorous ancestors to highly inefficient herbivores). Maintenance represents

the need for each system to produce enough energy to continue functioning. The

result of not obtaining enough energy is individual death.

7.2.1 Age structuring

Although the carrying capacity is implicitly modelled, the selection function (at an

individual level) is still modelled explicitly. As a result, it is possible to consider

which selection functions balance the pressures of reproduction and maintenance,

enabling more “complex” species to evolve and, potentially, establish.

Choosing selection functions to promote complexity firstly means defining

complexity. Potential pitfalls have been briefly discussed theoretically in Chapter 3.

To briefly recap, complexity in this model derives from the topology of the graph,

which depends on the number of nodes and edges and their relationship to each

other, and the degree of hierarchy. As such, a natural class of selection functions to

explore are those which explicitly select for these features.

Alternatively, the stochasticity of the selection function can be incorporated
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Figure 7.1: Figure showing the dynamics of a limited resource pool, where the
number of individuals per species oscillates due to Lotka-Volterra style dynamics as
described in the text. Different colours represent different species. Black represents
number of species over time. Neutral selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5.

into the maintenance ordering, whilst a background individual death rate can be

implemented. Deaths in the model are produced either by an organisms’ inability

to maintain itself or by age structuring the population, so that older individuals of

a species have a higher rate of death. As this is a linearly increasing relationship

(i.e. the longer the individual has been alive the higher the probability of death),

we model the probability of an individuals’ death per unit time as

P (death(S(i)n)) = 0.5− 1

Age(S(i)n)
. (7.1)

7.2.2 Limited resources

In the basic models discussed in Chapter 4 the external environment has been mod-

elled by two distinct parameters – a fitness function and, in the case of the popu-

lation dynamics implementation, a carrying capacity. The carrying capacity is now

included implicitly in the model by the interaction between the absolute size of the

resource pool, and the supply and demand of reproducing and dying organisms.
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The result of limiting resource supply is to produce oscillatory behaviour,

similar to that modelled by a Lotka-Volterra equation. The population dynamics of

a limited resource supply can be seen in Figure 7.1. This results from the limited

resources which causes, in the first time step, a large proportion of deaths in the

population due to the inability to maintain themselves. As the system is closed and

cyclic, these deaths then refill the resource pool, which allows species at the next

time step to maintain and reproduce, exhausting the resource pool. Thus oscillatory

behaviour is established until, after ≈ 2000 time steps, the system has one dominant

species, a less dominant species in decline, and many low population species. The

system is in a more stable state, with fewer oscillatory behaviours.

In the single resource system, this is the only novel behaviour compared to

a population dynamics model. This is because the system at this stage is still a

pure competition model – that is, any new species evolved will be competing with

existing species for the same types of resource. However, there are now the existence

of “fringe” species, with low number of individuals, who nevertheless persist despite

the intense competition for resources. Their presence artificially inflates the diversity

count of the system. This suggests that diversity may increase over time, even in

highly competitive environments, if the dynamics are sufficiently slow. This was

also found to be the case in Chapter 5.

In a resource driven system the order of in which species collect resources is

crucial, particularly in a resource limited environment. Species that evolve are now

subject to competing selection pressures induced by the existence of other species.

Maintenance of a species requires collecting as many resources as there are com-

ponents to the species. As the model stands, it is obvious that complexity is not

at all favoured in resource limited environments – in particular, very small single

node organisms are the most efficient, as additional nodes increase the number of

resources needed whilst adding no benefit. This is shown in Figure 7.2. Smaller

graphs are able to maintain and reproduce more easily, as they require fewer re-

sources. However, they are also more persistent compared to larger species as, as a

species, they can survive more extreme resource shortages.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are the result of a random environment – that is, the

selection is neutral, bar the dynamics which favour small, easily maintained and

reproducible organisms. This is seen by the low average number of nodes, and the

continued (though decreasing) dominance of the original, single node, species in

Figure 7.1.

One way of modifying this is to have resource collection be a function of

the structure of the organism. This is somewhat akin to the stochastic selection
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Figure 7.2: Figure showing the average number of nodes (blue) and the average de-
gree (green) over time in a dynamic, resource-driven environment. Neutral selection
bias, p = q = β = 0.5.
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Figure 7.3: Figure showing the dynamics of a limited resource pool, where the
number of individuals per species oscillates due to a “boom and bust” sequence.
Green represents mutant species, which replace the resident. Inset shows close-up
of oscillatory pattern for first 100 time steps. Strong edge selection bias, p = q =
β = 0.5.
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Figure 7.4: Figure showing the average number of nodes (blue) and the average
degree (green) over time in a limited resource environment. Note that the strong
edge selection bias means that the species evolved are of higher complexity than
those in Figure 7.2. p = q = β = 0.5.

functions implemented in Chapters 4 and 5. An obvious choice for a selection

function is to bias completely in favour of edges. The effects of this can be seen in

Figure 7.3 and compared to the randomised model in Figure 7.1. In particular, there

is a single dominating species, far less standing diversity, and a far higher average

number of nodes (Figure 7.4).

A balanced selection function (i.e. one showing no strong bias) is achieved

by modifying the random selection such that there is an edge bias – organisms with

higher number of edges are more likely to acquire resources first. This likelihood is

proportional to 1− < k(Si) >. The outcome of this is shown in Figure 7.5. Note

that strongly oscillatory behaviour only lasts for the first ≈ 1000 time steps, after

which both highly populous species are in decline. The addition of new mutants

does not destabilise the equilibrium and the system continues to diversify. However,

after 3000 time steps, a rapid overturning of species occurs and a mutant becomes

the most populous species. This is shown in close-up in Figure 7.6. This revolution
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Figure 7.5: Figure showing the dynamics of a limited resource pool, where the
number of individuals per species oscillates due to a “boom and bust” sequence.
Different species represented by different colours. Inset shows close-up of oscillatory
pattern for first 100 time steps. Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5.

occurs due to the multiple (relatively) concurrent deaths of lingering species, which

allows the mutant to become ascendant.

7.3 Environmental Perturbation

The natural extension for a static resource pool is to explore fluctuating resources.

In the earlier definition of evolvability given in Chapter 3, a characteristic time

scale was defined over which organisms can react to environmental changes. An

inability to react to a (relatively) sudden change would result in extinction, and an

ecosystem-wide inability to react to such change would inevitably result in mass

extinction. The impact of this is explored in Chapter 8.

Environmental change over time can be characterised in two dimensions – by

wavelength (that is, how sudden the change is over time) and amplitude (how big a

change it is). Initially we consider the effects of periodic change: we define the total
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Figure 7.6: Figure showing the dynamics of a limited resource pool, where the
number of individuals per species oscillates due to a “boom and bust” sequence.
Different colours represent different positions – thus species 1 dies out, replaced by
a species whose line turns blue. Inset shows close-up of oscillatory pattern for first
100 time steps. Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5.
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number of resources as

(A2 −A1)

2
sin(

t

τ
) +

(A1 +A2)

2
, (7.2)

where A1 and A2 are the defined maximum and minimum of the resource pool, and

τ is the characteristic wavelength.

τ can be categorised into three distinct modes:

1. Long wavelength time

2. Short wavelength time

3. Random wavelength time

However, the impact of these on the system also depends on the amplitude of the

fluctuations. A natural way to characterise the response of the system is by Fourier

Transform analysis. If the overall diversity in the system is influenced by the envi-

ronmental perturbation, this should be seen in the resultant power spectrum. The

degree of responsiveness/sensitivity to the perturbation is shown by the amplitude

of the peaks in the spectra.

7.3.1 Micro characteristic time scales

Micro time scales are defined to be those less than the mutation rate, lambda, of

the system, i.e. 1
τ > λ. Because the environmental fluctuation is so fast, the system

should be unable to stabilise to the conditions. This follows the ideas discussed

in Chapter 3 that evolutionary units of selection are information recorders, which

store information relating to the conditions which they, and their ancestors, have

experienced. Thus, the expectation is that only low complexity species, that are

effectively generalists, and have high evolvability, should survive, unlike in longer

time scale changes, where the system can respond to the changing environment.

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the response at an individual level to low ampli-

tude and high amplitude changes in the number of resources, respectively. The only

qualitative change in the behaviour of the system is that of the amplitude of the

change in the number of individuals, which is expected. Although there is still some

stochasticity, due to age-related death, the edge bias in the maintenance order, and

the Poisson process of mutation, it is the lower amplitude fluctuations which appear

to show higher turnovers in species. Although this is initially counter-intuitive, it

is possible that the lower amplitude environmental changes allow for more lingering

species, pushing the system to an unsteady state, which then collapses simultane-

ously. This can be seen in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.7: Figure showing the dynamics of a fast low amplitude fluctuating resource
pool. Fluctuation given by Equation 7.2, with τ = 10, (A2−A1)

2 = (A1+A2)
2 = 1000.

Different species represented by different colours, dotted line gives example resource
fluctuation with same wavelength, different amplitude. Moderate edge selection
bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate λ = 0.01.
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Figure 7.8: Figure showing the dynamics of a fluctuating resource pool, fluctuation
given by Equation 7.2, with τ = 10, (A2−A1)

2 = 5000, (A1+A2)
2 = 6000. Different

species represented by different colours, dotted line gives example resource fluc-
tuation with same wavelength, different amplitude. Moderate edge selection bias,
p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate λ = 0.01.
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Figure 7.9: Figure showing the overall change in number of species in both high
(blue) and low (red) amplitude resource pools fluctuating over fast time scales.

Fluctuation given by Equation 7.2, with τ = 10. (A2−A1)
2 = (A1+A2)

2 = 1000,

represented by red line. (A2−A1)
2 = 5000, (A1+A2)

2 = 6000 represented by blue line.
Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate λ = 0.01.
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Figure 7.10: Figure showing the dynamics of a low amplitude resource pool fluc-
tuating over meso-characteristic time scales. Fluctuation given by Equation 7.2,
with τ = 100, (A2−A1)

2 = (A1+A2)
2 = 1000. Different species represented by different

colours, dotted line gives example resource fluctuation with same wavelength, dif-
ferent amplitude. Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate
λ = 0.01.

7.3.2 Meso-characteristic time scales

In Figure 7.10, the effect of the fluctuating resource pool is given on the individual

dynamics of species. In this case, the characteristic time scale of the wavelength is

the same scale as mutations occur. It can be seen that the individual dynamics are

highly responsive to the fluctuations. However, the overall system diversity is not, as

seen in Figure 7.11. However, the system appears to show a single large scale “boom

and bust” behaviour, which was seen in the resource limited pool case described in

7.2.2. Again, we see that this is present in low amplitude fluctuations, but not in high

amplitude fluctuations - similar to the response of the system under fast fluctuating

resources. This would be explained if it was the rate of change of resources that was

a critical driver of the diversity response system, as high amplitude changes have a

high rate of change in both fast and moderate time scales.

The results in Figure 7.11 show the effect of a moderate amplitude change.
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Figure 7.11: Figure showing the overall change in number of species in a low am-
plitude resource pool fluctuating over meso-characteristic time scales. Fluctuation
given by Equation 7.2, with τ = 100, (A2−A1)

2 = (A1+A2)
2 = 1000. Moderate edge

selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate λ = 0.01.

We expect that increasing the amplitude of the environmental variation should pro-

duce an increased response of the diversity scale analysis. The results of an increased

amplitude are shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. The former shows a marked increase

in the amplitude of fluctuations, but the overall population diversity again shows

very little sensitivity to the fluctuations. However, if the Fourier Transform of the

diversity is considered, when averaged, there is a strong response, shown in Figure

7.12. This supports the hypothesis that, over moderate time scales, the evolutionary

system adapts to the fluctuating environment.

7.3.3 Macro characteristic time scales

The definition of macro characteristic time scales are those where 1
τ < λ. These are

broad wavelength changes, and it is expected that for low amplitude fluctuations

the system can adapt. For high amplitude changes, we would predict that if it

is the rate of change of resource that is important then the system should show

rapid extinctions (as the ratio of amplitude to τ is very close to that of the low

amplitude fluctuations seen in the meso-time scale analysis). The overall diversity

response is seen in Figure 7.15. This shows the response at the species level to

the environmental perturbation, and an associated lag as diversification follows the

rise in available resources, and then a collapse when resources decline. The species

decline is rapid, but far less abrupt than that seen in the high amplitude fluctuation

responses at other time scales, suggesting that these species declines are a direct

response to the fluctuation. Note that the peaks produced are asymmetric, that is,

that the system responds slowly to increasing abundance, but relatively rapidly to
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Figure 7.12: Fourier Transform analysis of the response of the average diversity of
the system to a high amplitude fluctuating resource pool, fluctuating over moderate
time scales (τ = 100). Model data on left, averaged over 100 runs. Fourier Transform
of Equation 7.2 on right.
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Figure 7.13: Figure showing the dynamics of a high amplitude fluctuating resource
pool, fluctuating over moderate time scales. Fluctuation given by Equation 7.2,
with τ = 100, (A2−A1)

2 = 5000, (A1+A2)
2 = 6000. Different species represented by dif-

ferent colours, dotted line gives example resource fluctuation with same wavelength,
different amplitude. Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate
λ = 0.01.
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Figure 7.14: Figure showing the overall change in number of species in a high ampli-
tude fluctuating resource pool, fluctuating over moderate time scales. Fluctuation
given by Equation 7.2, with τ = 100, (A2−A1)

2 = 5000, (A1+A2)
2 = 6000. Different

species represented by different colours, dotted line gives example resource fluc-
tuation with same wavelength, different amplitude. Moderate edge selection bias,
p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate λ = 0.01.

decreasing resources. The strength of the response is shown in the Fourier Transform

power spectrum plots, seen in Figure 7.17 and suggests that it is not the ratio of τ

to amplitude which is important in creating multiple rapid extinctions.

The response of the system at a species level to the change in diversity for

low amplitude fluctuations, as seen in Figure 7.16. As expected, this shows the

characteristic rapid extinction of multiple species.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, an external environment was explored, with reference to limiting

and fluctuating resources. The main question considered in the first section was how

an external environment would change the development and evolutionary trajecto-

ries of species. The characteristic behaviour of such resource constrained systems

was to produce oscillatory behaviour, however such oscillatory behaviour was tran-

sitory, and the system did move towards a diverse, relatively stable state. The first

section also considered fitness functions tied to resource gathering and structure.

Results from different fitness functions found that a fitness function which solely

favoured highly connected species produced a low diversity system, with persistent

repeated oscillatory behaviour, possibly caused by unsuccessful mutant invasions.

In the modified fitness function, which moderately favoured an average degree ap-

proaching 1, intermittent oscillatory behaviour was coupled with species turnover.
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Figure 7.15: Figure showing the dynamics of a high amplitude fluctuating resource
pool, fluctuating over long time scales. Fluctuation given by Equation 7.2, with
τ = 500, (A2−A1)

2 = 5000, (A1+A2)
2 = 6000. Different species represented by differ-

ent colours, dotted line gives example resource fluctuation with same wavelength,
different amplitude. Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate
λ = 0.01.
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Figure 7.16: Figure showing the dynamics of a low amplitude fluctuating resource
pool, fluctuating over long time scales. Fluctuation given by Equation 7.2, with
τ = 500, (A2−A1)

2 = (A1+A2)
2 = 1000. Different species represented by different

colours, dotted line gives example resource fluctuation with same wavelength, dif-
ferent amplitude. Moderate edge selection bias, p = q = β = 0.5. Mutation rate
λ = 0.01.
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Figure 7.17: Fourier Transform power spectrum analysis of the response of the
average diversity of the system to a high amplitude fluctuating input (seen in Figure
7.15), τ = 500, λ = 0.01. Model data on left, averaged over 100 runs. Fourier
Transform of Equation 7.2 on right.
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New species became ascendant initially due to the death of lingering species, which

have low number of individuals. This then triggered the deaths of multiple other

species, including the previously dominant species, and a new ecosystem paradigm

was developed. This apparent cascading, concurrent death of multiple species is in-

teresting as it suggests that the dynamics of both population and resources combine

to produce systems which evolve towards a precarious state. These are then sus-

ceptible to collapse following small changes in either environment. Such arguments

are used in the following chapter to propose internal causes of mass extinctions

throughout geological time, rather than external causes.

The second section of this chapter looked at fluctuating resources in an exter-

nal environment. Building on the developments in the first section, the dependence

on the characteristic wavelength of the fluctuation and the amplitude of the fluctu-

ation was explored. As well as this, the sensitivity of the system, taken as the scale

of the extinctions triggered by such fluctuations, was considered. The results from

this model support our hypothesis that the impact of the environmental change is

determined by the characteristic mutation rate of the system relative to the fluctua-

tions and the amplitude of such fluctuations and that such systems can only respond

to environmental changes on longer wavelengths (τ > mutation rate).

The impact of low amplitude wavelengths results in rapid extinctions of mul-

tiple species across all time scales. This is an unexpected result and we attribute

this behaviour to low amplitude fluctuations enabling lingering species, which pushes

the system to an unsteady state. This unsteady state eventually causes a rapid ex-

tinction of multiple species, an overturning of the species present. High amplitude

changes induce overall system responses in the diversity of the system at meso- and

macro-time scales.
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Chapter 8

Diversity as a Driver of Mass

Extinctions

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, the interaction between first (population dynamics) and third tier

(mass extinction) processes was described, as well as the lack of a coherent nar-

rative explaining these interactions. In the previous chapters, this problem was

approached from a first tier perspective – by studying interactions at the individual

and population level to produce large scale phenomena. This chapter takes a top-

down approach, examining mass extinctions and constructing a null hypothesis for

their cause, based on recent developments in network theory.

In the study of mass extinctions, there is a prevailing view that such events

are caused by extremely large environmental perturbations (e.g.White and Saunders

[2005]; Courtillot et al. [1996]; Hallam and Wignall [1997]). These rare events have

been encapsulated in the popular imagination by the Chixculub crater, which seeks

to explain the K-Pg mass extinction (e.g. Schulte et al. [2010]; Hildebrand et al.

[1991]; Sharpton et al. [1992]). Researchers have attempted to link various other

large impact sites to mass extinctions, with varying degrees of success (e.g. Claeys

et al. [1992]; Sandberg et al. [1988]; Hodych and Dunning [1992]; Shoemaker and

Wolfe [1986]).

In this chapter we develop a null hypothesis for mass extinctions – namely

that mass extinctions can be explained by a series of random, but crucially minor,

events related to the background rate of extinction. We test this hypothesis using a

simple Poisson process model for background extinction implemented on a scale-free

network.
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8.2 Causes of mass extinctions

Two major proposed causes of mass extinctions are large igneous provinces (LIPs),

which are episodes of mass volcanism, and large bolide impacts. Known events of

both are plotted in Figure 8.1 against the extinction profile of genera from Rohde

and Muller [2005].

We would expect large bolide impacts to cause large amplitude fluctuations

(that is, a high rate of change of resources), whereas large igneous provinces may

(depending on the volume of lava erupted over time) cause low or high amplitude

fluctuations. From the results in Chapter 7 we would predict that long term erup-

tions would cause bigger, more rapid extinctions than meteorites.

From Figure 8.1 we can see that some large igneous provinces and some large

bolide impacts are correlated with mass extinctions (for the former, the Siberian

and Emeishan traps associated with the Permo-Triassic mass extinction event (≈
250Ma), and for the latter the Chixculub event and the K-Pg mass extinction event

(≈ 65Ma)). However, there appears to be no obvious connection between size of

event and severity of extinction (nor even size of event with occurrence of extinction).

There have been vocal critics of the link between impacts and mass ex-

tinctions (see for example Keller [2005]). Similarly, there appears to be no strong

statistical evidence for the correlation of mass volcanism and bolide impacts with

mass extinctions [White and Saunders, 2005]. White and Saunders [2005] proposes

that a combination of major catastrophes would have the appropriate frequency and

magnitude to be associated with major mass extinctions. If large external environ-

mental perturbations aren’t correlated with mass extinctions, an alternative cause

must be proposed. In the following sections, we develop a model to test whether

it is possible for mass extinctions to be caused solely by the background rate of

extinction.

If our model shows that the background rate of extinction must be implausi-

bly high to produce mass extinctions on a time scale commensurate with that in the

fossil record [Raup, 1991] then this would be evidence that large exogenous events

are required for mass extinctions. If on the other hand our model shows that back-

ground extinction rates can be enough to explain the rate of mass extinctions, this

would be evidence that large exogenous events are not required to produce mass

extinctions. They may, of course, be contributing factors (as, for example, large

exogenous events may increase the background rate of extinction).
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Figure 8.1: Figure showing proportion of well-resolved genera to go extinct (using
supplementary data from Rohde and Muller [2005]) plotted against occurrences of
large igneous provinces (upper) and meteorites (lower).
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8.3 Introduction to network theory

Network vulnerabilities have been known for some time, beginning with work on

Boolean networks Kauffman and Smith [1986], and recently applied to the Internet

and ecological scenarios, amongst others [Solé et al., 2003]. The application to

ecology is of primary relevance to this chapter; in particular, recent work by Dunne

et al. [2002a] showed that large numbers of primary and secondary extinctions could

occur through the removal of a small number of “keystone” nodes.

Criticism of this research direction has taken the form that ecological net-

works are dynamic, not stationary, and that real world networks seldom conform

to strict statistical degree distributions which facilitate such cascading behaviour

Dunne et al. [2002a]. These concerns are addressed by considering a network that

despite being dynamic on short time scales, approaches a particular degree distribu-

tion over long (evolutionary) time scales. This separation of time scales follows both

the modelling choice in Chapter 4, and the arguments presented in Metz [2011].

The degree distributions which are typically considered are of the form of a

power law (e.g. [Dunne et al., 2002b; Montoya and Solé, 2002]). In this case, the

fraction P (k) of nodes in the network having k connections to other nodes goes (for

large values of k) as

P (k) ≈ ck−γ , (8.1)

where c is a normalisation constant and γ is a parameter which typically is in the

range 2 < γ < 3 for abiological networks [Montoya et al., 2006]. For biological

networks, values of around 0.94 > γ > 1.13 are more common [Montoya and Solé,

2002].

8.3.1 Degree distributions and expectation

The fragility of networks is tested using node removal – that is, how robust they

are to fragmenting completely when nodes are removed. Scale free networks are

particularly susceptible to having their highly connected nodes removed. It is clear

that h, the number of highly connected nodes in a network, is a function of P (k), the

fraction of nodes having k connections in the network. This requires a definition of

what a “highly connected node” is, in terms of the minimum number of connections

needed for a node to be classed as such.

As a first approximation, assume that a node is highly connected if it has

a degree that is strictly greater than one standard deviation away from the aver-

age degree distribution of the network. This is equivalent to saying that the top

16% of nodes ordered by degree in a normal degree distribution network are highly
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connected. This approaches the results in Dunne et al. [2002a], that found that

the removal of 20% of the most connected species resulted in secondary extinctions

encompassing 60− 100% of species.

8.4 Poisson process

8.4.1 Time scales

As in Chapter 4, where mutation was modelled as a Poisson process, here node

removal is also modelled as a Poisson process. For such an approach, define T as the

time scale over which d highly connected nodes must be removed. T can be thought

of as the relaxation time of the ecosystem; that is, the time during which species

eliminated have not yet been replaced. The proportion of highly connected nodes

h in a system is calculated in the same way as above, which gives the probability

of a highly connected node being removed at random from a network of N nodes.

Given a background extinction rate of τ , the expected number of highly connected

nodes being removed within a given time frame is

λ =
h

N
τT, (8.2)

where λ is the Poisson process parameter. Note that this assumes that each species

has the same probability of going extinct. Assuming that evolution is not an om-

niscient process, then species can only adapt to the environments they have expe-

rienced (and to those only poorly, given the contingent nature of evolution due to

constraint). Then if the environment is perturbed in a way that the species cannot

adapt to – for example, if the environmental change has a different characteristic

time frame to the adaptation of the species, then it is likely that that species will

go extinct. It is arguable that species that are highly connected – meaning they

are the major source of energy for many species – are particularly resilient to many

environmental perturbations. Thus, it may be that a more severe environmental

perturbation may be required, for example a trigger such as massive volcanism.

However, that is only required in the case where the null model fails.

The cumulative distribution function for the model is

P (X < d) = e−λ
d−1∑
i=0

λ

i!

i

. (8.3)

1−P therefore gives the probability over a given time that at least d highly connected

nodes will be removed.
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8.5 Extinction rates

Raup [1981] estimated the background extinction rate for species as around one

species every 31
3 years. However, this estimate was based on the number of extant

species being around 1.5 million. The most recent estimates of biodiversity suggest

that there are closer to 8.7 million (±1.3 million) eukaryotic species [Mora et al.,

2011]. Following the method in Raup [1981], this suggests that the background

extinction rate for species is closer to 1.74± 0.26 species per year. Note that back-

ground extinction rates assume a number of conditions, and are criticised by Boucot

[2006].

From the background extinction rates the expected waiting time until a

cascade propagates throughout the network can be calculated, if node removal is

equated with extinction. Using the data from Dunne et al. [2002a], let d = 0.25N ,

since food webs display threshold behaviour when there is the removal of 20− 30%

of primary species (preferentially removing highly connected nodes). h now needs to

be phrased in terms of a fraction of N . Note that for the network degree definitions

in the introduction, the value of k is required, which is the objective definition of

what a highly connected node is.

8.5.1 Scale free networks

In the case where the network being modelled is scale free h ≈ Nc
∑
k>C

k−γ , where

C is the minimum degree required for a node to be deemed highly connected. Com-

bining Equations 8.2 and 8.1

λ ≈ τTc
N∑
k≥C

k−γ (8.4)

although k is still dependent on N . The normalisation constant c is equal to 1
N∑
k=1

k−γ

resulting in

λ ≈ τT

N∑
k≥C

k−γ

N∑
k=1

k−γ
. (8.5)
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To simplify the Poisson process, let β be a parameter of the model, such that

β =
h

N
=

N∑
k≥C

k−γ

N∑
k=0

k−γ
(8.6)

so

λ = τTβ, (8.7)

where β is the fraction of highly connected nodes in the graph, h
N . Note this still

leaves two unknowns in the equation: C and γ. However, γ can be extracted from

the ecological network literature – here a value of 1.085 is used, after Sole and

Montoya [2001]. However, there is an argument that species do not follow a power

law, but instead have a truncated distribution, as there is a theoretical maximum

number of links per species [Montoya et al., 2006].

8.6 Results

8.6.1 Relaxation time and extinction rate dependence

Estimating T from the literature, using relaxation times, produces in the range of 103

to 104 years for ecologically based studies [Diamond, 1972]. Although criticism has

been made of empirical studies – particularly their inability to consider geologically

relevant time scales [Kuussaari et al., 2009]. In contrast, Kirchner and Weil [2000]

finds the strongest Fourier Transform signal for origination rates to be 107 years

after the mass extinction event, based on the fossil record. This seems implausibly

high for small extinctions, particularly as the kill curve established by Raup [1991]

has them appearing at a higher frequency. We will therefore use 107 as an upper

bound for relaxation times for large mass extinctions (those killing more than ≈ 60%

of species.

We initially consider the case for a small system, N = 30000. Using the

parameter values discussed above, we find that the mean waiting time until a mass

extinction is dependent on C and τ . As expected, an increase in the extinction rate,

τ , means a lower threshold value of C is required to achieve a mass extinction. This

relationship is seen in Figure 8.2. If C is small enough then a mass extinction is

guaranteed - which supports the results in Dunne et al. [2002a] for a critical threshold

of highly connected nodes. Increasing C leads to an increase in the mean waiting

time until a mass extinction. We would expect this from the model due to the
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Figure 8.2: Figure showing change in mean waiting time of a mass extinction against
the C – the minimum degree needed to be a highly connected node. Figure on
left showing relaxation time T = 104. Figure on right showing relaxation time
T = 1.1× 104. In both figures N = 3× 104.

scale-free degree distribution which means high degree nodes are scarce, resulting

in a higher rate of extinction necessary to remove a particular proportion of highly

connected nodes.

The overall relationship between these variables suggests that there are ex-

tinction rates which will always result in mass extinctions, regardless of the value

of C. For T = 104, this occurs for τ > 1.96, and for T = 1.1 × 104, this occurs for

τ > 1.74.

Scaling the system size by a factor of 4
3 , so that N = 105, requires a doubling

of the relaxation time of the system in order to see mass extinctions over different

waiting times. It is also the case that larger system sizes require a lower value of C

for a given mean waiting time, as seen in Figure 8.3. However, it’s also the case that,

as the system size increases, the probability of mass extinction becomes more and

more sensitive and approaches a binary system where there is either definite mass

extinction independent of C or no mass extinction. This is most clear in Figure 8.4

which shows a system size of N = 106 (for reference there are currently thought to

be 8.7 × 106 extant species). This is an unexpected result, and may explain why

some major environmental perturbations are associated with mass extinctions and

some are not.
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Figure 8.3: Figure showing change in mean waiting time of a mass extinction against
the C – the minimum degree needed to be a highly connected node. Relaxation time
T = 2× 104, system size N = 105.
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8.7 Conclusion

In Gould [1985], the dissociation between first tier evolutionary processes and third

tier macro-evolutionary processes was discussed. Mass extinctions were deemed ge-

ologically to be major calamities, caused by extreme environmental upheaval, and

punctuating the fossil record. But as processes in their own right there is relatively

little understanding of the causal processes behind such catastrophes. Similarly,

there have been no universal hypotheses for why some major environmental pertur-

bations cause mass extinctions, and why some do not.

In this chapter, a null hypothesis model of mass extinctions is proposed,

derived from second tier processes. Assuming a uniform extinction rate a Poisson

process model is sufficient to cause global mass extinctions using biologically real-

istic parameters. Our model shows that the background rate of extinction can be

enough to explain the rate of mass extinctions, and this is some evidence that large

exogenous events are not required to produce mass extinctions (although they may

be contributing factors).

We found a crucial dependence on the exact value of the background extinc-

tion rate, τ . Estimated empirical values of τ could put us into the regime where

background extinction is sufficient to cause mass extinction or could put us into

the regime where exogenous events are required. Although we were not able to

show conclusively that the standard view requiring exogenous events is incorrect,

we have at least demonstrated that the alternative deserves serious consideration as

a possibility. This is reinforced by the lack of correlation between historical mass

extinctions and known large exogenous environmental perturbations.

The model suggests that, as system size increases, the likelihood of a mass

extinction increases. This agrees with the models discussed in Chapter 7 where sys-

tems with high diversity and low amplitude environmental fluctuations were prone

to rapid turnovers of species.

This raises questions about why some large environmental perturbations are

associated with mass extinctions and others are not. One possibility, according

to our model, is that there may be ecosystems which are not large enough to be

affected (that is, the environmental perturbation does not cause enough additional

extinctions to definitely cause a mass extinction, but might instead lower the mean

waiting time until another extinction). This would support the hypothesis proposed

in Butterfield [2007], whereby the mode and tempo of macro-evolutionary processes

is different in the Pre-Cambrian, and would suggest a causal link between diversity,

structure of ecosystems, and mass extinctions.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having

been originally breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst

this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from

so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful

have been, and are being, evolved.

– Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species,

In this thesis we set out to show that the third tier of evolution could be

derived from processes acting on the first and second tiers. We approached this

paradox both theoretically, in Chapter 3, analytically in Chapters 6 and 8, and

by mathematical modelling in Chapters 4, 5, and 7. We proposed that first tier

interactions control third tier processes, and that the trends seen in the third tier

are, in fact, an expected consequence of this control.

9.1 Chapter 3

Chapter 3 examined the degree of constraint in evolutionary systems, and its effect

on the outcomes, following Leimar [2002]. We proposed that constraint could be a

first tier process that is a driver of evolutionary trends.

We also considered the paradox of evolvability and proposed that if we con-

sider biological evolutionary processes as a non-equilibrium physical system then,

after Wissner-Gross and Freer [2013], this seems to negate the so-called paradox of

evolvability, i.e. that evolvability should not be a persistent feature of organisms

as selection is short-sighted in its maximisation of fitness, since non-equilibrium

physical systems can delay immediate maximisation to instead maximise entropy

production for between now and a future time.
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The chapter concluded with a discussion on a possible framework for evo-

lution, combining the observations made from the model comparison analysis with

the consideration of constraint and evolvability.

9.2 Chapter 5

In this chapter we approach the gap between first and second tiers from the first tier,

by asking what the effect of different fitness landscapes is on the overall diversity of

the system. Using the model described in Chapter 4, we find that it exhibits both

rapid evolutionary innovation (characteristic of punctuated equilibrium) but also

gradualistic change. This is enhanced by the ruggedness of the fitness landscape,

and by the presence of a cost to species’ structure in the single peak fitness land-

scape. However, we do not find that the ruggedness or lack of ruggedness induces a

particular mode of speciation.

We also find that, in the single peak fitness landscape, increasing the number

of degrees of freedom in the species under selection increased also increased the

diversity of the system. This agrees with our initial prediction, and we propose

that this is because with a higher combination of traits, more species can coexist at

arbitrarily close points in the landscape. This slows the rate of competition between

species, resulting in an artificial inflation of the diversity of the system.

However, in the case of a rugged fitness landscape the additional degree of

freedom did not have a discernible effect on the diversity of the system. This sug-

gests that if the fitness landscape exhibits high degrees of ruggedness, the resultant

diversity is high, due to interactions between traits. However, the addition of a

cost to the species’ structure made no discernible difference to the diversity of the

system. This disagrees with our hypothesis and suggests that either there either

there is a maximum to the amount of diversity supported by additional degrees of

freedom (with diminishing returns for each additional degree of freedom added) or

that the mutations result in jumps to other local peaks, rather than coexistence

around a local peak.

Further work could explore whether a particular degree of ruggedness that

correlates with second tier trends, or if some other parameter could induce partic-

ular second tier processes. Additionally, we could examine the precise relationship

between degrees of freedom and induced diversity.
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9.3 Chapter 6

In Chapter 5 we approached the paradox of the first tier (as described in Chapter 1)

by examining the connection between the first and second tiers (population dynamics

and evolutionary trends respectively). In this chapter we considered the second

tier and, specifically, the role of meta-regulation in constraining such evolutionary

trends. We proposed that meta-regulation is one of the more important regulators

in evolutionary trends, being responsible for constraint as well as aiding evolvability

and altering the tempo of evolutionary processes (as argued in Chapter 3). In

Chapter 6 we used the results from Chapter 5 to quantify the variation seen in the

average outgoing degree to model meta-regulation rules.

Using the duplication-divergence framework to analyse the model described

in Chapter 4 we found that, for sparse or small graphs, the average outgoing degree

is maximised when p = β = 1. However, the growth rate is also maximised when

β 6= 1. Under these conditions a mixed strategy is produced - where small dense

sub-graphs are sparsely connected to each other. These are analogous to the genetic

kernels and modular sub-structures described in Erwin and Davidson [2009], and

suggests a system with three simple mutation options and moderate selection for

the average outgoing degree is sufficient to develop such structures.

We also asked how this trade-off between increasing object and hierarchical

complexity was bounded. The model does not have a steady state for average

outgoing degree, suggesting that either hierarchical or object complexity (or both)

is unbounded. A steady state is reached in individual runs of the model, however,

suggesting that selection pressure can limit the average outgoing degree. Therefore,

although theoretically there is no limit, selection pressure is sufficient to impose

limits.

It is important also to note that for individual species the order of the mu-

tation steps is important. In particular, for a given selection threshold there will

be an optimum point at which meta-regulation develops. However, once this initial

meta-regulation is developed, increasing object complexity maximises the average

outgoing degree more than increasing hierarchical complexity. This supports obser-

vations regarding the nature of meta-regulation [Maynard Smith and Szathmáry,

1997] - that is, that there are periods of rapid innovation followed by periods of

quiescence. This would support a hypothesis that linked the first and second tiers

via meta-regulation.

Further work could derive the precise recurrence relation for the meta-regulation

model, and explore whether models with (for example) edge point mutations show
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a steady state.

9.4 Chapter 7

Chapter 7 continued the theme of uniting the first, second and third tiers of evo-

lution by exploring the gap between first, second and third tiers. We asked how

environmental variation over different time scales affects diversity. In the previ-

ous chapter we looked at intrinsic ways hierarchical complexity could be evolved,

whereas in this chapter we looked at fluctuations in external resources and their

impact on the diversity of organisms evolved within the model described in Chaper

4. We asked the question: what role do external environments play in third tier

processes?

The results from model suggest that, as expected, the impact of the envi-

ronmental change is determined by the characteristic mutation rate of the system

relative to the fluctuations and the amplitude of such fluctuations. Thus, systems

can only respond to environmental changes on longer wavelengths (τ > mutation

rate). Furthermore, we find that the impact of low amplitude wavelengths results in

rapid extinctions of multiple species across all time scales. High amplitude changes

induce overall system responses in the diversity of the system at meso- and macro-

time scales. We attribute this behaviour to low amplitude fluctuations enabling

lingering species, which pushes the system to an unsteady state. This unsteady

state eventually causes a rapid extinction of multiple species, an overturning of the

species present. This apparent cascading, concurrent death of multiple species is in-

teresting as it suggests that the dynamics of both population and resources combine

to produce systems which evolve towards a precarious state.

9.5 Chapter 8

In Chapter 8 a null hypothesis for mass extinctions was developed – namely that

mass extinctions can be explained by a series of random, unfortunate, but crucially

minor, events related to the background rate of extinction. The background rate

of extinction is directly driven by competition between species - a first tier process.

Mass extinctions are a clear third tier process.

We showed that this model is sufficient to create mass extinctions, using

biologically realistic parameters, and thus large exogenous events are not required.

The model depends strongly on the number of connections needed to be a highly

connected node, and assumes a scale-free network, however we propose that this
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links processes on the second tier (diversification and species interaction) to those

on the third tier (mass extinctions).

Further work could look at different degree distributions in networks to check

whether the biologically realistic parameters still held.

9.6 Closing Remarks

In this thesis we developed a model to explore how third tier evolutionary processes

could derive from first and second tier processes.

Our model showed firstly that by increasing the number of degrees of freedom,

or by increasing the ruggedness of the fitness landscape, higher system diversity was

evolved. We would like to explore further how closely ruggedness is tied to particular

macro-ecological trends, and whether modularity is causal by increasing the degrees

of freedom in the system.

We showed that the analytical version of the model had no steady state be-

haviour, suggesting no limit to hierarchical complexity, and our model supported

a mixed strategy for evolving hierarchical networks whereby object complexity was

increased followed by hierarchical complexity. It would be interesting to know the

precise tipping points between increasing object complexity and increasing hierar-

chical complexity.

When examining characteristic time scales, our model suggests that systems

can only adapt to environmental changes that are less frequent than the mutation

rate. We also showed that low amplitude environmental changes caused rapid ex-

tinctions of multiple species on all time scales. This ties third tier behaviour to

second tier process.

Finally, we proposed a model for explaining mass extinctions using a back-

ground rate of extinction. This also suggests that third tier processes can be ex-

plained by species’ interactions.
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Appendix A

Model Code

#include <boost/property_map/property_map.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/adjacency_list.hpp>

#include <boost/random/normal_distribution.hpp>

#include <boost/random/mersenne_twister.hpp>

#include <boost/random/variate_generator.hpp>

#include <boost/random/uniform_01.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/graph_traits.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/properties.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/adjacency_iterator.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/graphviz.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/copy.hpp>

#include <boost/graph/clustering_coefficient.hpp>

#include <boost/ptr_container/ptr_list.hpp>

#include <boost/ptr_container/ptr_vector.hpp>

#include <boost/algorithm/string.hpp>

#include <boost/tokenizer.hpp>

#include <numeric>

#include <iostream>

#include <math.h>

#include <algorithm>

#include <boost/graph/exterior_property.hpp>

#include <boost/math/constants/constants.hpp>

using namespace std;

using namespace boost;

/* Program definitions */

#define multipeak 0 // Selection on multiple peaks

#define peakselect 0 // Selection to particular fitness value

#define levelselect 0 // Selection based on levels

#define breakup 1 // No dissociation of graphs on death.

#define fluctuations 0 // Fluctuating environment according to a sine wave

#define ages 0 // Age structured populations

#define totrescol 1 // Number of different resources. Requires genotype == 0 && resources == 1.

#define resources 0 // Environment present = 1; no environment = 0

#define norm 0 // Normalisation on = 1; off = 0;

#define mult 0 // Multiplication = 1; summation = 0; NO NORMALISATION if == 1

#define levelcost 0 // External environment of levels on = 1; off = 0; Requires maintenance == 1;

#define dynamics 1 // Population dynamics = 1; genetic algorithm = 0;

#define maintenance 1 // Maintenance on = 1; off = 0;

//#define rmain 1 // Restricted == 1 or unrestricted == 0 maintenance

#define sysexp 0 // System size expanding = 1; fixed size = 0;

#define pnew 0.5 // Probability of creating a new node;

#define qcopy 0.5 // Probability of copying the subgraph;

#define beta 0.5 // Probability of creating an edge between two vertices

#define tsteps 10000 // Number of time steps

#define runs 1 // Number of runs

#define sysmax 10000 // Absolute maximum system size

#define metscale 0.66 // Metabolic scaling coefficient. Should vary between 2/3 and 3/4

#define genotype 0 // Genotype on == 1; off == 0
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#define deathrate 0.15 // 1 - probability of individual dying

#define analytics 0 // 1 sampling for analytics (only looks at progressive mutation)

#define comparison 0 // Used for obtaining a mean rate of mutation to compare GA with PD

#define constraint 1 // Constrain so that mutation probability is node dependent. Doesn’t work with p=1 (obviously)

/* Defining the graph structures to be used in the species definition. */

struct Gnodes {

int level; // Node level

double ability;

double maintain;

int colour;

};

// Defines the vertex property Nodes, which have a level assigned.

struct Level {

int maxlevel;

int ancestor;

int identity;

int copyno;

double abtotal;

double maintotal;

ptr_vector<int> age;

int tstart;

double fittotal;

double normfit;

};

// Defines graph level properties

typedef boost::adjacency_list<boost::vecS, boost::vecS, boost::bidirectionalS,

Gnodes, boost::no_property, Level, boost::listS> Bodyplan; // Adjacency list of the hierarchical structure that is the species’

//blueprint, using Nodes and Speciesfit structure.

typedef boost::graph_traits<Bodyplan>::out_edge_iterator outedgeiterator;

typedef boost::graph_traits<Bodyplan>::vertex_descriptor vertex_t;

typedef boost::graph_traits<Bodyplan>::edge_descriptor edge_t;

typedef boost::adjacency_iterator_generator<Bodyplan, vertex_t, outedgeiterator>::type adjacency_iterator;

typedef boost::adjacency_list<boost::vecS, boost::vecS, boost::directedS,

boost::no_property, boost::no_property, boost::no_property, boost::listS> Branchgraph;

typedef ptr_list<Bodyplan> Population;

typedef ptr_list<string> Genopop;

typedef ptr_list<ptr_vector<double> > doublelists;

typedef find_iterator<string::iterator> string_find_iterator;

typedef tokenizer<boost::char_separator<char> > tokeniser;

typedef vector<string> split_vector_type;

typedef boost::mt19937 Engine;

typedef boost::normal_distribution<> Normal;

typedef exterior_vertex_property<Bodyplan, double> ClusteringProperty;

typedef ClusteringProperty::container_type ClusteringContainer;

typedef ClusteringProperty::map_type ClusteringMap;

double normal_gen(Engine &eng, Normal dist) {

return dist(eng);

}

double rn(void) {

boost::mt19937 rng(time(0));

static boost::uniform_01<boost::mt19937> zeroone(rng);

return zeroone();

}
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struct my_node_writer {

my_node_writer(Bodyplan& species_) :

species(species_) {

}

;

template<class Vertex>

void operator()(ostream& out, Vertex v) {

out << " [label=\"" << species[v].level << "\"]" << std::endl;

}

;

Bodyplan species;

};

void degcalc(Population &pop, ptr_vector<double> &deg, ptr_vector<double> &degdis,

int y, ptr_vector<double> &counter) {

Population::iterator itpop;

double avdegspec = 0;

double avdeg = 0;

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

avdegspec = 0;

avdegspec = ((double)num_edges(*itpop) / (double)num_vertices(*itpop));

avdeg += avdegspec;

}

avdeg /= (double)pop.size();

deg[y] += avdeg;

counter[y] += 1;

}

int levelcount(Population &pop) {

Population::iterator i;

for (i = pop.begin(); i != pop.end(); i++) {

for (unsigned int b = 1; b < num_vertices(*i); b++) {

if ((*i)[b].level > (*i)[graph_bundle].maxlevel) {

(*i)[graph_bundle].maxlevel = (*i)[b].level;

}

}

}

int maxmaxlevel = 0;

for (i = pop.begin(); i != pop.end(); i++) {

if ((*i)[graph_bundle].maxlevel > maxmaxlevel) {

maxmaxlevel = (*i)[graph_bundle].maxlevel;

}

}

return maxmaxlevel;

}

;

int levelcount(Genopop &pop) {

Genopop::iterator i;

int maxmaxlevel = 0;

for (i = pop.begin(); i != pop.end(); i++) {

int speclevel = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(*i,

first_finder("[", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

speclevel += 1;

}

speclevel -= 1; // Because level counting starts at 0

if (speclevel > maxmaxlevel) {

maxmaxlevel = speclevel;

}
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}

return maxmaxlevel;

}

;

int nodelevelcount(Genopop &pop, int parentnode) {

char_separator<char> levsep("[]");

tokeniser levtok(pop.back(), levsep);

ptr_vector<int> levelnums;

int levelcounter = 0;

int nodecounter = 0;

string level;

for (tokeniser::iterator levit = levtok.begin(); levit != levtok.end();) {

levelnums.push_back(new int (1));

levelnums.back() = nodecounter;

level = *levit;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(level,

first_finder("{", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

levelnums.back() += 1;

nodecounter++;

}

if ((parentnode) < levelnums.back()) {

levit = levtok.end();

} else {

levelcounter++;

levit++;

}

}

return levelcounter + 1;

}

void popgrowth(Population &pop, int &systemsize, ptr_vector<int> &survivorlength, int y) {

if (peakselect == 0) {

Population::iterator its;

double popsum = 0;

//cout << pop.size() << endl;

if (sysexp == 1) {

systemsize = (((double) pop.size()) / ((double)1 + (double) pop.size()))

* (int) sysmax;

}

double totsumcheck = 0;

if (maintenance == 1) {

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

popsum += floor(

(((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal

/ (*its)[graph_bundle].maintotal)

* (double)((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno)));

//cout << "Number of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

//cout << "Ability score " << (*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal << endl;

}

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

(((((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)

/ (*its)[graph_bundle].maintotal)

* (double)((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno)) / popsum)

* systemsize);

//cout << "New no. of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno

//<< endl;

totsumcheck += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;
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}

} else {

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

popsum += floor(

(((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)

* ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno)));

//cout << "Number of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

//cout << "Ability score " << (*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal << endl;

}

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

((((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)

* (double)((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno)) / popsum)

* systemsize);

//cout << "New no. of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno

//<< endl;

totsumcheck += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

}

unsigned int z = pop.size();

for (unsigned int yy = 0; yy < z; yy++) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, yy);

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 2) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its); // erase returns an iterator pointing to the new location of the element that followed the last element erased

//by the function call, which is the list end if the operation erased the last element

//in the sequence.

z = pop.size();

}

}

//cout << "system size is " << systemsize << endl;

//cout << "Population sum is " << popsum << endl;

//cout << "Copy no sum is " << totsumcheck << endl;

//cout << "Population size is " << pop.size() << endl;

} else {

Population::iterator its;

double popsum = 0;

if (sysexp == 1) {

systemsize = (((double) pop.size()) / ((double)1 + (double) pop.size()))

* (int) sysmax;

}

double totsumcheck = 0;

double x = 0;

double fitav = 0;

/* Calculate fitness */

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

if (maintenance == 0) {

x = (*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal - 5;

} else {

x = ((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal / (*its)[graph_bundle].maintotal) - 5;

}

x *= x;

(*its)[graph_bundle].fittotal = (25 - x);

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].fittotal < 0) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].fittotal = 0;
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}

fitav += (*its)[graph_bundle].fittotal;

(*its)[graph_bundle].normfit = (*its)[graph_bundle].fittotal;

}

/* Normalise */

if (norm == 1) {

fitav /= (double)pop.size();

if (fitav != 0) {

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].normfit /= fitav;

}

}

}

/* Calculate population change */

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

popsum += floor(

(((*its)[graph_bundle].normfit)

* ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno)));

}

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

((((*its)[graph_bundle].normfit)

* (double)((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno)) / popsum)

* systemsize);

totsumcheck += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

unsigned int z = pop.size();

for (unsigned int yy = 0; yy < z; yy++) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, yy);

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 2) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its); // erase returns an iterator pointing to the new location of the element that followed the last element erased by

//the function call, which is the list end if the operation erased the last element in the sequence.

z = pop.size();

}

}

}

}

;

void popgrowth(Genopop &pop, doublelists &ablist, doublelists &mainlist,

ptr_vector<double> &copynums, int &systemsize, int &specext, doublelists &age) {

Genopop::iterator its;

doublelists::iterator itm;

doublelists::iterator ita;

ptr_vector<double>::iterator itc;

double popsum = 0;

//cout << pop.size() << endl;

if (sysexp == 1) {

systemsize = (((double) pop.size()) / ((double)1 + (double) pop.size()))

* (int) sysmax;

}

double totsumcheck = 0;

if (maintenance == 1) {
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itm = mainlist.begin();

itc = copynums.begin();

for (ita = ablist.begin(); ita != ablist.end(); ++ita) {

popsum += floor(

((std::accumulate((*ita).begin(), (*ita).end(), (double) 0)

/ std::accumulate((*itm).begin(), (*itm).end(),

(double) 0)) * (*itc)));

++itm;

++itc;

//cout << popsum << endl;

}

itm = mainlist.begin();

itc = copynums.begin();

for (ita = ablist.begin(); ita != ablist.end(); ++ita) {

(*itc) = floor(

((((std::accumulate((*ita).begin(), (*ita).end(), (double) 0)

/ std::accumulate((*itm).begin(), (*itm).end(),

(double) 0)) * (*itc))) / popsum)

* systemsize);

//cout << "New no. of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno

//<< endl;

totsumcheck += (*itc);

//cout << totsumcheck << endl;

++itm;

++itc;

}

} else {

itc = copynums.begin();

for (ita = ablist.begin(); ita != ablist.end(); ++ita) {

popsum += floor(

(std::accumulate((*ita).begin(), (*ita).end(), (double) 0)

* (*itc)));

++itc;

//cout << "Number of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

//cout << "Ability score " << (*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal << endl;

}

itc = copynums.begin();

ita = ablist.begin();

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); ++its) {

(*itc) = floor(

((std::accumulate((*ita).begin(), (*ita).end(), (double) 0)

* (*itc)) / popsum) * systemsize);

//cout << "New no. of individuals " << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno

//<< endl;

totsumcheck += (*itc);

++itc;

++ita;

}

}

unsigned int z = pop.size();

for (unsigned int y = 0; y < z; y++) {

its = pop.begin();

itc = copynums.begin();

ita = ablist.begin();

if (maintenance == 1) {

itm = mainlist.begin();

advance(itm, y);

}

advance(its, y);

advance(itc, y);
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advance(ita, y);

if ((*itc) < 1) {

pop.release(its); // erase returns an iterator pointing to the new location of the element that followed the last element erased

//by the function call, which is the list end if the operation erased the last element in the sequence.

copynums.release(itc);

ablist.release(ita);

specext += 1;

if (maintenance == 1) {

mainlist.release(itm);

}

z = pop.size();

}

}

//cout << "system size is " << systemsize << endl;

//cout << "Population sum is " << popsum << endl;

//cout << "Copy no sum is " << totsumcheck << endl;

//cout << "Population size is " << pop.size() << endl;

}

;

void selection(Population &pop, int &realsize, int y, ptr_vector<int> &survivorlength) {

Population::iterator its;

if (levelselect == 1) {

ptr_vector<double> selectar;

int maxlevel;

maxlevel = levelcount(pop);

for (int a = 0; a < (maxlevel + 1); a++) {

selectar.push_back(new double (1) );

//selectar[a] = (3 * (a + 1)) / (1 + (3 * (a + 1))); // Creates a monotonically increasing selection cut-off.

//selectar[a] = 0.9; // Constant function

//selectar[a] = a; // Linear function

//selectar[a] = 1/(a+2); // Monotonically decreasing selection function.

selectar[a] = 0.01;

}

ptr_vector<double> levasum, levmsum, levsum;

//cout << "Population size " << pop.size() << endl;

int tmax = pop.size();

int count = 1;

for (int t = 0; t < tmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, t);

int maxlev = (*its)[graph_bundle].maxlevel;

//cout << "Number of vertices " << num_vertices(*its) << endl;

ptr_vector<double> levasum, levmsum, levsum;

for (int b = 0; b < (maxlev + 1); b++) {

levasum.push_back(new double (1) );

levasum[b] = 0;

levmsum.push_back(new double (1) );

levmsum[b] = 0;

levsum.push_back(new double (1) );

levsum[b] = 0;

}

for (unsigned int z = 0; z < num_vertices(*its); z++) {

if (maintenance == 0) {
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levsum[(*its)[z].level] += (*its)[z].ability;

} else {

levasum[(*its)[z].level] += (*its)[z].ability;

levmsum[(*its)[z].level] += (*its)[z].maintain;

}

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

for (int b = 0; b < (maxlev + 1); b++) {

levsum[b] = levasum[b] / levmsum[b];

}

}

double randdeath = 0;

for (int yy = 0; yy < (maxlev + 1);) {

//cout << "Level sum " << y << " is " << levsum[y] << endl;

//cout << "Selection is " << selectar[y] << endl;

randdeath = rn();

if (randdeath < (selectar[yy]/levsum[yy])) {

//if (randdeath < (0.25/(*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)){

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

//cout << "survivorback = " << survivorlength.back() << endl;

pop.release(its);

yy = maxlev + 1;

//cout << "population is " << pop.size() << endl;

} else {

yy++;

if (yy == maxlev + 1) {

t++;

}

}

}

levsum.release();

if (maintenance == 1) {

levmsum.release();

levasum.release();

}

//cout << "Count is" << count << endl;

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

//cout << "Population size " << pop.size() << endl;

selectar.release();

} else {

if (peakselect == 0) {

int tmax = pop.size();

int count = 1;

double randdeath = 0;

for (int t = 0; t < tmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, t);

randdeath = rn();

if (randdeath < ((double)0.1/(*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)){

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

t++;

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;
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}

++count;

}

} else {

const double pi = boost::math::constants::pi<double>();

int tmax = pop.size();

int count = 1;

double peak = pi / 3;

double dist = 0;

double randdeath = 0;

for (int t = 0; t< tmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, t);

if (maintenance == 0) {

dist = peak - (*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal;

dist *= dist;

dist = sqrt(dist);

randdeath = rn();

if (randdeath < dist) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

t++;

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

} else {

dist = peak - ((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal / (*its)[graph_bundle].maintotal);

dist *= dist;

dist = sqrt(dist);

randdeath = rn();

if (randdeath < dist) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

t++;

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

}

}

}

// Top n% survive

/* ptr_vector<double> totfit;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totfit.push_back(new double (1));

if (maintenance == 1) {

totfit.back() = ((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)

/ ((*its)[graph_bundle].maintotal);

} else {

totfit.back() = (*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal;

}

}

sort(totfit.begin(), totfit.end());

ptr_vector<double>::iterator itf;
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itf = unique(totfit.begin(), totfit.end());

totfit.resize(distance(totfit.begin(), itf));

realsize = totfit.size();

reverse(totfit.begin(), totfit.end());

int r = totfit.size();

if (r > 3) {

totfit.resize(3);

}

double kprob = 0;

totfit.pop_back();

int tmax = pop.size();

int count = 1;

for (int t = 0; t < tmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, t);

if (totfit.size() > 0) {

if (maintenance == 1) {

if ((((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal)

/ ((*its)[graph_bundle].maintotal)) < totfit.back()) {

kprob = rn();

if (kprob < 0.9) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

t++;

}

} else {

t++;

}

} else {

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].abtotal < totfit.back()) {

kprob = rn();

if (kprob < 0.9) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

t++;

}

} else {

t++;

}

}

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

totfit.release();*/

}

;

void selection(Genopop &pop, doublelists &ab, doublelists &main) {

Genopop::iterator its;

doublelists::iterator ita;

doublelists::iterator itm;

ptr_vector<double> selectar;

int maxlevel;
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maxlevel = levelcount(pop);

for (int a = 0; a < (maxlevel + 1); a++) {

selectar.push_back(new double (1) );

//selectar[a] = (3 * (a + 1)) / (1 + (3 * (a + 1))); // Creates a monotonically increasing selection cut-off.

selectar[a] = 0.0; // Constant function

//selectar[a] = a; // Linear function

//selectar[a] = 1/(a+2); // Monotonically decreasing selection function.

}

//cout << "Population size " << pop.size() << endl;

int tmax = pop.size();

int count = 1;

/* Population loop */

for (int t = 0; t < tmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

ita = ab.begin();

itm = main.begin();

advance(its, t);

advance(ita, t);

advance(itm, t);

int maxlev = 0;

//for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*its),

//first_finder("[", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

//++It) {

//maxlev += 1;

//}

double levasum, levmsum, levsum;

char_separator<char> sep("[]");

tokeniser tokens(*its, sep);

int countnodes = 0;

int pastnodes = 0;

tokeniser::iterator beg = tokens.begin();

/* Level loop */

for (int y = 0; y < maxlev;) {

string levelstring = *beg;

for (string_find_iterator it = make_find_iterator((levelstring),

first_finder("{", is_iequal()));

it != string_find_iterator(); ++it) {

countnodes += 1;

}

if (maintenance == 0) {

levsum = std::accumulate((*ita).begin() + pastnodes,

(*ita).begin() + pastnodes + countnodes, (double) 0);

} else {

levasum = std::accumulate((*ita).begin() + pastnodes,

(*ita).begin() + pastnodes + countnodes, (double) 0);

levmsum = std::accumulate((*itm).begin() + pastnodes,

(*itm).begin() + pastnodes + countnodes, (double) 0);

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

levsum = levasum / levmsum;

}

if (levsum < (selectar[y])) {

pop.erase(its);

if (maintenance == 1) {

main.erase(itm);

}
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ab.erase(ita);

y = maxlev;

} else {

y++;

pastnodes = countnodes;

countnodes = 0;

if (y == maxlev) {

t++;

} else {

beg++;

}

}

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

//cout << "Population size " << pop.size() << endl;

selectar.release();

}

/* Mutation process */

void mutation(Population &pop, Engine &eng,

Normal &normdist, ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > &balls, int y) {

double h = 0;

Population::iterator itspec;

itspec = pop.begin(); // Sets iterator to start of species list.

int specmaxlevel = 0;

int maxmaxlevel = 0;

double numbervert = 0;

if (dynamics == 1) {

// Selects the species to be mutated. Species with high copy numbers more likely to mutate.

double specsum = 0;

for (itspec = pop.begin(); itspec != pop.end(); itspec++) {

specsum += ((*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno) * num_vertices(*itspec);

}

h = rn();

double speccop = 0;

itspec = pop.begin();

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < pop.size(); i++) {

speccop += ((double)((*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno * (double)num_vertices(*itspec))

/ specsum);

if ((h < speccop)

&& (h

>= speccop

- ((double)((*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno

* (double)num_vertices(*itspec)) / specsum))) {

h = i;

i = pop.size();

} else {

++itspec;

}

}

} else {

double specsum = 0;
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for (itspec = pop.begin(); itspec != pop.end(); itspec++) {

specsum += num_vertices(*itspec);

}

h = rn();

double speccop = 0;

itspec = pop.begin();

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < pop.size(); i++) {

speccop += ((double)num_vertices(*itspec) / specsum);

if ((h < speccop)

&& (h >= speccop - ((double)num_vertices(*itspec) / specsum))) {

h = i;

i = pop.size();

} else {

++itspec;

}

}

if (analytics == 1) {

//h = pop.size() - 1;

h = 0;

}

}

itspec = pop.begin();

advance(itspec, h); // Advances iterator to species selected for mutation.

doublelists::iterator ita;

numbervert = num_vertices(*itspec);

int mutnode = 0;

if (constraint == 0) {

mutnode = floor(rn() * numbervert); // Choose a node in the species to mutate.

}

else {

int node1 = 0;

double probnode = rn();

double nodesum = 0;

double nodeop = 0;

for (int k = 0; k < num_vertices(*itspec); k++) {

nodesum += (((double)in_degree(k,*itspec)+(double)out_degree(k,*itspec))/(2*(double)numbervert));

}

for (int j = 0; j < num_vertices(*itspec);j++) {

nodeop += (((double)in_degree(j,*itspec)+(double)out_degree(j,*itspec))/(2*(double)numbervert))/nodesum;

if ((probnode < nodeop)

&& (probnode >= nodeop - ((((double)in_degree(j,*itspec)+(double)out_degree(j,*itspec))/(2*(double)numbervert))/nodesum))) {

mutnode = j;

j = num_vertices(*itspec);

}

}

}

double p1 = rn(); // Generates a uniform random number between 0 and 1 for probabilities.

if (p1 >= pnew) {

double p2 = rn(); // Generates a uniform random number between 0 and 1 for probabilities.

/* Copying a node of the species */

if (p2 < qcopy) {

pop.push_back(new Bodyplan);

copy_graph(*itspec, pop.back());

pop.back()[graph_bundle].ancestor = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].identity;
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for (unsigned int b = 0; b < num_vertices(pop.back()); b++) {

pop.back()[b].level = (*itspec)[b].level;

pop.back()[b].ability = (*itspec)[b].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[b].maintain = (*itspec)[b].maintain;

}

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].abtotal;

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].maintotal;

}

// Create a copy of the chosen node in the new species.

vertex_t copy = add_vertex(pop.back()); // Adds a vertex to the graph.

pop.back()[copy].level = (*itspec)[mutnode].level; // Copies node level number.

pop.back()[copy].colour = (*itspec)[mutnode].colour;

if (pop.back()[copy].level != 0) {

pop.back()[copy].ability = (*itspec)[mutnode].ability; // Copies ability score

} else {

pop.back()[copy].ability = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if (pop.back()[copy].ability < 0) {

pop.back()[copy].ability = 0 - pop.back()[copy].ability;

}

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

if (pop.back()[copy].level == 0) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

//if (rmain == 1) {

//while (pop.back()[copy].maintain

// > pop.back()[copy].ability) {

//pop.back()[copy].maintain = normal_gen(eng,

// normdist);

//}

//}

if (pop.back()[copy].maintain < 0) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = 0

- pop.back()[copy].maintain;

}

} else {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = (*itspec)[mutnode].maintain;

}

}

//cout << "Copy all ability score is " << pop.back()[copy].ability

//<< endl;

//cout << "Copy all maintenance score is "

//<< pop.back()[copy].maintain << endl;

if (maintenance == 1 && levelcost == 1) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = pow(pop.back()[copy].maintain,(double)metscale);

}

//cout << "Copied ability score is " << pop.back()[copy].ability

//<< endl;

if (mult == 0) {

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal +=

pop.back()[copy].maintain; // Updates ability score on the level the node was added.

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal += pop.back()[copy].ability; // Updates ability score on the level the node was added.

} else {

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal *=

pop.back()[copy].maintain;
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}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal *= pop.back()[copy].ability; // Updates ability score on the level the node was added.

}

//cout << "Updates ability score is "

//<< (ab.back())[pop.back()[copy].level] << endl;

// The copied node’s edges are transferred to the newly created node. This maintains downstream connections.

outedgeiterator edgeoutiterBegin, edgeoutiterEnd,

edgeoutiterCurrent;

boost::tie(edgeoutiterBegin, edgeoutiterEnd) = out_edges(mutnode, *itspec);

for (edgeoutiterCurrent = edgeoutiterBegin;

edgeoutiterCurrent != edgeoutiterEnd;

++edgeoutiterCurrent) {

add_edge(copy, target(*edgeoutiterCurrent, *itspec),

pop.back()); // Copies out edges over.

}

int oldcop = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno;

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maxlevel =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].maxlevel;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno = ceil(

0.05 * (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno);

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

0.95 * (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno);

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].tstart = y;

int wholedeath;

double addresources,adddeath;

if (resources == 1) {

if (totrescol == 1 && breakup == 1) {

addresources = ceil((0.05 * oldcop));

adddeath = addresources / (double)num_vertices(*itspec);

wholedeath = ceil(adddeath);

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

balls.front()[0] += ceil((((double)wholedeath - adddeath)

* (double)num_vertices(*itspec)) - 0.00000000001);

} else {

// Ball tallying for colours

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > colournums;

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

colournums.push_back(new ptr_vector<int> );

if (breakup == 0){

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls[bc].size(); bl++) {

colournums.back().push_back(new int (1));

colournums.back().back() = 0;

}

} else {

colournums.back().push_back(new int (1));

colournums.back().back() = 0;

}

}

// Counting colours in parent

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int l = 0; l < num_vertices(*itspec); l++) {

colournums[(*itspec)[l].colour][0] += 1; // Number of balls of different colours in parent

}

} else {

for (unsigned int l = 0; l < num_vertices(*itspec); l++) {

colournums[(*itspec)[l].colour][(*itspec)[l].level] += 1; // Number of balls of different colours and levels in parent

}

}

// Ball pool tallying for mutated colour

if (breakup == 1) {
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addresources = (ceil((0.05 * oldcop))); // of a particular ball colour (because only add one new ball)

adddeath = addresources

/ (double) colournums[pop.back()[copy].colour][0]; // Works out additional death due to increase in particular colour

wholedeath = ceil(adddeath); // Number of individuals of parent that die due to resource reallocation

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

} else {

addresources = (ceil((0.05 * oldcop))); // of a particular ball colour and level (because only add one new ball)

adddeath = addresources

/ (double) colournums[pop.back()[copy].colour][pop.back()[copy].level]; // Works out additional death due to increase in particular ball type

wholedeath = ceil(adddeath); // Number of individuals of parent that die due to resource reallocation

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

}

// Other colour ball pool tallying

if (breakup == 1) {

ptr_vector<int>::iterator ballit;

int balltrack = 0;

for (ballit = balls.begin(); ballit != balls.end();

ballit++) {

if (balltrack != pop.back()[copy].colour) {

(*ballit) += wholedeath * colournums[balltrack][0];

} else {

(*ballit) += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath)

* colournums[balltrack][0]);

}

balltrack++;

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls[bc].size(); bl++) {

if (bc != pop.back()[copy].colour) {

balls[bc][bl] += wholedeath * colournums[bc][bl];

} else {

balls[bc][bl] += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath)

* colournums[bc][bl]);

}

}

}

}

}

}

if (resources == 1) {

int totalballs = 0;

for (Population::iterator its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += balls[bc][0];

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "COPY NODE AND SUBGRAPH " << totalballs << endl;

}

}

}

if (ages == 1) {

cout << (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

for (signed int tulip = 0; tulip < (oldcop - (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno); tulip++) {

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].age.release((*itspec)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

for (int tulip2 = 0; tulip2 < (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno; tulip2++) {
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(pop.back())[graph_bundle].age.push_back(new int (0) );

}

}

}

/* Copy the node but not subgraph */

else {

pop.push_back(new Bodyplan);

copy_graph(*itspec, pop.back());

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].abtotal;

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].maintotal;

}

pop.back()[graph_bundle].ancestor = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].identity;

for (unsigned int b = 0; b < num_vertices(pop.back()); b++) {

pop.back()[b].level = (*itspec)[b].level;

pop.back()[b].ability = (*itspec)[b].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[b].maintain = (*itspec)[b].maintain;

}

}

// Create a copy of the chosen node in the new species.

vertex_t copy = add_vertex(pop.back()); // Adds a vertex to the graph.

pop.back()[copy].level = (*itspec)[mutnode].level; // Copies node level number.

pop.back()[copy].colour = (*itspec)[mutnode].colour;

if (mult == 0) {

pop.back()[copy].ability = 0; // Assign ability score of 0.

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = 0;

}

} else {

pop.back()[copy].ability = 1;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = 1;

}

}

if (pop.back()[copy].level != 0) {

Bodyplan holdinggraph;

copy_graph(pop.back(), holdinggraph);

int highsublev = 0;

/*int outdeg = out_degree(copy, holdinggraph);

while (outdeg == 0

|| highsublev != (holdinggraph[copy].level - 1)) {

holdinggraph = pop.back();

highsublev = 0;

for (unsigned int y = 0; y < num_vertices(holdinggraph);

y++) {

double p3 = rn();

if (holdinggraph[y].level < holdinggraph[copy].level) {

if (p3 < beta) {

add_edge(copy, y, holdinggraph);

if (holdinggraph[y].level > highsublev) {

highsublev = holdinggraph[y].level;

}

if (mult == 0) {

holdinggraph[copy].ability +=

holdinggraph[y].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {
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holdinggraph[copy].maintain +=

holdinggraph[y].maintain;

}

} else {

holdinggraph[copy].ability *=

holdinggraph[y].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[copy].maintain *=

holdinggraph[y].maintain;

}

}

}

}

}*/

// Create new random subgraph

ptr_vector<int> samelev;

for (unsigned int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(holdinggraph); evert++) {

double p3 = rn();

if (holdinggraph[evert].level < holdinggraph[copy].level) {

if (p3 < beta) {

add_edge(copy, evert, holdinggraph);

if (mult == 0) {

holdinggraph[copy].ability +=

holdinggraph[evert].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[copy].maintain +=

holdinggraph[evert].maintain;

}

} else {

holdinggraph[copy].ability *=

holdinggraph[evert].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[copy].maintain *=

holdinggraph[evert].maintain;

}

}

}

if (holdinggraph[evert].level == (holdinggraph[copy].level - 1)) {

samelev.push_back(new int (1));

samelev.back() = evert;

}

}

}

/* Choose node on level l-1 and ensure that connection is present */

double p5 = rn();

int cnode = floor(p5 * samelev.size());

if (edge(copy, samelev[cnode], holdinggraph).second == false){

if (mult == 0) {

holdinggraph[copy].ability +=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[copy].maintain +=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].maintain;

}

} else {

holdinggraph[copy].ability *=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[copy].maintain *=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].maintain;

}

}

}

int outdeg = out_degree(copy, holdinggraph);

pop.back().clear();

copy_graph(holdinggraph, pop.back());
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holdinggraph.clear();

} else {

pop.back()[copy].ability = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if (pop.back()[copy].ability < 0) {

pop.back()[copy].ability = 0 - pop.back()[copy].ability;

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

//if (rmain == 1) {

//while (pop.back()[copy].maintain

// > pop.back()[copy].ability) {

//pop.back()[copy].maintain = normal_gen(eng,

// normdist);

//}

//}

if (pop.back()[copy].maintain < 0) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = 0

- pop.back()[copy].maintain;

}

}

}

if (maintenance == 1 && levelcost == 1) {

pop.back()[copy].maintain = pow(pop.back()[copy].level,(double)metscale);

}

if (mult == 0) {

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maintotal +=

pop.back()[copy].maintain;

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal += pop.back()[copy].ability; // Updates ability score on the level the node was added.

} else {

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maintotal *=

pop.back()[copy].maintain;

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal *= pop.back()[copy].ability; // Updates ability score on the level the node was added.

}

//cout << "Copy node ability score is " << pop.back()[copy].ability

//<< endl;

//cout << "Copy node maintenance score is "

//<< pop.back()[copy].maintain << endl;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].tstart = y;

int oldcop = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno;

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maxlevel =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].maxlevel;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno = ceil(

0.05 * (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno);

//cout << "Copy new " << (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

0.95 * (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno);

//cout << "Copy new " << (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

}

if (resources == 1) {

if (totrescol == 1 && breakup == 1) {

double addresources, adddeath;

addresources = ceil((0.05 * oldcop));

adddeath = addresources / num_vertices(*itspec);

int wholedeath = ceil(adddeath);

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

balls.front()[0] += ceil((((double)wholedeath - adddeath)

* (double)num_vertices(*itspec)) - 0.00000000001);
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} else {

// Ball tallying for colours

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > colournums;

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

colournums.push_back(new ptr_vector<int> );

if (breakup == 0){

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls[bc].size(); bl++) {

colournums.back().push_back(new int (1));

colournums.back().back() = 0;

}

} else {

colournums.back().push_back(new int (1));

colournums.back().back() = 0;

}

}

// Counting colours in parent

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int l = 0; l < num_vertices(*itspec); l++) {

colournums[(*itspec)[l].colour][0] += 1; // Number of balls of different colours in parent

}

} else {

for (unsigned int l = 0; l < num_vertices(*itspec); l++) {

colournums[(*itspec)[l].colour][(*itspec)[l].level] += 1; // Number of balls of different colours and levels in parent

}

}

double addresources, adddeath;

int wholedeath;

// Ball pool tallying for mutated colour

if (breakup == 1) {

addresources = (ceil((0.05 * oldcop))); // of a particular ball colour (because only add one new ball)

adddeath = addresources

/ (double) colournums[pop.back()[copy].colour][0]; // Works out additional death due to increase in particular colour

wholedeath = ceil(adddeath); // Number of individuals of parent that die due to resource reallocation

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

} else {

addresources = (ceil((0.05 * oldcop))); // of a particular ball colour and level (because only add one new ball)

adddeath = addresources

/ (double) colournums[pop.back()[copy].colour][pop.back()[copy].level]; // Works out additional death due to increase in particular ball type

wholedeath = ceil(adddeath); // Number of individuals of parent that die due to resource reallocation

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

}

// Other colour ball pool tallying

if (breakup == 1) {

ptr_vector<int>::iterator ballit;

int balltrack = 0;

for (ballit = balls.begin(); ballit != balls.end();

ballit++) {

if (balltrack != pop.back()[copy].colour) {

(*ballit) += wholedeath * colournums[balltrack][0];

} else {

(*ballit) += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath)

* colournums[balltrack][0]);

}

balltrack++;

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls[bc].size(); bl++) {

if (bc != pop.back()[copy].colour) {

balls[bc][bl] += wholedeath * colournums[bc][bl];

} else {

balls[bc][bl] += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath)

* colournums[bc][bl]);

}

}

}

}
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}

}

if (resources == 1) {

int totalballs = 0;

for (Population::iterator its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += balls[bc][0];

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "COPY NODE NEW SUBGRAPH " << totalballs << endl;

}

}

}

if (ages == 1) {

for (int tulip = 0; tulip < (oldcop - (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno); tulip++) {

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].age.release((*itspec)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

for (int tulip2 = 0; tulip2 < (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno; tulip2++) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].age.push_back(new int (0) );

}

}

}

}

/* New node created */

else {

maxmaxlevel = levelcount(pop);

specmaxlevel = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].maxlevel;

pop.push_back(new Bodyplan);

copy_graph(*itspec, pop.back());

pop.back()[graph_bundle].ancestor = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].identity;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].abtotal;

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal =

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].maintotal;

}

for (unsigned int b = 0; b < num_vertices(pop.back()); b++) {

pop.back()[b].level = (*itspec)[b].level;

pop.back()[b].ability = (*itspec)[b].ability;

//cout << "Node " << b << " ability is " << pop.back()[b].ability

//<< endl;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[b].maintain = (*itspec)[b].maintain;

}

}

vertex_t newn2 = add_vertex(pop.back()); // Adds a vertex to the graph.

(pop.back())[newn2].level = specmaxlevel + 1; // New node level number.

double newcol = floor(rn() * balls.size());

pop.back()[newn2].colour = newcol; // Randomly generate new ball colour
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if (mult == 0) {

pop.back()[newn2].ability = 0;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[newn2].maintain = 0;

}

} else {

pop.back()[newn2].ability = 1;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[newn2].maintain = 1;

}

}

// Create new subgraph //

Bodyplan holdinggraph;

copy_graph(pop.back(), holdinggraph);

// Create new random subgraph

ptr_vector<int> samelev;

for (unsigned int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(holdinggraph); evert++) {

double p3 = rn();

if (holdinggraph[evert].level < holdinggraph[newn2].level) {

if (p3 < beta) {

add_edge(newn2, evert, holdinggraph);

if (mult == 0) {

holdinggraph[newn2].ability +=

holdinggraph[evert].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[newn2].maintain +=

holdinggraph[evert].maintain;

}

} else {

holdinggraph[newn2].ability *=

holdinggraph[evert].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[newn2].maintain *=

holdinggraph[evert].maintain;

}

}

}

if (holdinggraph[evert].level == (holdinggraph[newn2].level - 1)) {

samelev.push_back(new int (1));

samelev.back() = evert;

}

}

}

/* Choose node on level l-1 and ensure that connection is present */

double p5 = rn();

int cnode = floor(p5 * samelev.size());

if (edge(newn2, samelev[cnode], holdinggraph).second == false){

add_edge(newn2, samelev[cnode], holdinggraph);

if (mult == 0) {

holdinggraph[newn2].ability +=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[newn2].maintain +=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].maintain;

}

} else {

holdinggraph[newn2].ability *=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

holdinggraph[newn2].maintain *=

holdinggraph[samelev[cnode]].maintain;

}

}

if (num_edges(holdinggraph) == 0) {

cout << out_degree(newn2,holdinggraph) << endl;
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}

samelev.erase(samelev.begin(), samelev.end());

}

pop.back().clear();

copy_graph(holdinggraph, pop.back());

holdinggraph.clear();

double prevlev = 0;

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maxlevel = (specmaxlevel + 1);

if (maintenance == 1 && levelcost ==1) {

pop.back()[newn2].maintain = pow(pop.back()[newn2].maintain,(double)metscale);

}

if (mult == 0) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal += pop.back()[newn2].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maintotal +=

pop.back()[newn2].maintain;

}

} else {

if (maintenance == 1) {

pop.back()[graph_bundle].maintotal *=

pop.back()[newn2].maintain;

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal *= pop.back()[newn2].ability;

}

int oldcop = (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno;

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno = ceil(

0.05 * (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno);

//cout << "New " << (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

0.95 * (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno);

//cout << "New " << (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

}

double addresources, adddeath;

int wholedeath;

if (breakup == 0) {

// Populating balls vector of appropriate levels and colour

if ((signed int) ((pop.back()[newn2].level + 1) - balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour].size()) > 0) {

for (int difflev = 0; difflev < ((pop.back()[newn2].level + 1) - balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour].size()); difflev++) {

balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour].push_back(new int (1));

balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour].back() = 0;

}

}

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].tstart = y;

//cout << "Resources" << endl;

if (resources == 1) {

if (totrescol == 1 && breakup == 1) {

addresources = ceil((0.05 * oldcop));

adddeath = addresources / (double)num_vertices(*itspec);

wholedeath = ceil(adddeath);

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= wholedeath;

balls.front()[0] += ceil((((double)wholedeath - adddeath)

* (double)num_vertices(*itspec)) - 0.00000000001);

} else {
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//cout << "Tally" << endl;

// Ball tallying for colours

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > colournums;

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

colournums.push_back(new ptr_vector<int> );

if (breakup == 0){

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls[bc].size(); bl++) {

colournums.back().push_back(new int (1));

colournums.back().back() = 0;

}

} else {

colournums.back().push_back(new int (1));

colournums.back().back() = 0;

}

}

//cout << "Counting" << endl;

// Counting colours in parent

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int l = 0; l < num_vertices(*itspec); l++) {

colournums[(*itspec)[l].colour][0] += 1; // Number of balls of different colours in parent

}

} else {

for (unsigned int l = 0; l < num_vertices(*itspec); l++) {

colournums[(*itspec)[l].colour][(*itspec)[l].level] += 1; // Number of balls of different colours and levels in parent

}

}

//cout << "Reroll" << endl;

// Reroll node colour if no balls in parent or ball pool

double newcol = 0;

if (breakup == 1) {

while (colournums[(pop.back()[newn2].colour)][0] == 0

&& balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0] == 0) {

newcol = floor(rn() * (double) balls.size());

pop.back()[newn2].colour = newcol;

}

} else {

if (colournums[(pop.back()[newn2].colour)][pop.back()[newn2].level] == 0

&& balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level] == 0) {

while ((colournums[(pop.back()[newn2].colour)][pop.back()[newn2].level - 1] == 0

&& balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level - 1] == 0) || (colournums[(pop.back()[newn2].colour)][pop.back()[newn2].level] == 0

&& balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level] == 0)) {

newcol = floor(rn() * (double) balls.size());

pop.back()[newn2].colour = newcol;

}

}

}

addresources = ceil((0.05 * oldcop)); // Number of additional resources required due to mutation

if (breakup == 1) {

if (colournums[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0] != 0) {

adddeath = ceil(addresources / (double)colournums[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0]); // Number of parent deaths required to produce

//additional resources

if (adddeath > (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno) {

// Should never happen if 0.05 is the fraction used

balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0] -= (adddeath - (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno); // If the additional deaths are more than the

//parent can provide then take from ball pool

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = 0; // Balls used up from parents, no individuals remaining

} else {

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= adddeath; // Subtract additional deaths from parent

// Other colour ball pool tallying

int balltrack = 0;

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

if (balltrack != pop.back()[newn2].colour) {

balls[bc][0] += adddeath * colournums[balltrack][0];

} else {

balls[bc][0] += ceil((adddeath - (addresources / (double)colournums[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0]))

* colournums[balltrack][0]);
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}

balltrack++;

}

}

} else {

balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0] -= addresources; // Number of balls of a colour not present in parent to be removed from ball pool

adddeath = 0; // Additional death therefore 0

if (balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0] < 0) {

int ballcorrect = 0 - balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][0]; // Number of balls wrongly removed from ball pool

pop.back()[graph_bundle].copyno -= ballcorrect; // Number of new mutant individuals, correcting for ball pool

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = oldcop - pop.back()[graph_bundle].copyno; // Correcting parent individuals

adddeath = 0;

}

}

} else {

//cout << "Ind" << endl;

if (colournums[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level] != 0) {

adddeath = ceil(addresources / (double)colournums[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level]); // Number of

//parent deaths required to produce additional resources

if (adddeath > (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno) {

// Should never happen if 0.05 is the fraction used

balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level] -= (adddeath - (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno); // If the

//additional deaths are more than the parent can provide then take from ball pool

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = 0; // Balls used up from parents, no individuals remaining

} else {

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno -= adddeath; // Subtract additional deaths from parent

// Other colour ball pool tallying

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls[bc].size(); bl++) {

if (bc != pop.back()[newn2].colour) {

balls[bc][bl] += adddeath * colournums[bc][bl];

} else {

balls[bc][bl] += ceil((adddeath - (addresources / (double)colournums[pop.back()[newn2].colour][bl]))

* colournums[bc][bl]);

}

}

}

}

} else {

//cout << "Else381" << endl;

balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level] -= addresources; // Number of balls of a colour not

//present in parent to be removed from ball pool

adddeath = 0; // Additional death therefore 0

if (balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level] < 0) {

int ballcorrect = 0 - balls[pop.back()[newn2].colour][pop.back()[newn2].level]; // Number of balls wrongly removed from ball pool

pop.back()[graph_bundle].copyno -= ballcorrect; // Number of new mutant individuals, correcting for ball pool

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno = oldcop - pop.back()[graph_bundle].copyno; // Correcting parent individuals

adddeath = 0;

}

}

}

}

}

//cout << "Ages" << endl;

if (ages == 1) {

for (int tulip = 0; tulip < (oldcop - (*itspec)[graph_bundle].copyno); tulip++) {

(*itspec)[graph_bundle].age.release((*itspec)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

for (int tulip2 = 0; tulip2 < (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno; tulip2++) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].age.push_back(new int (0) );

}

}

//cout << "Totalballs" << endl;
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if (resources == 1) {

int totalballs = 0;

for (Population::iterator its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += balls[bc][0];

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "NEW NODE AND SUBGRAPH " << totalballs << endl;

}

}

}

}

}

void mutation(Genopop &pop, doublelists &ab, doublelists &main,

ptr_vector<double> &copy, Engine &eng,

Normal &normdist, int &balls, doublelists &age) {

double h = 0;

Genopop::iterator itspec;

itspec = pop.begin(); // Sets iterator to start of species list.

int numbervert = 0;

ptr_vector< double >::iterator itc;

doublelists::iterator itage;

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

// Selects the species to be mutated. Species with high copy numbers more likely to mutate.

double specsum = 0;

int numvert = 0;

ptr_vector<double> speccophold;

itc = copy.begin();

for (itspec = pop.begin(); itspec != pop.end(); itspec++) {

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*itspec),

first_finder("{", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

numvert += 1;

}

speccophold.push_back(new double (1) );

speccophold.back() = (*itc) * numvert;

specsum += ((*itc) * numvert);

itc++;

numvert = 0;

}

h = rn();

double speccop = 0;

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < pop.size(); i++) {

speccop += (speccophold[i] / specsum);

if ((h < speccop) && (h >= speccop - (speccophold[i] / specsum))) {

h = i;

i = pop.size();

}

}
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if (analytics == 1) {

//h = pop.size() - 1;

h = 0;

}

numbervert = speccophold[h];

} else {

double specsum = 0;

ptr_vector<double> speccophold;

int numvert = 0;

for (itspec = pop.begin(); itspec != pop.end(); itspec++) {

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*itspec),

first_finder("{", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

numvert += 1;

}

speccophold.push_back(new double (1) );

speccophold.back() = numvert;

specsum += numvert;

numvert = 0;

}

h = rn();

double speccop = 0;

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < pop.size(); i++) {

speccop += (speccophold[i] / specsum);

if ((h < speccop) && (h >= speccop - (speccophold[i] / specsum))) {

h = i;

i = pop.size();

}

}

if (analytics == 1) {

//h = pop.size() - 1;

h = 0;

}

numbervert = speccophold[h];

}

if (analytics == 1 && h != 0) {

cout << "H IS WRONG" << endl;

}

/* New mutant pushed to back of species/ability/maintenance lists */

doublelists::iterator ita;

doublelists::iterator itm;

pop.push_back(new string);

itspec = pop.begin();

advance(itspec, h); // Advances iterator to species selected for mutation.

pop.back() = (*itspec);

if (resources == 0) {

ab.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

ita = ab.begin();

advance(ita, h);

for (ptr_vector<double>::iterator itab = (*ita).begin();

itab != (*ita).end(); itab++) {

(ab.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(ab.back()).back() = *itab;

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

itm = main.begin();

advance(itm, h);

for (ptr_vector<double>::iterator itma = (*itm).begin();

itma != (*itm).end(); itma++) {
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(main.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(main.back()).back() = *itma;

}

}

}

double p1 = rn(); // Generates a uniform random number between 0 and 1 for probabilities.

if (p1 >= pnew) {

double p2 = rn(); // Generates a uniform random number between 0 and 1 for probabilities.

/* Generate node to be copied */

double newnumvert = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*itspec),

first_finder("{", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

newnumvert += 1;

}

unsigned int m1 = floor(rn() * newnumvert);

/* Copy node and subgraph */

if (p2 < qcopy) {

//cout << "COPY NODE AND SUBGRAPH" << endl;

// Create a copy of the chosen node in the new species.

//cout << "check 1" << endl;

char_separator<char> sep("[{}]");

tokeniser tokens(pop.back(), sep);

tokeniser::iterator node = tokens.begin();

node = tokens.begin();

advance(node, m1);

string copiednode = *node;

copiednode.insert(copiednode.begin(), ’{’);

copiednode.insert(copiednode.begin(), ’}’);

copiednode.push_back(’}’);

replace_nth(pop.back(), "}", m1, copiednode);

//cout << "check 2" << endl;

// Update ability and maintenance

//cout << "m1 +1 is " << m1+1 << endl;

//cout << "ab.back() size is " << (ab.back()).size() << endl;

if (resources == 0) {

if (m1 + 1 < (ab.back()).size()) {

ptr_vector<double>::iterator abit;

abit = (ab.back()).begin();

advance(abit, m1 + 1);

(ab.back()).insert(abit, new double (1) );

if (copiednode != "}{0}") {

(ab.back())[m1 + 1] = (ab.back())[m1];

} else {

(ab.back())[m1 + 1] = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((ab.back())[m1 + 1] < 0) {

(ab.back())[m1 + 1] = 0 - (ab.back())[m1 + 1];

}

}

} else {

(ab.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(ab.back()).back() = (ab.back())[m1];

}

//cout << "check 3" << endl;

if (maintenance == 1) {

if (m1 < (main.back()).size()) {

ptr_vector<double>::iterator mainit;

mainit = (main.back()).begin();

advance(mainit, m1 + 1);

(main.back()).insert(mainit, new double (1) );

if (copiednode != "}{0}") {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] = (main.back())[m1];

} else {
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(main.back())[m1 + 1] = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((main.back())[m1 + 1] < 0) {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] = 0

- (main.back())[m1 + 1];

}

}

} else {

(main.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(main.back()).back() = (main.back())[m1];

}

}

}

//cout << "Updated maintenance and ability" << endl;

// Update upstream nodes

char_separator<char> levsep("[]");

char_separator<char> genesep("{}");

tokeniser levtok(pop.back(), levsep);

tokeniser::iterator levit = levtok.begin();

int minchangelev;

minchangelev = nodelevelcount(pop, m1);

advance(levit, minchangelev);

string level;

string gene;

ptr_list<string> mutant;

ptr_list<string> mutgene;

for (tokeniser::iterator lev2it = levtok.begin(); lev2it != levit;

lev2it++) {

level = *lev2it;

mutant.push_back(new string);

mutant.back() = level;

}

for (; levit != levtok.end(); levit++) {

tokeniser genetok(*levit, genesep);

for (tokeniser::iterator genit = genetok.begin();

genit != genetok.end(); genit++) {

gene = *genit;

gene.insert(m1 + 1, "0");

mutgene.push_back(new string);

mutgene.back() = gene;

}

level = join(mutgene, "}{");

level.insert(level.begin(), ’{’);

level.insert(level.end(), ’}’);

mutant.push_back(new string);

mutant.back() = level;

mutgene.release();

}

//cout << "Updated upstream nodes" << endl;

if (levelcost == 1 && resources == 0 && maintenance == 1) {

if (minchangelev > 0) {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] = pow(main.back()[m1+1],(double)metscale);

}

}

pop.back() = join(mutant, "][");

(pop.back()).insert((pop.back()).begin(), ’[’);

(pop.back()).insert((pop.back()).end(), ’]’);

copy.push_back(new double (1) );

if (ages == 1) {

age.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

itage = age.begin();

advance(itage,h);

}
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itc = copy.begin();

advance(itc, (int)h);

double speccop;

speccop = *itc;

copy.back() = (int) ceil((0.05 * speccop));

(*itc) = (int) floor((0.95 * speccop));

if (resources == 1) {

double addresources, adddeath;

addresources = ceil((0.05 * speccop));

adddeath = addresources / (double) newnumvert;

int wholedeath = ceil(adddeath);

(*itc) -= wholedeath;

balls += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath) * newnumvert);

}

if (ages == 1) {

for (int cit = 0; cit < (speccop - (*itc)); cit++) {

(*itage).release((*itage).begin());

}

for (int cit2 = 0; cit2 < copy.back(); cit2++) {

(age.back()).push_back(new double (0));

}

}

mutant.release();

mutgene.release();

//cout << "COPY NODE AND SUBGRAPH" << endl;

}

/* Copy the node but not subgraph */

else {

/* Create a copy of the chosen node in the new species and generate new subgraph.*/

char_separator<char> sep("[{}]");

tokeniser tokens(pop.back(), sep);

tokeniser::iterator node = tokens.begin();

node = tokens.begin();

advance(node, m1);

string copiednode = *node;

double flip;

ptr_list<string> newsub;

string holding;

ptr_vector<int> npl;

if (copiednode != "0") {

/* Number of nodes per level */

char_separator<char> levsep("[]");

tokeniser levsepar(pop.back(), levsep);

tokeniser::iterator nodelev = levsepar.begin();

int viablelevs = nodelevelcount(pop, m1);

viablelevs -= 2;

advance(nodelev, (viablelevs + 1));

for (tokeniser::iterator levcount = levsepar.begin();

levcount != nodelev; levcount++) {

holding = (*levcount);

npl.push_back(new int (1));

npl.back() = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(holding,

first_finder("{", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

npl.back() += 1;
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}

}

for (ptr_vector<int>::iterator itz = npl.begin();

itz != npl.end(); itz++) {

newsub.push_back(new string);

for (int zz = 0; zz < (*itz); zz++) {

flip = rn();

if (flip > beta) {

(newsub.back()).push_back(’0’);

} else {

(newsub.back()).push_back(’1’);

}

}

}

/* Choose node on level l-1 and ensure that connection is present */

/* Choose node on level l-1 and ensure that connection is present */

double p5 = rn();

int chosennode = floor(p5 * npl.back());

ptr_vector<int> nplcopy;

nplcopy = npl;

nplcopy.pop_back();

int advancstr = accumulate(nplcopy.begin(), nplcopy.end(), (double) 0);

chosennode += advancstr;

if (npl.size() != newsub.size()) {

cout << "ERROR IN MUTATION" << endl;

}

string wholenewsub;

for (ptr_list<string>::iterator iterat = newsub.begin();

iterat != newsub.end(); iterat++) {

wholenewsub.append(*iterat);

}

wholenewsub[chosennode] = ’1’;

copiednode = wholenewsub;

}

copiednode.insert(copiednode.begin(), ’{’);

copiednode.insert(copiednode.begin(), ’}’);

copiednode.push_back(’}’);

replace_nth(pop.back(), "}", m1, copiednode);

/* Update ability and maintenance */

if (resources == 0) {

if (m1 + 1 < (ab.back()).size()) {

ptr_vector<double>::iterator abit;

abit = (ab.back()).begin();

advance(abit, m1 + 1);

(ab.back()).insert(abit, new double (1) );

if (copiednode != "}{0}") {

for (int a = 2; a < (copiednode.length() - 1); a++) {

if (copiednode[a] == ’1’) {

(ab.back())[m1 + 1] += (ab.back())[a - 2];

}

}

} else {

(ab.back())[m1 + 1] = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((ab.back())[m1 + 1] < 0) {

(ab.back())[m1 + 1] = 0 - (ab.back())[m1 + 1];

}

}
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} else {

(ab.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

for (int a = 2; a < (copiednode.length() - 1); a++) {

if (copiednode[a] == ’1’) {

(ab.back()).back() += (ab.back())[a - 2];

}

}

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

if (m1 < (main.back()).size()) {

ptr_vector<double>::iterator mainit;

mainit = (main.back()).begin();

advance(mainit, m1 + 1);

(main.back()).insert(mainit, new double (1) );

if (copiednode != "}{0}") {

for (int a = 2; a < (copiednode.length() - 1);

a++) {

if (copiednode[a] == ’1’) {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] +=

(main.back())[a - 2];

}

}

} else {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((main.back())[m1 + 1] < 0) {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] = 0

- (main.back())[m1 + 1];

}

}

} else {

(main.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

for (int a = 2; a < (copiednode.length() - 1); a++) {

if (copiednode[a] == ’1’) {

(main.back()).back() += (ab.back())[a - 2];

}

}

}

}

}

/* Update upstream nodes */

char_separator<char> levsep("[]");

char_separator<char> genesep("{}");

tokeniser levtok(pop.back(), levsep);

tokeniser::iterator levit = levtok.begin();

int minchangelev;

minchangelev = nodelevelcount(pop, m1);

advance(levit, minchangelev);

string level;

string gene;

ptr_list<string> mutant;

ptr_list<string> mutgene;

for (tokeniser::iterator lev2it = levtok.begin(); lev2it != levit;

lev2it++) {

level = *lev2it;

mutant.push_back(new string);

mutant.back() = level;

}

for (; levit != levtok.end(); levit++) {

tokeniser genetok(*levit, genesep);

for (tokeniser::iterator genit = genetok.begin();

genit != genetok.end(); genit++) {

gene = *genit;

gene.insert(m1 + 1, "0");
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mutgene.push_back(new string);

mutgene.back() = gene;

}

level = join(mutgene, "}{");

level.insert(level.begin(), ’{’);

level.insert(level.end(), ’}’);

mutant.push_back(new string);

mutant.back() = level;

mutgene.release();

}

if (levelcost == 1 && resources == 0 && maintenance == 1) {

if (minchangelev > 0) {

(main.back())[m1 + 1] = pow(main.back()[m1+1],(double)metscale);

}

}

pop.back() = join(mutant, "][");

(pop.back()).insert((pop.back()).begin(), ’[’);

(pop.back()).insert((pop.back()).end(), ’]’);

mutant.release();

mutgene.release();

newsub.release();

npl.release();

copy.push_back(new double (1) );

itc = copy.begin();

advance(itc, (int)h);

if (ages == 1) {

age.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

itage = age.begin();

advance(itage,h);

}

double speccop;

speccop = *itc;

copy.back() = ceil((0.05 * speccop));

(*itc) = floor((0.95 * speccop));

if (resources == 1) {

double addresources, adddeath;

addresources = ceil((0.05 * speccop));

adddeath = addresources / newnumvert;

int wholedeath = ceil(adddeath);

(*itc) -= wholedeath;

balls += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath) * newnumvert);

}

if (ages == 1) {

for (int cit = 0; cit < (speccop - (*itc)); cit++) {

(*itage).release((*itage).begin());

}

for (int cit2 = 0; cit2 < copy.back(); cit2++) {

(age.back()).push_back(new double (0));

}

}

//cout << "COPY NODE, NEW SUBGRAPH" << endl;

}

}

/* New node created */

else {

//cout << "NEW NODE " << endl;

/* Number of nodes per level */

char_separator<char> levsep("[]");

tokeniser levsepar(pop.back(), levsep); // Separate "parent" into 1 level per token

tokeniser::iterator nodelev = levsepar.begin();

string holding;

ptr_vector<int> npl;
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ptr_list<string> newsub;

double flip = 0;

for (tokeniser::iterator levcount = levsepar.begin();

levcount != levsepar.end(); levcount++) {

holding = (*levcount);

npl.push_back(new int (1));

newsub.push_back(new string);

npl.back() = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(holding,

first_finder("{", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

npl.back() += 1; // Find the nodes per level

flip = rn();

if (flip > beta) {

(newsub.back()).push_back(’0’);

} else {

(newsub.back()).push_back(’1’);

}

}

}

/* Choose node on level l-1 and ensure that connection is present */

double p5 = rn();

int chosennode = floor(p5 * npl.back());

ptr_vector<int> nplcopy;

nplcopy = npl;

nplcopy.pop_back();

int advancstr = accumulate(nplcopy.begin(), nplcopy.end(), (double) 0);

chosennode += advancstr;

if (npl.size() != newsub.size()) {

cout << "ERROR IN MUTATION" << endl;

}

string mutantgene;

for (ptr_list<string>::iterator iterat = newsub.begin();

iterat != newsub.end(); iterat++) {

mutantgene.append(*iterat);

}

mutantgene[chosennode] = ’1’;

/* Update ability and maintenance */

if (resources == 0) {

(ab.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(ab.back()).back() = 0;

for (unsigned int a = 0; a < mutantgene.length(); a++) {

if (mutantgene[a] == ’1’) {

(ab.back()).back() += (ab.back())[a];

}

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

(main.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(main.back()).back() = 0;

for (unsigned int a = 0; a < mutantgene.length(); a++) {

if (mutantgene[a] == ’1’) {

(main.back()).back() += (main.back())[a];

}

}

}

}

/* Insert node into genotype */

mutantgene.insert(mutantgene.begin(), ’{’);

mutantgene.insert(mutantgene.begin(), ’[’);
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mutantgene.append("}]");

(pop.back()).append(mutantgene);

newsub.release();

npl.release();

copy.push_back(new double (1) );

itc = copy.begin();

advance(itc, (int)h);

double speccop;

speccop = *itc;

copy.back() = ceil((0.05 * speccop));

(*itc) = floor((0.95 * speccop));

if (ages == 1) {

age.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

itage = age.begin();

advance(itage,h);

}

if (resources == 1) {

int newnumvert = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*itspec),

first_finder("{", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

newnumvert += 1;

}

double addresources, adddeath;

addresources = ceil((0.05 * speccop));

adddeath = addresources / (double)newnumvert;

int wholedeath = ceil(adddeath);

(*itc) -= wholedeath;

balls += ceil((wholedeath - adddeath) * newnumvert);

}

if (ages == 1) {

for (int cit = 0; cit < (speccop - (*itc)); cit++) {

(*itage).release((*itage).begin());

}

for (int cit2 = 0; cit2 < copy.back(); cit2++) {

(age.back()).push_back(new double (0));

}

}

}

}

/* Population normalisation */

void popnorm(Population &pop) {

Population::iterator itpop;

if (peakselect == 0) {

double abpopsum = 0;

double mainpopsum = 0;

/* Compute average ability score of species */

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

abpopsum += (*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal;

if (maintenance == 1) {

mainpopsum += (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal;

}

}

abpopsum = abpopsum / (double)pop.size();

if (maintenance == 1) {

mainpopsum = mainpopsum / (double)pop.size();

}
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double acheck, mcheck;

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal

/ abpopsum;

if (maintenance == 1) {

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal

/ mainpopsum;

}

acheck = 0;

mcheck = 0;

for (unsigned int z = 0; z < num_vertices(*itpop); z++) {

(*itpop)[z].ability = (*itpop)[z].ability / abpopsum;

acheck += (*itpop)[z].ability;

if (maintenance == 1) {

(*itpop)[z].maintain = (*itpop)[z].maintain / mainpopsum;

mcheck += (*itpop)[z].maintain;

}

}

if ((*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal - acheck > 1e-005

|| (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal - mcheck > 1e-005) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

cout << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal - acheck << endl;

cout << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal - mcheck << endl;

}

}

}

}

void fitnessfunct(Population &pop, int y, ptr_vector<int> &survivorlength) {

Population::iterator itpop;

double x = 0;

double fitav = 0;

if (multipeak == 0) {

/* Calculate fitness */

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

if (maintenance == 0) {

x = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal - 5;

} else {

x = ((*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal / (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal) - 5;

}

x *= x;

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal = (25 - x);

if ((*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal < 0) {

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal = 0;

}

fitav += (*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal;

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal;

}

/* Normalise */

if (norm == 1) {

fitav /= pop.size();

if (fitav != 0) {

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit /= fitav;

}

}

}

/* Selection */

double randdeath = 0;

int tmax = pop.size();
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int count = 1;

double deathlimit = 0;

for (int t = 0; t< tmax;) {

itpop = pop.begin();

advance(itpop, t);

randdeath = rn();

if (norm == 0) {

deathlimit = ((*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit/(double)25) - 1;

} else {

deathlimit = (1 - (*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit)/2;

}

if (deathlimit < 0) {

deathlimit = 0 - deathlimit;

}

if (randdeath < deathlimit) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*itpop)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(itpop);

} else {

t++;

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

} else {

double averagedegree = 0;

double nodesperlevel = 0;

/* Calculate fitness */

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

averagedegree = (double)num_edges(*itpop) / (double)num_vertices(*itpop);

nodesperlevel = (double)num_vertices(*itpop) / ((double)(*itpop)[graph_bundle].maxlevel + 1);

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal = sin(averagedegree + sqrt((double)2)) + sin(nodesperlevel + sqrt((double) 3)) + 2;

fitav += (*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal;

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].fittotal;

}

/* Normalise */

if (norm == 1) {

fitav /= pop.size();

if (fitav != 0) {

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

(*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit /= fitav;

}

}

}

/* Selection */

double randdeath = 0;

int tmax = pop.size();

int count = 1;

double deathlimit = 0;

for (int t = 0; t< tmax;) {

itpop = pop.begin();

advance(itpop, t);

randdeath = rn();

if (norm == 0) {
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deathlimit = ((*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit/(double)25) - 1;

} else {

deathlimit = (1 - (*itpop)[graph_bundle].normfit)/2;

}

if (deathlimit < 0) {

deathlimit = 0 - deathlimit;

}

if (randdeath < deathlimit) {

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*itpop)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(itpop);

} else {

t++;

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

}

}

void popnorm(Genopop &pop, doublelists &ab, doublelists &main) {

doublelists::iterator ita;

doublelists::iterator itm;

ptr_vector<double> avspecsab, avspecmain;

double abpopsum = 0;

double mainpopsum = 0;

if (maintenance == 1) {

itm = main.begin();

}

/* Compute ability score of species */

for (ita = ab.begin(); ita != ab.end(); ita++) {

abpopsum = std::accumulate((*ita).begin(), (*ita).end(),

(double) abpopsum);

if (maintenance == 1) {

mainpopsum = std::accumulate((*itm).begin(), (*itm).end(),

mainpopsum);

itm++;

}

}

abpopsum = abpopsum / (double)pop.size();

if (maintenance == 1) {

mainpopsum = mainpopsum / (double)pop.size();

}

double acheck, mcheck;

double abtotal = 0;

double maintotal = 0;

if (maintenance == 1) {

itm = main.begin();

}

/* Normalising scores of species */

for (ita = ab.begin(); ita != ab.end(); ita++) {

abtotal = std::accumulate((*ita).begin(), (*ita).end(), (double) 0)

/ abpopsum;
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if (maintenance == 1) {

maintotal = std::accumulate((*itm).begin(), (*itm).end(),

(double) 0) / mainpopsum;

}

acheck = 0;

mcheck = 0;

for (unsigned int z = 0; z < (*ita).size(); z++) {

(*ita)[z] = (*ita)[z] / abpopsum;

acheck += (*ita)[z];

if (maintenance == 1) {

(*itm)[z] = (*itm)[z] / mainpopsum;

mcheck += (*itm)[z];

}

}

if (abtotal - acheck > 1e-005 || maintotal - mcheck > 1e-005) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

cout << abtotal - acheck << endl;

cout << maintotal - mcheck << endl;

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

itm++;

}

}

}

void degcalc(Genopop &pop, ptr_vector<double> &deg, ptr_vector<double> &degdis,

int y, ptr_vector<double> &counter, ptr_vector<double> &copynums) {

Genopop::iterator itpop;

ptr_vector<double>::iterator itcop;

double avdegspec = 0;

double avdeg = 0;

double numedges = 0;

double numvertices = 0;

itcop = copynums.begin();

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

avdegspec = 0;

numedges = 0;

numvertices = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*itpop),

first_finder("1", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

numedges += 1;

}

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*itpop),

first_finder("{", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

numvertices += 1;

}

if (resources == 1 && dynamics == 1) {

avdegspec = (numedges / numvertices) * (double)(*itcop);

} else {

avdegspec = (numedges / numvertices);

}

avdeg += avdegspec;

//degdis.push_back(new double (1) );

//degdis.back() = avdegspec;

}

if (resources == 1 && dynamics == 1) {

avdeg /= accumulate(copynums.begin(), copynums.end(), (double) 0);
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} else {

avdeg /= (double)pop.size();

}

deg[y] += avdeg;

counter[y] += 1;

}

int resourcealloc(Genopop &pop, ptr_vector<double> &copynums, int &balls, doublelists &age) {

Genopop::iterator its;

ptr_vector<double>::iterator itc;

doublelists::iterator itage;

double deathprob;

int tmax = pop.size();

int counter;

int count = 1;

ptr_vector<int> numvert;

if (ages == 1) {

for (itage = age.begin(); itage != age.end(); itage++) {

sort((*itage).begin(), (*itage).end());

reverse((*itage).begin(), (*itage).end());

}

}

/* Death step with probability r */

for (int t = 0; t < tmax;) {

itc = copynums.begin();

its = pop.begin();

itage = age.begin();

advance(its, t);

advance(itc, t);

advance(itage, t);

//cout << (*itage).size() << endl;

counter = *itc;

numvert.push_back(new int (1));

numvert.back() = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*its),

first_finder("{", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

numvert.back() += 1;

}

if (ages == 0) {

int numedge = 0;

for (string_find_iterator Itz = make_find_iterator((*its),

first_finder("1", is_iequal())); Itz != string_find_iterator();

++Itz) {

numedge += 1;

}

int numlevels = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*its),

first_finder("[", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

numlevels += 1;

}

numlevels -= 1; // Make lowest level a level 0.

/* Exponetial death rate */

double param = 0;

param = (double) numlevels / ((double)numedge + (double)numvert.back());

double deathrate5 = 1

- (1 / exp(param));

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();
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if (deathprob < deathrate5) {

*itc -= 1;

}

}

/* Fixed death rate

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate) {

*itc -= 1;

}

}

*/

/* Death rate dependent on number of nodes

double deathrate2 = 1 / numvert.back();

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate2) {

*itc -= 1;

}

}

*/

/* Death rate dependent on number of levels

double deathrate3 = 1 / (numlevels + numvert.back());

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate3) {

*itc -= 1;

}

}

*/

/* Death rate dependent on both levels and nodes

int numlevels = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*its),

first_finder("[", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

numlevels += 1;

}

double deathrate4 = 1/sqrt((numlevels*numlevels)+(numvert.back()*numvert.back()));

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate4) {

*itc -= 1;

}

}

*/

} else {

int countmax = counter;

int agecount = 1;

if ((*itage).size() != countmax) {

cout << "ERROR" << endl;

cout << (*itage).size() << endl;

}

for (int z = 0; z < countmax; ) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < ((*itage)[z]*rn())) {

*itc -= 1;

(*itage).erase((*itage).begin() + z);

} else {

z++;

}

if (agecount == countmax) {

z = countmax;

}

++agecount;

}
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}

if (*itc < 1) {

balls += (counter * numvert.back());

pop.release(its);

copynums.release(itc);

numvert.pop_back();

age.release(itage);

} else {

balls += ((counter - (*itc)) * numvert.back());

++t;

}

if (count == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++count;

}

/* Maintenance step */

ptr_vector<int> permvec;

itc = copynums.begin();

int speccounter = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

for (int z = 1; z < (*itc) + 1; z++) {

permvec.push_back(new int (1));

permvec.back() = speccounter;

}

speccounter++;

itc++;

}

random_shuffle(permvec.begin(), permvec.end());

int mainballs = 0;

mainballs = balls;

int tracker = permvec.size();

for (int z = 0; z < tracker; z++) {

if (numvert[permvec[z]] > balls) {

if (ages == 1) {

itage = age.begin();

advance(itage, permvec[z]);

(*itage).release((*itage).begin());

}

copynums[permvec[z]] -= 1;

mainballs += numvert[permvec[z]];

permvec.erase(permvec.begin() + z);

tracker -= 1;

z -= 1;

} else {

balls -= numvert[permvec[z]];

}

}

mainballs -= balls;

/* Removing any species with 0 copynumber */

int countmax = pop.size();

int bcount = 0;

for (int c = 0; c < countmax; c++) {

itc = copynums.begin();

its = pop.begin();

itage = age.begin();

advance(itc, c);

advance(its, c);

advance(itage, c);

if ((*itc) == 0) {

copynums.release(itc);
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pop.release(its);

age.release(itage);

for (unsigned int u = 0; u < permvec.size(); u++) {

if (permvec[u] > c) {

permvec[u] -= 1;

}

}

}

if (bcount == countmax) {

c = countmax;

}

++bcount;

}

/* Update ages of surviving individuals */

if (ages == 1) {

for (itage = age.begin(); itage != age.end(); itage++) {

for (int u = 0; u < (*itage).size(); u++) {

(*itage)[u] += 1;

}

}

}

/* Reproduction step */

if (balls > 0) {

tracker = permvec.size();

for (int z = 0; z < tracker; z++) {

itage = age.begin();

if (numvert[permvec[z]] <= balls) {

balls -= numvert[permvec[z]];

copynums[permvec[z]] += 1;

if (ages == 1) {

advance(itage, permvec[z]);

(*itage).push_back(new double (0));

}

}

}

}

balls += mainballs;

/* Check for ball conservation */

int totalballs = 0;

for (unsigned int t = 0; t < pop.size(); t++) {

totalballs += copynums[t] * numvert[t];

}

totalballs += balls;

if (totalballs != 1001) {

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

}

return balls;

}

void resourcealloc(Population &pop, ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > &balls, int y, ptr_vector<int> &survivorlength) {

Population::iterator its;

double deathprob;

int tmax = pop.size();

int counter;

int dcount = 1;

int ballsmax;

int balldiff;
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int maxlevel;

maxlevel = levelcount(pop);

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<ptr_vector<int> > > listspeccolournums;

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<ptr_vector<int> > >::iterator itlist;

ptr_vector<ptr_vector<int> > speccolournums;

if (fluctuations == 1) {

const double pi = boost::math::constants::pi<double>();

ballsmax = floor((5000*sin((double)y/500)) + 6000);

balldiff = ballsmax - floor((5000*sin((double)(y-1)/500)) + 6000);

}

if (ages == 1) {

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

sort((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin(), (*its)[graph_bundle].age.end());

reverse((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin(), (*its)[graph_bundle].age.end());

}

}

/* Death step with probability r */

for (int t = 0; t < tmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, t);

counter = (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

// Counting colours per species

if (breakup == 0) {

listspeccolournums.push_back(new ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> >); // List item for each species

for (unsigned int maxcol = 0; maxcol < balls.size(); maxcol++) {

(listspeccolournums.back()).push_back(new ptr_vector<int>);

for (unsigned int elev = 0; elev < ((*its)[graph_bundle].maxlevel + 1); elev++) {

((listspeccolournums.back()).back()).push_back(new int (1));

((listspeccolournums.back()).back()).back() = 0;

}

}

for (unsigned int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

(listspeccolournums.back())[(*its)[evert].colour][(*its)[evert].level] += 1;

}

itlist = listspeccolournums.begin();

advance(itlist,t);

if (accumulate((*itlist)[0].begin(),(*itlist)[0].end(),(double)0) != num_vertices(*its)) {

cout << accumulate((*itlist)[0].begin(),(*itlist)[0].end(),(double)0) << endl;

cout << num_vertices(*its) << endl;

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

}

else {

speccolournums.push_back(new ptr_vector<int>);

for (unsigned int bl = 0; bl < balls.size(); bl++) {

(speccolournums.back()).push_back(new int (1));

(speccolournums.back()).back() = 0;

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < num_vertices(*its); bc++) {

(speccolournums.back())[(*its)[bc].colour] += 1;

}

if (accumulate(speccolournums.back().begin(), speccolournums.back().end(), (double) 0) != num_vertices(*its)) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

}

if (ages == 0) {

/* Exponetial death rate */
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/*double param = 0;

param = (double)(*its)[graph_bundle].maxlevel

/ (double)(num_edges(*its)

+ num_vertices(*its));

double deathrate5 = 1 - (1 / exp(param));

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate5) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

}

}

*/

/* Fixed death rate

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

}

}

*/

//Death rate dependent on number of nodes

/* double deathrate2 = 1 / exp((double)num_vertices(*its));

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate2) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

}

}

/* Death rate dependent on number of levels

double deathrate3 = 1 / ((*its)[graph_bundle].maxlevel + num_vertices(*its));

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate3) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

}

}

*/

/* Death rate dependent on both levels and nodes

double deathrate4 = 1/sqrt((*its)[graph_bundle].maxlevel*(*its)[graph_bundle].maxlevel)+(num_vertices(*its)*num_vertices(*its)));

for (int z = 0; z < counter; z++) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < deathrate4) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

}

}

*/

} else {

int countmax = counter;

ptr_vector<int>::iterator itage;

int agecount = 1;

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() != countmax) {

cout << "ERROR" << endl;

cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() << endl;

}

for (int z = 0; z < countmax; ) {

deathprob = rn();

if (deathprob < (1 - (1/(((*its)[graph_bundle].age[z] +1))))) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

itage = (*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin();

advance(itage,z);

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release(itage);

} else {

z++;

}

if (agecount == countmax) {

z = countmax;

}
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++agecount;

}

}

if (breakup == 1) {

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 2) {

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 0) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno = 0;

}

for (int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

balls[(*its)[evert].colour][0] += counter;

}

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release();

}

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

for (int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

balls[(*its)[evert].colour][0] += (counter - (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno);

}

++t;

}

} else {

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 2) {

for (int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

balls[(*its)[evert].colour][(*its)[evert].level] += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release();

}

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

} else {

for (int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

balls[(*its)[evert].colour][(*its)[evert].level] += (counter - (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno);

}

++t;

}

}

if (dcount == tmax) {

t = tmax;

}

++dcount;

}

int totalballs = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;
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}

}

//cout << totalballs << endl;

/* Maintenance step */

ptr_vector<int> permvec;

int speccounter = 0;

// Random maintenance //

/*

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

for (int bz = 1; bz < (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno + 1; bz++) {

permvec.push_back(new int (1));

permvec.back() = speccounter;

}

speccounter++;

}

random_shuffle(permvec.begin(), permvec.end());

*/

// Edge first maintenance //

ptr_vector<int> permvecinit;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

for (int z = 1; z < (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno + 1; z++) {

permvecinit.push_back(new int (1));

permvecinit.back() = speccounter;

}

speccounter++;

}

random_shuffle(permvecinit.begin(), permvecinit.end());

int itrackmax = permvecinit.size();

int count = 1;

double randm = 0;

ptr_vector<int>::iterator itperm;

for (int t = 0; t < itrackmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, permvecinit[t]);

randm = rn();

if (randm > 1 - (num_edges(*its)/num_vertices(*its))){

permvec.push_back(new int (1));

permvec.back() = permvecinit[t];

itperm = permvecinit.begin();

advance(itperm, t);

permvecinit.erase(itperm);

} else {

t++;

}

if (count == itrackmax) {

t = itrackmax;

}

++count;

}

for (itperm = permvecinit.begin(); itperm != permvecinit.end(); itperm++) {

permvec.push_back(new int(1));

permvec.back() = (*itperm);

}

if (itrackmax != permvec.size()) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

cout << permvec.size() << endl;

}

// Edge first //
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/*

ptr_vector<int> edgeordering;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

edgeordering.push_back(new int(1));

edgeordering.back() = num_edges(*its);

}

int maxe = 0;

int pnum = 0;

ptr_vector<int>::iterator ite;

int tracker99 = 0;

for (unsigned int uuc = 0; uuc < pop.size(); uuc++) {

// Find maximum edge number

maxe = 0;

for (unsigned int uc = 0; uc < edgeordering.size(); uc++) {

if (edgeordering[uc] >= maxe) {

maxe = edgeordering[uc];

pnum = uc;

}

}

its = pop.begin();

advance(its,pnum);

for (int u = 1; u < ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno + 1); u++) {

permvec.push_back(new int (1));

permvec.back() = pnum;

}

tracker99 += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

if (tracker99 != permvec.size()) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

if (pnum > edgeordering.size()) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

ite = edgeordering.begin();

advance(ite,pnum);

edgeordering.release(ite);

if (edgeordering.size() != (pop.size() - uuc - 1)) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

}

*/

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > mainballs;

for (unsigned int mb = 0; mb < balls.size(); mb++) {

mainballs.push_back(new ptr_vector<int>);

for (unsigned int mb2 = 0; mb2 < balls[mb].size(); mb2++) {

mainballs.back().push_back(new int (0));

mainballs.back().back() = balls[mb][mb2];

}

}

int tracker = permvec.size();

int ballcheck;

int dvalue = 0;

ptr_vector<int>::iterator itperm2;

for (int z = 0; z < tracker; z++) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, permvec[z]);

ballcheck = 0;

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < balls.size(); bb++) {
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if (speccolournums[permvec[z]][bb] > (unsigned) balls[bb][0]) {

ballcheck = 1;

bb = balls.size();

}

}

if (ballcheck == 1) {

dvalue = permvec[z];

itperm2 = permvec.begin() + z;

if (*itperm2 != dvalue) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

} else {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

if (ages == 1) {

//cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() << endl;

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

tracker -= 1;

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < balls.size(); bb++) {

mainballs[bb][0] += speccolournums[permvec[z]][bb];

}

permvec.release(permvec.begin() + z);

}

if (tracker != permvec.size()) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

for (int g = z; g < tracker;) {

if (permvec[g] == dvalue) {

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno == 0) {

permvec.release(permvec.begin() + g); // As future individuals of species z will not be able to maintain themselves either

tracker -= 1;

for (unsigned int bb2 = 0; bb2 < balls.size(); bb2++) {

mainballs[bb2][0] += speccolournums[dvalue][bb2];

}

} else {

permvec.release(permvec.begin() + g); // As future individuals of species z will not be able to maintain themselves either

tracker -= 1;

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

if (ages == 1) {

//cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

//cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() << endl;

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

for (unsigned int bb2 = 0; bb2 < balls.size(); bb2++) {

mainballs[bb2][0] += speccolournums[dvalue][bb2];

}

}

} else {

g++;

}

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < balls.size(); bb++) {

balls[bb][0] -= speccolournums[permvec[z]][bb];

//cout << balls[0][0] << endl;

}

}

} else {

unsigned int bbmax = listspeccolournums[permvec[z]].size();

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < bbmax; bb++) { // For each colour (should only be one colour)

unsigned int bb2max = listspeccolournums[permvec[z]][bb].size();

for (unsigned int bb2 = 0; bb2 < bb2max; bb2++) { // For each level

if (listspeccolournums[permvec[z]][bb][bb2] > (unsigned) balls[bb][bb2]) {

ballcheck = 1;

bb2 = bb2max;

bb = bbmax;
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}

}

}

if (ballcheck == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

for (int evert2 = 0; evert2 < num_vertices(*its); evert2++) {

mainballs[(*its)[evert2].colour][(*its)[evert2].level] += 1;

}

for (int g = (z+1); g < tracker;) {

if (permvec[g] == permvec[z]) {

permvec.erase(permvec.begin() + g); // As future individuals of species z will not be able to maintain themselves either

tracker -= 1;

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

for (int evert2 = 0; evert2 < num_vertices(*its); evert2++) {

mainballs[(*its)[evert2].colour][(*its)[evert2].level] += 1;

}

} else {

g++;

}

}

} else {

for (int evert2 = 0; evert2 < num_vertices(*its); evert2++) {

balls[(*its)[evert2].colour][(*its)[evert2].level] -= 1;

}

}

}

}

if (breakup == 1) {

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < balls.size(); bb++) {

mainballs[bb][0] -= balls[bb][0];

}

} else {

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < balls.size(); bb++) {

for (unsigned int bb2 = 0; bb2 < balls[bb].size(); bb2++) {

mainballs[bb][bb2] -= balls[bb][bb2];

}

}

}

totalballs = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

totalballs += accumulate(mainballs[bc].begin(), mainballs[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}
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/* Removing any species with less than 2 copynumber */

int countmax = pop.size();

int bcount = 1;

if (breakup == 1) {

ptr_vector<ptr_vector<int> >::iterator itbv;

for (int c = 0; c < countmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, c);

itbv = speccolournums.begin();

advance(itbv, c);

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 2) {

for (int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

mainballs[(*its)[evert].colour][0] += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release();

}

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

speccolournums.erase(itbv);

for (unsigned int u = 0; u < permvec.size(); u++) {

if (permvec[u] > c) {

permvec[u] -= 1;

}

}

} else {

++c;

}

if (bcount == countmax) {

c = countmax;

}

++bcount;

}

} else {

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<ptr_vector<int> > >::iterator itbv;

for (int c = 0; c < countmax;) {

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, c);

itbv = listspeccolournums.begin();

advance(itbv, c);

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].copyno < 2) {

for (int evert = 0; evert < num_vertices(*its); evert++) {

balls[(*its)[evert].colour][(*its)[evert].level] += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release();

}

survivorlength.push_back(new int (1));

survivorlength.back() = y - (*its)[graph_bundle].tstart;

pop.release(its);

listspeccolournums.erase(itbv);

for (unsigned int u = 0; u < permvec.size(); u++) {

if (permvec[u] > c) {

permvec[u] -= 1;

}

}

} else {

++c;

}

if (bcount == countmax) {

c = countmax;
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}

++bcount;

}

}

if (fluctuations == 1) {

int chosen = 0;

while ((mainballs[0][0] + balldiff) < 0) {

chosen = floor(rn()*permvec.size());

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, permvec[chosen]);

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno -= 1;

mainballs[0][0] += speccolournums[permvec[chosen]][0];

permvec.release(permvec.begin() + chosen);

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.release((*its)[graph_bundle].age.begin());

}

}

mainballs[0][0] += balldiff;

}

int ballrepro = 0;

tracker = permvec.size();

int checkz = 0;

int totalballs2 = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs2 += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs2 += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

totalballs2 += accumulate(mainballs[bc].begin(), mainballs[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs2 != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs2 << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}

//cout << totalballs2 << endl;

/* Reproduction step */

if (breakup == 1) {

int sumballs = 0;

for (int trub3 = 0; trub3 < balls.size(); trub3++) {

sumballs += balls[trub3].front();

}

while (sumballs > 0 && checkz < tracker) {

for (checkz = 0; checkz < tracker; checkz++) {

ballrepro = 0;

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, permvec[checkz]);

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < speccolournums[permvec[checkz]].size(); bb++) {

if (speccolournums[permvec[checkz]][bb] <= balls[bb][0]) {

ballrepro += 1;

}

}

if (ballrepro == speccolournums[permvec[checkz]].size()) {

for (unsigned int br = 0; br < speccolournums[permvec[checkz]].size(); br++) {

balls[br][0] -= speccolournums[permvec[checkz]][br];
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}

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno += 1;

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.push_back(new int (0));

//cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() << endl;

}

} else {

for (int g = checkz; g < tracker;) {

if (permvec[g] == permvec[checkz]) {

permvec.erase(permvec.begin() + g);

tracker -= 1;

} else {

g++;

}

}

}

}

sumballs = 0;

for (int trub = 0; trub < balls.size(); trub++) {

sumballs += balls[trub].front();

}

}

int totalballs3 = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs3 += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs3 += balls[bc][0];

totalballs3 += accumulate(mainballs[bc].begin(), mainballs[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs3 != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs3 << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}

//cout << mainballs[0][0] << endl;

for (unsigned int br = 0; br < balls.size(); br++) {

balls[br][0] += mainballs[br][0];

}

} else {

int sumballs = 0;

for (int trub4 = 0; trub4 < balls.size(); trub4++) {

sumballs += accumulate(balls[trub4].begin(), balls[trub4].end(), (double) 0);

}

while (sumballs > 0 && checkz < tracker) {

for (checkz = 0; checkz < tracker; checkz++) {

if (checkz == tracker) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

ballrepro = 0;

its = pop.begin();

advance(its, permvec[checkz]);

if ( checkz > permvec.size()) {

cout << "ERROR!" << endl;

}

for (unsigned int bb = 0; bb < listspeccolournums[permvec[checkz]].size(); bb++) {

for (unsigned int bb2 = 0; bb2 < listspeccolournums[permvec[checkz]][bb].size(); bb2++) {

if (listspeccolournums[permvec[checkz]][bb][bb2] < (unsigned) balls[bb][bb2]) {

ballrepro += 1;

}

}
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}

if (ballrepro == num_vertices(*its)) {

for (unsigned int br = 0; br < listspeccolournums[permvec[checkz]].size(); br++) {

for (unsigned int br2 = 0; br2 < listspeccolournums[permvec[checkz]][br].size(); br2++) {

balls[br][br2] -= listspeccolournums[permvec[checkz]][br][br2];

}

}

(*its)[graph_bundle].copyno += 1;

if (ages == 1) {

(*its)[graph_bundle].age.push_back(new int (0));

}

} else {

for (int g = checkz; g < tracker;) {

if (permvec[g] == permvec[checkz]) {

permvec.erase(permvec.begin() + g);

tracker -= 1;

} else {

g++;

}

}

}

}

sumballs = 0;

for (int trub = 0; trub < balls.size(); trub++) {

sumballs += accumulate(balls[trub].begin(), balls[trub].end(), (double) 0);

}

}

for (unsigned int br = 0; br < balls.size(); br++) {

for (unsigned int br2 = 0; br2 < balls[br].size(); br2++) {

balls[br][br2] += mainballs[br][br2];

}

}

}

/* Check for ball conservation */

if (breakup == 1) {

int totalballs = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += balls[bc][0];

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}

} else {

int totalballs = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int brg = 0; brg < balls.size(); brg++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[brg].begin(), balls[brg].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0) {

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}
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cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

}

}

permvec.erase(permvec.begin(), permvec.end());

listspeccolournums.erase(listspeccolournums.begin(), listspeccolournums.end());

}

int main() {

//normal_distribution<> rdist(0.0, 0.2);

//boost::variate_generator<boost::mt19937, boost::normal_distribution<> > generator(

//boost::mt19937(time(0)), rdist);

Engine eng;

eng.seed(time(0));

Normal normdist(0.0, 0.2);

int systemsize;

double lambda;

if (analytics == 1) {

cout << "ANALYTICS == 1" << endl;

}

ptr_vector<double> sizediversity, degdiv, counter, ext, divdev2, clustercont, levs; // Used for diversity calculations.

/* Lambda*system size = mutation rate mean. */

/* Species diversity data collection */

ofstream ancestry;

ancestry.open("parents.m");

ofstream diversity;

diversity.open("div.m");

ofstream standevdiv;

standevdiv.open("devdiv.m");

ofstream standevcopy;

standevcopy.open("devcopy.m");

ofstream avnodes;

avnodes.open("nodesav.m");

ofstream avedges;

avedges.open("edgesav.m");

ofstream avlevels;

avlevels.open("levelsav.m");

ofstream sdnodes;

sdnodes.open("nodesdev.m");

ofstream sdedges;

sdedges.open("edgesdev.m");

ofstream sdlevels;

sdlevels.open("levelsdev.m");

ofstream abilities;

abilities.open("ab.m");

ofstream bodyplans;

bodyplans.open("body.dot");

ofstream copynos;

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

copynos.open("copy.m");

}

ofstream degrees;

degrees.open("deg.m");
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ofstream extinctions;

extinctions.open("ext1.m");

ofstream morphospace;

morphospace.open("morpho.m");

ofstream copytracker;

copytracker.open("ctrack.m");

//ofstream degreedistrib;

//degreedistrib.open("degdistrib.m");

ofstream genolength;

genolength.open("avgeno.m");

ofstream cluster;

cluster.open("avclustcoeff.m");

ofstream genotypes;

genotypes.open("genomes.txt");

ofstream survivals;

survivals.open("survlength.m");

ofstream nodesperlev;

nodesperlev.open("npl.m");

ofstream muttracker;

muttracker.open("mtrack.m");

//unsigned int levelmax;

morphospace << "morph = [";

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

copynos << "vunc = [";

copytracker << "copytrack = [";

}

muttracker << "mut = [";

ancestry << "ancestors = [";

diversity << "popunc = [";

standevdiv << "divdev = [";

standevcopy << "copydev = [";

abilities << "abunc = [";

degrees << "deg1 = [";

extinctions << "ext = [";

//degreedistrib << "degdis = [";

genolength << "geno = [";

cluster << "clustercoeff = [";

survivals << "survdistrib = [";

sdnodes << "ndev = [";

sdedges << "edev = [";

sdlevels << "ldev = [";

avnodes << "nav = [";

avedges << "eav = [";

avlevels << "lav = [";

nodesperlev << "npl = [";

//ptr_vector<double> leveldiversity;

ptr_vector< ptr_vector<int> > cnumticker;

for (int si = 0; si < tsteps; si++) {

clustercont.push_back(new double (1) );

clustercont.back() = 0;

sizediversity.push_back(new double (1) );

sizediversity.back() = 0;

divdev2.push_back(new double (1) );

divdev2.back() = 0;

degdiv.push_back(new double (1) );

degdiv.back() = 0;

counter.push_back(new double (1) );

counter.back() = 0;
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ext.push_back(new double (1) );

ext.back() = 0;

levs.push_back(new double (1));

levs.back() = 0;

}

ptr_vector<double> degdis;

ptr_vector<int> survivorlength;

int speciesticker;

if (genotype == 0) {

for (int x = 0; x < runs; x++) {

ptr_vector<double> copdev2;

speciesticker = 1;

systemsize = 1000;

lambda = 0.00001;

ptr_vector<ptr_vector<int>> balls;

for (int numcol = 0; numcol < totrescol; numcol++) {

balls.push_back(new ptr_vector<int>);

balls.back().push_back(new int (1));

balls.back().back() = 1050/(double)totrescol;

if (fluctuations == 1) {

balls.back().back() = 6000;

}

}

int realsize;

/* Population initialization */

Population pop;

Population::iterator itp;

double prob1 = 0;

//double dd = 0;

for (int p = 0; p < totrescol; p++) {

pop.push_back(new Bodyplan(1));

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maxlevel = 0;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].identity = 1;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].ancestor = 0;

ancestry << (pop.back())[graph_bundle].ancestor << ", ";

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno = floor(

(double) systemsize / (double) totrescol);

for (int tulip = 0; tulip < (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno; tulip++) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].age.push_back(new int (0));

}

if ((pop.back())[graph_bundle].age.size() != (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno) {

cout << "ERROR AT INITIALISATION" << endl;

}

for (unsigned int q = 0; q < num_vertices(pop.back()); q++) {

if (p == 0) {

pop.back()[q].colour = 0;

} else {

pop.back()[q].colour = 1;

}

}

balls[0][p] -= (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno

* num_vertices(pop.back());

if (resources == 0) {

if (mult == 0) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal = 0;

} else {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal = 1;

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal = 0;
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}

for (unsigned int r = 0; r < num_vertices(pop.back());

r++) {

(pop.back())[r].level = 0;

(pop.back())[r].ability = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((pop.back())[r].ability < 0) {

(pop.back())[r].ability = 0

- (pop.back())[r].ability;

}

if (mult == 1) {

(pop.back())[r].ability += 1;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal *=

pop.back()[r].ability;

} else {

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].abtotal +=

pop.back()[r].ability;

}

if (maintenance == 1) {

(pop.back())[r].maintain = normal_gen(eng,

normdist);

//if (rmain == 1) {

//while ((pop.back())[r].maintain > (pop.back())[r].ability) {

//(pop.back())[r].maintain = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

//}

//}

if ((pop.back())[r].maintain < 0) {

(pop.back())[r].maintain = 0

- (pop.back())[r].maintain;

}

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].maintotal += pop.back()[r].maintain;

}

}

}

}

cnumticker.push_back(new ptr_vector<int>);

for (int nmp = 0; nmp < tsteps; nmp++) {

(cnumticker.back()).push_back(new int (0));

}

(cnumticker.back()).front() = (pop.back())[graph_bundle].copyno;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].tstart = -1;

if (norm == 1 && peakselect == 0) {

popnorm(pop);

} else {

if (analytics != 1) {

degcalc(pop, degdiv, degdis, 0, counter);

}

}

for (int y = 0; y < tsteps; y++) {

prob1 = rn();

int totalballs = 0;

Population::iterator its;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}
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if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0 && resources == 1) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}

if (prob1 < (lambda * systemsize)

|| (dynamics == 0 && comparison == 0) || y == 0) {

mutation(pop, eng, normdist, balls, y);

if (norm == 1 && peakselect == 0 ) {

popnorm(pop);

}

speciesticker += 1;

(pop.back())[graph_bundle].identity = speciesticker;

ancestry << (pop.back())[graph_bundle].ancestor << ", ";

muttracker << y << ", ";

cnumticker.push_back(new ptr_vector<int>);

for (int nmp = 0; nmp < tsteps; nmp++) {

(cnumticker.back()).push_back(new int (0));

}

}

totalballs = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0 && resources == 1) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}

if (ages == 1) {

for (Population::iterator its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

if ((*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() != (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno) {

cout << "ERROR" << endl;

cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].age.size() << endl;

cout << (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno << endl;

}

}

}

if (analytics == 1) {

pop.pop_front();

}

degcalc(pop, degdiv, degdis, y, counter);

if (resources == 0) {

if (dynamics == 1) {

popgrowth(pop, systemsize, survivorlength, y);

} else {

if (analytics == 0 && peakselect == 0){

selection(pop, realsize, y, survivorlength);

}

}

if (peakselect == 1) {

fitnessfunct(pop,y,survivorlength);

}
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Population::iterator itpop;

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end();

itpop++) {

cnumticker[(*itpop)[graph_bundle].identity - 1][y] = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

/*

if (dynamics == 1) {

if (x == 0) {

Population::iterator itpop;

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end();

itpop++) {

copynos << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].copyno << " ";

}

copytracker << pop.size() << " ";

}

}*/

} else {

resourcealloc(pop, balls, y, survivorlength);

Population::iterator itpop;

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

copynos << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].copyno << ", ";

copdev2.push_back(new double (1));

copdev2.back() = (*itpop)[graph_bundle].copyno;

}

copytracker << pop.size() << " ";

}

if (comparison != 1) {

sizediversity[y] += pop.size();

divdev2[y] = pop.size();

} else {

sizediversity[y] += realsize;

}

totalballs = 0;

for (its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

totalballs += (*its)[graph_bundle].copyno * num_vertices(*its);

}

for (unsigned int bc = 0; bc < balls.size(); bc++) {

totalballs += accumulate(balls[bc].begin(), balls[bc].end(), (double) 0);

}

if (totalballs != 1050) {

if (fluctuations == 0 && resources == 1) {

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

}

}

Population::iterator itpop;

//for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

//morphospace << " " << num_vertices(*itpop) << " "

//<< num_edges(*itpop) << " "

//<< (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maxlevel << ";";

//cout << "Abtotal is " << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal << "\n";

//cout << "Maintotal is " << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal << "\n";

//cout << "Fitness is " << (*itpop)[graph_bundle].abtotal / (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maintotal << "\n";

//}

//cout << pop.size() << endl;
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/*if (analytics == 0) {

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

for (unsigned int jj = 0; jj < num_vertices(*itpop);

jj++) {

degreedistrib << out_degree(jj, (*itpop)) << ", ";

}

}

}*/

/*if (pop.size() != 0) {

double cc = 0;

for (itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

ClusteringContainer coefs(num_vertices(*itpop));

ClusteringMap cm(coefs, *itpop);

cc += all_clustering_coefficients(*itpop, cm);

}

cc /= pop.size();

clustercont[y] += cc;

}*/

if (analytics == 0) {

if (pop.size() != 0) {

double sumn = 0;

double sume = 0;

double suml = 0;

for (itpop=pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

sumn += num_vertices(*itpop);

sume += num_edges(*itpop);

suml += (*itpop)[graph_bundle].maxlevel;

}

sumn /= (double)pop.size();

sume /= (double)pop.size();

suml /= (double)pop.size();

avnodes << sumn << ", ";

avedges << sume << ", ";

avlevels << suml << ", ";

double divn = 0;

double dive = 0;

double divl = 0;

double sumdivn = 0;

double sumdive = 0;

double sumdivl = 0;

for (itpop=pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end(); itpop++) {

divn = (num_vertices(*itpop) - sumn);

divn *= divn;

dive = (num_edges(*itpop) - sume);

dive *= dive;

divl = ((*itpop)[graph_bundle].maxlevel - suml);

divl *= divl;

sumdivn += divn;

sumdive += dive;

sumdivl += divl;

}

sumdivn /= (double)pop.size();

sumdive /= (double)pop.size();

sumdivl /= (double)pop.size();

sumdivn = sqrt(sumdivn);

sumdive = sqrt(sumdive);

sumdivl = sqrt(sumdivl);

sdnodes << sumdivn << ", ";

sdedges << sumdive << ", ";
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sdlevels << sumdivl << ", ";

} else {

for (int f = 0; f < (tsteps - y); f++) {

sdnodes << "NaN, ";

sdedges << "NaN, ";

sdlevels << "NaN, ";

avnodes << "NaN, ";

avedges << "NaN, ";

avlevels << "NaN, ";

}

for (int ff = 1; ff < pop.size(); ff++) {

survivorlength[ff] = tsteps;

}

}

}

if (pop.size() == 0) {

cout << "EXTINCT" << endl;

ext[y] += 1;

y = tsteps;

} else {

if (x == 0) {

abilities << pop.back()[graph_bundle].abtotal << ", ";

}

}

cout << x << "." << y << endl;

}

if (analytics == 0) {

if (pop.size() > 0) {

write_graphviz(bodyplans, pop.front(),

my_node_writer(pop.front()));

}

}

/*for (int g = 0; g < clustercont.size(); g++) {

cluster << clustercont[g] << ’,’;

}*/

/*if (analytics == 1) {

int degreedis;

for (unsigned int j = 0; j < num_vertices(pop.back()); j++) {

degreedis = 0;

degreedis = out_degree(j, pop.back());

degreedistrib << degreedis << ’,’;

}

}*/

if (pop.size() > 0) {

double meandivdev = accumulate(divdev2.begin(), divdev2.end(),(double) 0);

meandivdev /= (double)divdev2.size();

double diffdd;

for (int u = 0; u < divdev2.size(); u++){

diffdd = divdev2[u] - meandivdev;

divdev2[u] = diffdd*diffdd;

}

diffdd = accumulate(divdev2.begin(), divdev2.end(), (double) 0);

diffdd /= (double)divdev2.size();

standevdiv << sqrt(diffdd) << ", ";

double meancopdev = accumulate(copdev2.begin(), copdev2.end(), (double) 0);

meancopdev /= (double)copdev2.size();

for (int uu = 0; uu < copdev2.size(); uu++){

diffdd = copdev2[uu] - meancopdev;

copdev2[uu] = diffdd*diffdd;

}

diffdd = accumulate(copdev2.begin(), copdev2.end(), (double) 0);

diffdd /= (double)copdev2.size();
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standevcopy << sqrt(diffdd) << ", ";

} else {

standevdiv << "NaN" << ", ";

standevcopy << "NaN" << ", ";

}

if (analytics == 1) {

Population::iterator itpop;

for (unsigned int n = 0; n < num_vertices(pop.back()); n++) {

levs[(pop.back())[n].level] += 1;

}

}

pop.release();

copdev2.release();

}

} else {

for (int x = 0; x < runs; x++) {

double prob1 = 0;

Genopop pop;

systemsize = 1000;

lambda = 0.0001;

int balls = 1;

int specext = 0;

//pop.push_back(new string("[{0}{0}{0}][{111}]"));

//string first = "[{0}{0}{0}][{111}]";

string first = "[{0}]";

//pop.push_back(new string ("[{0}]"));

pop.push_back(new string);

pop.back() = first;

ptr_vector<double> copynums;

copynums.push_back(new double (1) );

copynums.back() = systemsize;

doublelists agevec;

doublelists ablist, mainlist;

ablist.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

if (ages == 1) {

agevec.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

for (int tic = 0; tic < copynums.back(); tic++) {

(agevec.back()).push_back(new double);

(agevec.back()).back() = 0;

}

}

if (resources != 1) {

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(pop.back(),

first_finder("{0}", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

(ablist.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(ablist.back()).back() = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((ablist.back()).back() < 0) {

(ablist.back()).back() = 0 - (ablist.back()).back();

}

}

/*

(ablist.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(ablist.back()).back() = std::accumulate(

(ablist.back()).begin(), (ablist.back()).begin() + 3,

(double) 0);

*/
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if (maintenance == 1) {

mainlist.push_back(new ptr_vector<double>);

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(

pop.back(), first_finder("{0}", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

(mainlist.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(mainlist.back()).back() = normal_gen(eng, normdist);

if ((mainlist.back()).back() < 0) {

(mainlist.back()).back() = 0

- (mainlist.back()).back();

}

}

/*

(mainlist.back()).push_back(new double (1) );

(mainlist.back()).back() = std::accumulate(

(mainlist.back()).begin(),

(mainlist.back()).begin() + 3, (double) 0);

*/

}

if (norm == 1) {

popnorm(pop, ablist, mainlist);

}

}

for (int y = 0; y < tsteps; y++) {

prob1 = rn();

if (prob1 < (lambda * systemsize)

|| (dynamics == 0 && resources == 0) || y == 0) {

mutation(pop, ablist, mainlist, copynums, eng,

normdist, balls, agevec);

//cout << "mutation" << endl;

if (norm == 1 && resources == 0) {

popnorm(pop, ablist, mainlist);

}

//cout << "popnorm" << endl;

if (analytics == 1) {

pop.pop_front();

copynums.erase(copynums.begin());

(ablist.front()).erase((ablist.front()).begin(),(ablist.front()).end());

ablist.pop_front();

if (maintenance == 1) {

mainlist.release(mainlist.begin());

}

}

}

/* Check for ball conservation */

int totalballs = 0;

int numvert = 0;

int t = 0;

for (Genopop::iterator its = pop.begin(); its != pop.end(); its++) {

numvert = 0;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator((*its),

first_finder("{", is_iequal())); It != string_find_iterator();

++It) {

numvert += 1;

}

totalballs += copynums[t] * numvert;

t++;

}

totalballs += balls;

if (analytics != 1) {
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if (totalballs != 1001) {

cout << "BALLS NOT CONSERVED" << endl;

cout << "total balls is " << totalballs << endl;

}

}

degcalc(pop, degdiv, degdis, y, counter, copynums);

cout << "deg calc" << endl;

if (analytics == 0) {

if (resources == 0) {

if (dynamics == 1) {

popgrowth(pop, ablist, mainlist, copynums,

systemsize, specext, agevec);

} else {

selection(pop, ablist, mainlist);

}

if (dynamics == 1) {

if (x == 0) {

ptr_vector<double>::iterator itcop;

for (itcop = copynums.begin();

itcop != copynums.end(); itcop++) {

copynos << (*itcop) << " ";

//cout << (*itcop) << endl;

}

copytracker << pop.size() << " ";

}

}

} else {

balls = resourcealloc(pop, copynums, balls, agevec);

for (unsigned int r = 0; r < pop.size(); r++) {

copynos << copynums[r] << ", ";

}

copytracker << pop.size() << " ";

}

}

sizediversity[y] += pop.size();

Population::iterator itpop;

if (pop.size() == 0) {

cout << "EXTINCT" << endl;

ext[y] += 1;

y = tsteps;

} else {

if (x == 0 && resources == 0) {

cout << "ablist size is " << ablist.size() << endl;

abilities

<< accumulate((ablist.back()).begin(),

(ablist.back()).end(), (double) 0)

<< ", ";

}

}

cout << x << "." << y << endl;

}

double avgen = 0;

for (Genopop::iterator itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end();

itpop++) {

avgen += (*itpop).length();

}

/*if (analytics == 1) {

int degreedis;

char_separator<char> sep("[{}]");

tokeniser tokens(pop.back(), sep);

for (tokeniser::iterator node = tokens.begin();

node != tokens.end(); node++) {

degreedis = 0;
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string tokstr = *node;

for (string_find_iterator It = make_find_iterator(tokstr,

first_finder("1", is_iequal()));

It != string_find_iterator(); ++It) {

degreedis += 1;

}

degreedistrib << degreedis << ’,’;

}

}*/

for (Genopop::iterator itpop = pop.begin(); itpop != pop.end();

itpop++) {

genotypes << *itpop << endl;

}

avgen /= (double)pop.size();

genolength << avgen << ", " << endl;

cout << specext << endl;

pop.erase(pop.begin(), pop.end());

ablist.erase(ablist.begin(), ablist.end());

mainlist.erase(mainlist.begin(), mainlist.end());

copynums.erase(copynums.begin(), copynums.end());

if (dynamics == 1 || resources == 1) {

copynos << endl;

copytracker << endl;

}

}

}

//dd += ((double) num_edges(branches)

/// (double) num_vertices(branches));

//write_graphviz(branching, branches);

/* Level data collection */

//Population::iterator itsl;

//levelmax = levelcount(pop);

/*

if (leveldiversity.size() < levelmax) {

int diff = levelmax-leveldiversity.size();

for (int i = 0; i < diff; i++) {

leveldiversity.push_back(new double (1) );

leveldiversity.back() = 0;

sizecounter.push_back(new double (1) );

sizecounter.back() = 0;

}

}

for (itsl = pop.begin(); itsl != pop.end(); itsl++) {

leveldiversity[(*itsl)[graph_bundle].maxlevel - 1] += 1;

sizecounter[(*itsl)[graph_bundle].maxlevel - 1] += 1;

}*/

for (unsigned int lev = 0; lev < levs.size(); lev++) {

levs[lev] = levs[lev]/(double)runs;

nodesperlev << levs[lev] << ", ";

}

for (unsigned int le = 0; le < ext.size(); le++) {

extinctions << ext[le] << ", ";

}

for (int d = 0; d < survivorlength.size(); d++) {

survivals << survivorlength[d] << ", ";

}
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double opdiv;

for (unsigned int lic = 0; lic < sizediversity.size(); lic++) {

opdiv = sizediversity[lic] / (double)runs;

diversity << opdiv << ", ";

}

double opdiv2;

for (unsigned int r = 0; r < degdiv.size(); r++) {

if (degdiv[r] != 0) {

opdiv2 = degdiv[r] / counter[r];

} else {

opdiv2 = 0;

}

degrees << opdiv2 << ", ";

}

for (unsigned int ctick = 0; ctick < cnumticker.size(); ctick++) {

for (unsigned int ref = 0; ref < tsteps; ref++) {

copynos << cnumticker[ctick][ref] << " ";

}

copynos << "; ";

}

degdiv.release();

sizediversity.release();

ext.release();

//diversity << "]; " << endl;

//fitot.release();

//leveldiversity.release();

//cout << zz << "." << z << endl; // Inner loop counter

//}

ancestry << "];" << endl;

nodesperlev << "];" << endl;

survivals << "];" << endl;

standevcopy << "];" << endl;

standevdiv << "];" << endl;

extinctions << "];" << endl;

copynos << "];" << endl;

diversity << "];" << "\n";

abilities << "];" << "\n";

degrees << "];" << "\n";

morphospace << "];";

copytracker << "];" << endl;

//degreedistrib << "];" << endl;

genolength << "];" << endl;

cluster << "];" << endl;

muttracker << "];" << endl;

sdnodes << "];";

sdedges << "];";

sdlevels << "];";

avnodes << "];";

avedges << "];";

avlevels << "];";

//}

muttracker.close();

ancestry.close();

nodesperlev.close();

avnodes.close();

avedges.close();

avlevels.close();

sdnodes.close();

sdedges.close();

sdlevels.close();

survivals.close();

standevcopy.close();

standevdiv.close();

cluster.close();
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copytracker.close();

morphospace.close();

copynos.close();

abilities.close();

diversity.close();

degrees.close();

//degreedist << "];";

//degreedist.close();

//branching.close();

bodyplans.close();

extinctions.close();

//degreedistrib.close();

genolength.close();

genotypes.close();

//novertices.close();

//nolevels.close();

return 0;

}
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